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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As man journeys into space, demands have been made on his support 

systems to operate in environments much different than those that exist 

on earth. Environmental conditions of high vacuum, extreme temperature 

change, extreme accelerations, and high velocities have been factors in 

creating a need for systems engineering. Skills and knowledge that were 

previously considered highly specialized are now being combined into new 

technical occupations (RoneY, 1969, p. 201). This systems approach has 

caused sweeping changes to take place in American industry, and in post

high school educational institutions which supply an ever-increasing 

proportion of industry's technical manpower (DuggeG 1968, p. 1). One 

of the specific changes of this technological development is the ere~ 

ation of thousands of jobs at the technician level which require the 

completion of two years of post secondary technician education prior 

to employment (Venn,1964, pp. 17-19). 

To provide this two year post-high school education, many communi

ties have established new junior or community colleges. It has been 

estimated that 50 new community colleges will be created each year in 

the foreseeable future (Reynolds 1969, p. vi). For these new two-year 

instituions being created, the development of curriculums to meet the 

technical needs of American industry is a problem of upmost importance. 

As for the two-year training institutions, already in existence, the 

1 



changing industrial manpower requirements make it necessary to initiate 

new and to improve old curricula. One of the new technical curricula 

being developed is electromechanical technology. This program utilizes 

concepts which cross the fields of electricity, mechanics, fluids, 

acoustics, thermodynamics, and optics. 

Statement of the Problem 

To develop educational objectives for an occupational curriculum, 

it is necessary to know what tasks are performed in the occupation and 

the frequency of performing these tasks (Mager and Beach, 1967, p. 2). 

In the emerging field of electromechanical technology, little research 

has been done to determine the specific skills and knowledge needed in 

the occupation. 

Purpose of the Study 

2 

The primary purpose of this study was to conduct an occupational 

analysis of electromechanical technician occupations in order to deter

mine the frequency of performing selected tasks and the area of activity 

in which these tasks are performed. A secondary purpose of this study 

was to analyze and organize this occupational analysis data in prepara

tion for writing educational objectives for an electromechanical tech

nician education program. 

Background for the Study 

After the field study (Roney, 1966) was completed, the Technical 

Education Research Center of Cambridge, Massachusetts, funded a demon

stration program for the development of an electromechanical technology 
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curriculum at Oklahoma State University (see Appendix I for summary of 

field study). The purpose of this demonstration program was to develop 

a curriculum and the accompanying instructional material for a two-year 

electromechanical technology education program (see Appendix J for sum

mary of demonstration program). 

Along with this electromechanical technology program, the Bureau 

of Educational Personnel Development funded a graduate fellowship pro

gram to train teachers to implement this technical education program in 

appropriate institutional media throughout the United States (see 

Appendix K for summary of fellowship program). The final phase of this 

graduate fellowship program entailed the development of an occupational 

analysis questionnaire for analyzing the electromechanical technician 

occupation. For the final master's report, each of thirteen partici

pants (fellows) administered this questionnaire to a selected number of 

electromechanical technicians and their supervisors. This questionnaire 

was designed to determine the frequency with which selected task'.s were 

performed and the area of activity in which these tasks were performed, 

in a selected number of organizations employing electromechanical tech

nicians. The geographical area and type of industrial establishments 

covered in each of the thirteen separate reports was usually limited to 

the area to which each graduate fellow was going to establish an elea..:. 

tromechanical technology program upon graduation. 

Need for the Study 

To develop educational objectives, as one element in the process 

of curriculum development, the occupational analysis is needed to help 

identify the tasks performed and the frequency of performing these 



tasks. In order to use the data mentioned in the preceding section for 

• 
an occupational analysis, it was deemed necessary to select additional 

industrial establishments so that the study would be more representative 

of those identified in the field study. The Education Professional 

Development Bureau, acting on a specific proposal, approved this in-

creased scope of activity. Funding was subsequently made available and 

the project was set in motion. 

Assumptions of the Study 

The design of the study was based upon two assumptions: 

(1) the tasks performed by electromechanical technicians in 

June 1970 were no different from the tasks performed in 

March 1971, and 

(2) the electromechanical technicians and their supervisors 

completed the questionnaires to the best of their ability. 

Constraints of the Study 

One major constraint of this study was that it was not a random 

sample of the electromechanical technicians or even industrial estab-

lishments employing electromechanical technicians. This occU'pation was 

so new that the Standard Industrial Classification did not specifically 

identify industrial activities that require electromechanical tech-

nicians. After consultation with manpower economists and educators 

performing manpower research, it was decided that it would not be feasi-

ble to try to determine the population of industrial establishments that 

employ electromechanical technicians. Therefore, the subjects for this 



study were selected on criteria other than randomness. These criteria 

are further delineated in Chapter III. 

Definitions of Terms 
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Engineering Technician - An engineering technician is one whose 

education and experience qualify him to work in the field of engineering 

technology. He differs from a craftsman in his knowledge of scientific 

and engineering theory and methods, and from an engineer in his more 

specialized background and in his use of technical skills in support of 

engineering activities (ASEE, 1962). 

Electromechanical Technician - An electromechanical technician is 

an engineering technician whose education and experience qualify him to 

work in the combined fields of electrical and mechanical technologies. 

He differs from the specialized technician in his cross-disciplinary 

knowledge of scientific and engineering theory and methods. 

Engineering Technology - Engineering technology is that part of 

engineering which requires the application of scientific and engineering 

knowledge and methods combined with technical skills in support of engi

neering activities; it lies in the occupational area between the 

craftsman and the engineer (ASEE, 1962). 

Engineering Technology Curriculum - An engineering technology cur

riculum is a planned sequence of college-level courses, usually leading 

tQ the associate degree, designed to prepare students to work in the 

field of engineering technology. 

(a) The term college-level in the definition of a technology 

curriculum indicates the attitude with which the education 

is approached, the rigor, and the degree of achievement 



demanded, and not solely or even necessarily that the 

credits are transferable to baccalaureate programs. 

(b) There are many specific branches of engineering tech

nology in which curricula are offered. Commonly 

encountered are such curriculum titles as mechanical 

technology, electronic technology, chemical technology, 

and civil technology. 

Electromechanical Technology - Electromechanical Technology is an 

engineering technology which is based on the technical concepts of two 

or more specialized technologies. Primarily, electromechanical tech

nology emphasizes concepts involved in electrical and/or mechanical 

systems, but these concepts are applied to other areas such as 

magnetics, optics, acoustics, and thermodynamics. 

Electromechanical Technology Curriculum - Electromechanical tech

nology curriculum is a careful integration of mathematics, communica

tions, physics, and cross-disciplinary technical studies. Instead of 

traditional discrete units of mechanics, electricity, heat, sound, and 

light a system of unified concepts is utilized. The basic concepts of 

energy conversion and mass transfer are introduced in generalizable 

forms, applicable to mechanical, electrical, pneumatics, hydraulics, 

and thermal systems. These are termed as unified concepts. 

Cross-Disciplinary - Two or more technical disciplines combined to 

make one curriculum or occupation. 

Third Generation - Curriculum or occupation in which the basic 

scientific principles or concepts are utilized rather than the special

ized techniques and knowledge appropriate for a single specialty. 

6 



Concept - A concept is a mental image of a thing formed by genera

lization from particulars. 

Unified Concepts - A concept that can be applied to two or more 

fields of study. 

7 

Occupation - The term 11occupation 11 is used interchangeably with 

the term 11 job11 • A job is thought of more in terms of a piece of work. 

Yet, they both are defined as a specific duty - 11 the principle business 

of one's life." 

~ - A task is a related set of actions required for the comple

tion of a job bbjective. 

Occupational Analysis - The procedure for determining (1) what 

tasks and knowledges constitute a job or cluster of jobs, (2) how those 

tasks and knowledges are to be performed at present and in the foresee~ 

able future, and (3) what behaviors are required of the worker in a 

domain appropriate to relevant constraints. All of the above inputs 

are determined from various levels of manpower in the work environment 

and the appropriate professional educators. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The primary purpose of this study was to conduct an occupational 

analysis of electromechanical technician occupations in order to deter

mine the frequency of performing selected tasks and the area of activity 

in which these tasks are performed. A secondary purpose of this study 

was to analyze and organize the data in preparation for writing educa

tional objectives for an electromechanical technician education program. 

An effort was made, in this review of the literature, to develop 

the relationship between occupational analyses and the writing of edu

qational objectives. To do this, the literature was divided into these 

major areas: occupational analysis, curriculum development, and 

emerging technologies. 

Occupational Analysis 

The concept of the task analysis was implemented during World War I 

when it was necessary to train a large number of workers for a special 

skill in a short period of time. Since that time, the task analysis has 

been expanded to job or occupational analysis. In reviewing the liter

ature it was found that the terms task, job, and occupational analyses 

were often used synonymously. Therefore, in this study, occupational 

analysis was used except in quotations from other sources. 

8 



Since World War I, occupational analyses have been used in many of 

the fields of vocational education. In an occupational analysis of the 

agricultural supply business, Brinkley (1965) surveyed 90 employees in 

65 businesses in Kentucky. Each employee completed a questionnaire 

covering 251 tasks. Each task was checked as being very helpful, 

helpful, or of little value. The results were used as a basis for 

establishing four pilot programs in off-farm agricultural occupations. 

Dillon (1965) did a study of certain abilities needed in licensed 

nurseries and licensed ornamental horticulture businesses. Each task 

was to be checked in two areas: (1) need knowledge (No, Yes), (2) 

ability to perform (a, b, c, d). 

a. None (I do not perform this activity in my job). 

b. I perform this activity·~ supervision. 

c. I perform this activity without supervision. 

d. I perform this activity without supervision so well that my 

performance may be used to instruct others. 

Dillon concluded different curriculums should be developed for each 

program. 

9 

Another occupational analysis in agriculture was done by Long 

(1968). The objective of this study was to obtain up-to-date facts 

about clusters of tasks performed by Washington state farm operators 

engaged primarily in producing grain, livestock., dairy commodities, 

poultry, forest products, horticulture commodities, and general farming 

commodities. The questionnaire listed 132 tasks to be answered yes or 

no, if they had been performed in the last two years. The 132 tasks 

were divided among 18 groups, such as soil structures, farm power, plant 

pests, etc. The results of this study showed that tasks classified as 
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management, marketing, animal care, and plant production were performed 

by a large percentage of most categories of farm operators. 

Rahmlow and Kiehn ( 1967) conducted an occupational analysis of the 

child care occupation in the state of Washington. Their questionnaire 

was similar to 1Dng 1 s. 

An occupational analysis of home related occupations was conducted 

by Shipley (1967). The tasks listed in this questionnaire were check;ed 

in one of three ways: I never do this task; I sometimes do this task; 

I always do this task. The data was analyzed as to the number of each 

response in each of the three related occupations. 

Curriculum Development 

The development of a curriculum, whether it be a new one or the 

improvement of an existing one, is a complex and time consuming task for 

any instructor. In the early stages of C_!!.!'!:J:~111!!!!.l __ _g.J~Y.el.opment _the. _ _p.l:u.-. 

losophy of the institution and the overall institutional objectives must --------. .,~. ·--·· ... .-•... , .... ·- .. 

be considered to establish boundaries for the curriculum (Emch, 1958, 

pp. ~1-57). Along with the institutional philosophy and objectives, the 

students tq be served and the prospective employers must be considered 

before establishing a curricula that will start at the present level of 

the students and progress toward the needs of the employers. 

The major problems in curriculum development arise after the ini-

tial examination of the institutional philosophy and objectives. Five 

problems that arise are: What courses should be included in the curric-

ulum? What should be the content of specific courses? What should be 

tpe specific course objectives? What should be the arrangement of the 

individual courses? What should be the arrangement of each course 
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outline? In attempting a solution of these problems several approaches 

may be used. One would be to choose a curriculum already developed by 

some other institution. Another would be to review the curricula from 

several institutions and then select the parts of each that best suits 

the philosophy and objectives of the institution. A third method would 

be to use the advise of experts in the occupation to establish the 

curriculum. 

Probably the most effective way is a combination of these, along 

with an analysis of the knowledges and skills needed for effective 

performance (Dept. Heath, Education, and Welfare, 1962, P• 16). 

The use of and need for educational objectives in curriculum devel-

opment has been discussed by many writers. Bloom and others ( 1956) dis-

cussed a taxonomy of educational objectives in which objectives are 

first classified into three domains: cognitive, affective, and psycho-

motor. They stated that "Curriculum builders should find the taxonomy 

helps them to specify objectives so that it becomes easier to plan 

learning experiences and prepare evaluation devices" (Bloom, 1956~ 

P• 2). The commonly used sources in arriving at educational objectives 

are such things as the students' present level of development, their 

needs, and their interests. Other sources for objectives are conditions 

and problems of contemporary life, activities that the individuals are 

expected to perform, and problems they are expected to encounter. 

Tyler .(1949, pp. 391-407) contended that the l>roblems of curriculum 

development and instruction are usually considered in relation to four 

major types of questions. 

1. What educ~tional purposes or objectives should the school 
or course seek to attain? 



2. What learning experiences can be provided that are likely 
to bring about the attainment of these purposes? 

J. How can these learning experiences be effectively orga
nized to help provide continuity and sequence for the 
learner and help him in integrating what might otherwise 
appear as isolated learning experiences? 

4:. How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be 
evaluated by the use of tests and other systematic 
evidence-gathering procedures? 

12 

In another publication, Basic Principles .£! Curriculum ~ Instruc-

~, Tyler (194:9) discussed two common arguments for using job analysis 

for curriculum development and improvement. The first of these argu-

ments was that because contemporary life is so complex and because life 

is continually changing, it is necessary to focus educational efforts on 

the critical aspects of life that are important today. The job analysis 

will help eliminate wasting time on objectives that were important fifty 

years ago but no longer have significance. The job analysis.will also 

help identify objectives that are now important but are not included in 

the curriculum. The second argument for using the job analysis stems 

from findings relating to transfer of training. Tyler said that as long 

as educators believed that it was possible for a student to train his 

mind in general and then transfer this training to a specific situation, 

there was less.need for an analysis of contemporary life. He further 

stressed that studies of transfer of training indicate that the student 

is most likely to apply his learning if it has been related to real-life 

situations. 

Tyler also gave three criticisms of the job analysis of contempo-

rary life. First, the identification of a contemporary activity does 

not in itself indicate that it is desirable. Second, in the changing 

world, contemporary activities might change, leaving the person 
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unprepared for the future. Third, some of the critical problems of con

temporary life and some of the activities engaged in by adults might not 

be interesting nor a concern to the student. To assume that these 

activities should become educational objectives neglects the importance 

of considering student interests and needs as a basis for deriving 

objectives. 

In order to work out a plan for organizing a curruculum, it is 

necessary to identify the elements of that curriculum which serve as 

the organizing threads. From these threads the educational objectives 

are obtained. These objectives should.be selected according to their 

relative importance and frequency of use. There is much less likelihood 

of the student forgetting material that is important and frequently 

used. The three criteria to be used in selecting these learning experi

ences are continuity, sequence, and integration. 

Mager (1967) said that the object of vocational instruction is to 

send a student away capable of performing satisfactorily on the job and 

capable of increasing his skills through further practice. To achieve 

this first goal, it is necessary to know what the jobs consist of, what 

is needed to perform each task, and how frequently each task is per

formed. To achieve the second goal, it is necessary to teach the stu

dent to be able to identify perfect and imperfect performance of the 

tasks. 

To prepare a course to accomplish these goals, it is necessary 

first to make a general job description. From this general outline, a 

finer list of the tasks is composed (task analysis2· From this list, 

the course objectives are drawn and the criterion examination is made. 

To accomplish this task analysis, it is necessary to talk to the men on 



the job to determine what the job is and to the supervisor to determine 

what it ought to be. 

In developing the task analysi~~ the first step is to determine the 

frequency of performance of the task. The frequency is very useful in 

deciding how deeply to go into a subject, how much practice to provide, 

and how to sequence the course. The second step is to list the tasks in 

terms of what the person does when performing the task. The final step 

is to list the learning difficulty of ea'ch task. 

Mager stated in.conclusion: 

There are probably as many techniques for performing a task 
analysis as there are people doing it. The only large error 
you can make is not to use any task analysis technique at all. 

Evans (1966, PP• J-19) presented a paper at the University of 

Wisconsin in which he stated: 

Most of thi13 paper concentrates on the relationship of occu
pational data for curriculum planning for education which is 
occupationally related. The principle reason for this limi
tation is that we kQow a little more about curriculum planning 
than about sett~ng goals. Nevertheless, it should be remem
bered that occupational data can and should be useful in 
specifying society's goals for all of education and for deter
mining the clientele of the school. 

He went on to say that there are two major types of occupational 

data required, supply and demand. Evans contended that more or less 

accurate information is available on the number of people employed and 

unemployed, but little data is available on the abilities, interests, 

and achievement levels needed in different fields. He further contended 

that in occupational education one needs to have a considerable amount 

of data about skills as they relate to occupations. He concluded his 

paper by saying: 
" 



In the absence of data or in the absence of the use of data, 
certain types of occupational education are remarkably resis
tant to change, in spite of rapidly changing occupational 
requirements. 

15 

In discussion after Evans' paper, Meade (1966, PP• 25-29) said that 

one does not have an efficient system of getting what little information 

he does ·have about occupations to the people who determine educational 

programs in the schools. He contended that, 11You only have to visit 

schools and hear teachers stumble their way through a description of the 

jobs that exist outside the school sometimes just across the street." 

Weibrod (1966, pp. 33-Lill), in discussing Evans' paper, said that 

one needs definitions of occupations in terms of "skill mixes and skill 

clusters". 

Smith and Lipsett (1956, pp. 138-139) wrote that in constructing 

curriculum based on an occupational analysis, the ne:xt step is to allo-

cate each task to some course of instruction. They suggested that a 

simple but practical technique is to list the courses which seem to rep-

resent the major areas of content. In this outline of courses, the 

tasks are placed where they are deemed most appropriate. They claimed 

the following advantages for this method of approach: 

1. Facilitates the elimination of duplication and superfluous 
material. 

2. Tends to provide greater incentive by virtue of its show
ing relationship between activities and content. 

3. Assists in providing stabilized and validated courses even 
though instructors may change. 

4:. Aids in providing content prepared for a specific voca
tional objective in contrast to general content. 

One of the recommendations on technical curricula reported from a 

conference of the American Association of the Advancement of Science 

(1968), P• 18) was: 



Technical educators and the employers of technicians 
should be fully aware of the rapidity of change in technical 
occupations and their corresponding educational requirements. 
Technical education curricula should be under continuous 
cooperative study by institutions and employers, and, to the 
extent possible, the need for change should be anticipated 
rather than accommodated. The scientific community can make 
important contributions by helping to foresee the direction 
of change in science and technology that will affect tech
nical education, and by helping to plan educational programs 
that will take account of these trends. 

The U.S. Office of Education (1962, pp. 16-19) recommended that 
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the first step in curriculum construction, based on job analysis, be the 

preparation of composite lists of knowledges and skills needed for 

effective performance of the occupations. From this list of knowledges 

and skills, subject matter areas are selected and divided into groups to 

become courses. The next step in the curriculum construction is to 

determine the educational objectives of each course from the list of 

knowledges and skills associated with that course. 

Brandon and Evans (1965), PP• 263-279) suggested three basic re-

search tools for program-planning in vocational education. They were: 

a. community occupational surveys, 

b. local advisory committees with representative from both 
management and labor, 

c. occupational analysis. 

One major change in the three basic research tools suggested by 

these authors was to expand the surveys from the community level to the 

national level, enlarge the geographical area for advisory committees, 

and expand the occupational analysis to occupational clusters. 

The electronics technology curriculum has been systematically 

developed over several years and has a generally accepted outline 

(Electronic Technology, 1967). A similar curriculum has also been 

developed for mechanical technology (Mechanical Technology, 1962). 
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These curriculums were developed for the U.S. Office of Education by 

experts that had been working in the respective curriculums for several 

years. 

Emerging Technologies 

With the development of scientific knowledge and the application 

of this knowledge, it has become necessary for some technicians to 

become knowledgeable in more than one field of technology. The field 

study, (Roney, 1966) which was conducted in two parts, identified some 

occupational and educational needs of the emerging electromechanical 

technician. From an in-plant study, along with a mailed questionnaire 

to determine the future need for electromechanical technicians, it was 

determined that by 1970 there would be an additional need of 20,329 

electromechanical technicians. 

It was found, by Robertson (1970, p. 83), that only about 198 

electromechanical technicians would be graduated in 1970. These grad

uates would come from 21 schools with electromechanical technology pro

grams. His survey indicated that only about five percent of the junior 

colleges offered this program. He further concluded that many educa

tional administrators did not differentiate between electronics tech

nology and electromechanical technology. 

An occupational analysis of an emerging occupation, the bio-medical 

equipment technician, was completed by the Technical Education Research 

Center (TERC, 1970). Their occupational analysis questionnaire listed 

19 tasks to be indicated on a scale of zero to six as to the frequency 

of performance. The questionnaire also listed 36 pieces of equipment. 

To the equipment list the interviewee responded yes or no if the 
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technician ever worked with the equipment, did preventive maintenance 

and/or calibration on the equipment, install equipment for operation or 

use, or carried out major or minor repair on equipment. Also on the 

equipment lists were five levels of entry performance expected of the 

technicians. 

Al though the tasks were responded to as to frequency of perfor--

mance, they were reported as to whether the task was performed by the 

technicians. In listing the 19 tasks in the order of the percent of 

respondents who performed them, a difference of less than ten percent 

was considered not significant. 

In reporting on the equipment used by the technicians, the percent 

of respondances in each category was listed. The conclusion was: 

Although the percentage of BMET 1 s who perform calibration and 
preventive maintenance are slightly lower than the percent
ages of BMET 1 s who carry out major and minor repairs, the 
difference is too small to be significant. This suggests that 
BMET educational programs should be designed to give the stu
dents skills and knowledge relevant to all four functions: 
calibration, preventive maintenance, troubleshooting and 
repair. 

The Technical Education Research Center of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 

is also in the process of completing an occupational analysis of the 

electro-optical technician. 

Summary 

From the review of literature, several major elements of the occu-

pational analysis are indicated as important for curriculum development 

and the writing of educational objectives. The first of these is the 

tasks performed and the frequency of performing these tasks. A second 

element of the occupational analysis is to determine what the person 

does when performing the task. A third element is to expand the 
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occupational analysis to occupational clusters. A fourth element of 

the occupational analysis is to determine both what the person does and 

what his supervisor expects him to be able to do. 

These major elements were generally agreed upon, by the various 

writers, as being necessary in the occupational analysis. The writers 

also generally agreed that the occupational analysis is a useful tool 

in curriculum development and the writing ·of educational objectives. 

One major omission in the literature is the specific method of trans

ferring the occupational analysis data to educational objectives. 

Research Questions to be Answered 

The research questions to be answered in this study were derived 

from the review of literature and are concerned with both the frequency 

of use and area of activity of task performance by the electromechanical 

technician. Also of concern were the selected unified concepts used in 

instructing the electromechanical technician education program at 

Oklahoma State University. 

The following research questions will.be viewed from what the 

technician does and from what the supervisors expect the technician to 

be able to do upon entry. 

RQ1• Which of the selected technical tasks are most frequently 

n.erformed by the electromechanical technicians, as viewed 

by the technicians and as viewed by the supervisors'? 

RQ2 • Which of the selected communication tasks are most fre

quently performed by the electromechanical technician, as 

viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 



Which of the selected mathematical tasks are most fre

quently performed by the electromechanical technician, 

as viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

RQ~. Which of the selected shop tools are most frequently 

used by the electromechanical technician, as viewed by 

the technicians and as viewed by the supervisors? 

RQ5. Which of the selected test instruments are most fre

quently used by the electromechanical technician, as 

viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

RQ6 . What is the order of selected activities of performing 

the selected tasks, as viewed by the technicians and as 

viewed by the supervisors? 

RQ7• Which of the selected unified concepts are most fre

quently used by the electromechanical technician, as 

viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

RQ8 • Is there a difference in the task performance of elec

tromechanical technicians with an increase in years of 

experience? 

RQ9. Is there a difference in the task performance of electro

mechanical technician when viewed from different major 

emphasis of work, e.g., research and design, production, 

maintenance, and other? 

RQ10• Can educational objectives be written from the results 

of the selected occupational analysis questionnaire? 

20 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the design of the study 

and the methods used in collecting and analyzing the data. In order to 

achieve this purpose the chapter is divided into the following sections: 

(1) sampling procedures, 

(2) instrumentation, 

(3) data collection, and 

(4) analysis of data. 

Sampling Procedures 

The data utilized in this study were obtained from the industrial 

establishments reported in the 13 master's degree reports referred to 

in Chapter I, and the 15 additional establishments, subsequently 

selected (see Appendix F for, list of the industrial establishments). 

The selection of industrial establishments, for each of the 13 reports, 

was made either from a list of establishments in the field study (Roney, 

1966) or establishments that would be potential employers of the grad

uating electromechanical technician from programs the graduate fellow 

expected to start upon dompletion of the fellowship program. 

The selection of the industrial establishments contacted by each 

graduate fellow was based on several criteria. Each student had a 

list of the industrial establishments reported in the field study. 

21 
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From this list, the fellows selected those that they would contact. 

The fellows that were already employed also selected industrial estab

lishments from that geographical area. Other industrial establishments 

were selected because they were conveniently located for the fellows to 

visit. 

The additional industrial establishments were selected from those 

reported in the field study on the basis of geographical location and 

types of industrial establishments necessary to make this study repre

sentative of those reported in the field study. This method of selec

tion led to the selection of 15 additional industrial establishments 

from the field study. These 15 establishments were contacted and inter

views were arranged. From these 15 establishments, usable data were 

collected from 11. The data from one of the establishments could not be 

gathered because of a misunderstanding between the contact personnel, 

the management representative, and the interviewer on the interview time 

schedule. Two of the other establishments from which no data were col

lected agreed with the contact personnel to the interviews, but in dis

cussions between the interviewer and the management representat~ve it 

was determined that they did not employ electromechanical technicians. 

The other establishment from which no data were collected also agreed to 

the interviews, but the work schedule at the appointed time made it 

impossible to collect data from the supervisors or technicians. There

fore, the usab.1,e data included in this study were obtained from 57 

industrial establishments, 66 supervisors of electromechanical techni

cians, and 137 electromechanical technicians. 



Instrumentation 

The questionnaire used in this study was developed through the 

joint effort of 13 graduate students at Oklahoma State University. 

2J 

These students had backgrounds in various technical fields, academic 

education, teaching experience, and industrial experience. The instru

ment was developed after working with the electromechanical technician 

demonstration curriculum for a year and while enrolled in a course of 

occupational analysis at Oklahoma State University. Because no standard 

occupational analysis questionnaire was available for electromechanical 

technology, it was necessary to utilize various personnel with different 

backgrounds in technology to develop the occupational analysis question

naire. This was accomplished by each of the graduate fellows listing 

tasks in the field in which he had had the most experience. These tasks 

were then reviewed and compiled into a preliminary questionnaire by the 

graduate fellows. The preliminary questionnaire was reviewed by Drs. 

Maurice W. Roney and Paul V. Braden and then revised by the graduate 

fellows. This revised questionnaire was pre-tested in two industrial 

establishments in May 1970; the final revisions were then made. 

In developing the questionnaire, many considerations and decisions 

were made pertaining to the number of items listed and the fields to be 

covered. One of these decisions was the different fields to cover in 

the questionnaire. It was finally decided by the graduate fellows to 

put the major emphasis on the six fields of electricity-electronics, 

mechanical, fluid, thermal, acoustical, and optical principles. These 

six fields were stressed in the electromechanical demonstration program. 

It was decided to include a few general tasks in the fields of nuclear 

and chemical principles. The next decision was to determine how many 



tasks were to be included in each field. One consideration taken into 

account was the length of-time necessary for the interviewee to complete 

the questionnaire. After studying other questionnaires and on advice 

from Drs. Maurice W. Roney and Paul V. Braden, it was decided by the 

graduate fellows to design the questionnaire so that it might be com

pleted in ~5 to 60 minutes. Therefore, the tasks selected for each 

field needed to be limited and made general. Other related fields 

included in the questionnaire were mathematics and communication. It 

was also decided to include the use of some major shop tools and test 

equipment. Because of the limited number of items listed in each area~ 

space was left for the interviewees to add other tasks~ tools~ and 

equipment. 

The questionnaire listed 91 tasks in eight fields of technology. 

For each task a frequency of daily, ·weekly, monthly, seldom, or not 

applicable was to be indicated by the interviewee. Also a primary 

activity of instructing, modifying, analyzing, troubleshooting, install

ing, testing, constructing, calibrating, repairing, servicing, or oper

ating was to be indicated by the interviewee for each task. The 

questionnaire categorized each of these tasks into one of the 11 uni

fied concepts used in teaching the electromechanical technology demon

stration program or into a category for tasks applying to all concepts. 

The instrument also listed 19 tasks in mathematics. The frequency 

of use of these tasks was rated as daily, weekly, monthly, seldom, or 

never. The level of proficiency of these tasks was rated as do not 

need, need general understanding, familiarity with terms but not nec

essarily competent, need working knowledge. 
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The questionnaire listed 11 tasks in communication with a frequency 

of use the same as for mathematics. Also listed in the questionnaire 

were eight shop tools and J6 general test instruments used in different 

fields of technology. For each of these shop tools and test instrument 

a frequency of use, the same as for the 91 tasks, was to be indicated. 

For each category space was left for the interviewee to add necessary 

tasks or equipment not otherwise covered (see Appendix D and E for the 

questionnaire used). 

A separate information sheet was provided for each supervisor and 

technician to be completed at the time of the interview. (See Appendix 

C and E~) A letter of introduction with a general information question

naire was to be compl~ted by the management personnel. The information 

gatheved from the management personnel was used in setting up the inter

views, follow-up work, and special comments by the representative per

taining to electromechanical technicians (see Appendix A and B). 

Data CoUection 

Each industrial establishment was contacted to determine if they 

did emplor electromechanical technicians and to arrange interviews. The 

interviewees, both supervisors and technicians, were selected by manage

ment personnel on basis of being classified as, or working as, electro

mechanical supervisors or technicians. The technicians were instructed 

to complete the questionnaire .as it pertained to their present job. The 

supervisors were instructed to complete the questionnaire as to what 

they expect the electromechanical technicians to be able to do upon 

entry. A researcher was available while the interviewee was completing 



the questionnaire to answer any questions and to make sure the question

naire was completed correctly. 

The typical procedure for conducting the interview was (1) to con

tact the management representative, (2) interview the supervisors of 

electromechanical technicians, and (3) interview the electromechanical 

technician. 

Several methods were used to make the initial contacts with the 

management representative. They were: (1) mailed letters, (2) tele

phone calls by interviewer, (3) personal contacts by interviewer, and 

(4) telephone calls to selected representative from an industrial estab

lishment. The fourth method proved to be the most effective and effi

cient method to arrange the interviews and was used in contacting the 

additional 15 establishments. 

Analysis of Data 

To analyze the data in preparation for answering the research ques

tions, the first step was to tabulate it by frequency of task perfor;.. 

mance. To answer research questions one through five, which pertains to 

the frequency of use, the tasks, tools, or test instruments were ranked 

according to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. 

To answer research question six, which pertains to the area of 

activities of performing the tasks, the percent of responses for each 

area of activity was listed for each task. 

To answer research question seven, which pertains to the frequency 

of use of the unified concepts, the unified concepts were ranked accord

ing to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. As 

there was a different number of tasks relating to each unified concept, 
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an equivalent number, for ranking purpose, was established by dividing 

the total number of responses for each unified concept by the number of 

tasks relating to that unified concept. 

To answer research question eight, which pertains to the differ

ences of task performance with an increase in years of experience, the 

data from the technicians were divided into four groups according to 

years of experience as an electromechanical technician. The four groups 

were zero to two years, three to five years, six to ten years, and more 

than ten years of experience. All fraction of years of experience were 

rounded off to the nearest whole number year. The data were then ana

lyzed to determine changes or trends. 

To answer research question nine, which pertains to the differences 

of task performance according to major emphasis of work, the data from 

the technicians were separated into groups according to major emphasis 

of work, e.g., research and design, production, sales, maintenance, and 

other. The data were then analyzed to determine similarities and 

differences. 

To answer research question ten, which pertains to the writing of 

educational objectives from the results of the occupational analysis, 

subjective evaluations of the data and information obtained during the 

oral interviews were used. 

To organize the data technical tasks were ranked in descending 

order according to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of 

use. The percentage of respondents for each area of activity was cal

culated for each task. The communication tasks, mathematics tasks, 

test equipment, and shop tools were also ranked in descending order 

according to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. 



The responses of the supervisors were compared to those of the 

technicians. To make this comparison, a Spearman rank coefficient of 

correlation r was used. This coefficient was calculated by using the 
s 

following equations (Siefel, 1956): 

r 
s 

r 
s 

= the Spearman rank coefficient of correlat~on 

d = the difference in rank of the items 

d. :::; x. - y. 
1 1 1 

N = the number of items being correlated. 
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If a significant number of ties occurred, then the coefficient was 

calculated by using the following equations. 

where 

and 

where 

r 
x 

LX3 

I:Ya 

t 

t 

= LXa,+ LYl!J- Ld~ 

2 /tx2 Ly2 

Na - N 
tt = -12 x 

Na - N 
r;t = -12 y 

t3 - t 
= 12 

= the number of observations tied at a given rank. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The presentation of data in this chapter is organized around three 

major divisions of the research questions. These major divisions are 

supervisors' and technicians' data, technicians' data by years of 

experience, and technicians' data by major emphasis of work. 

Supervisors' and Technicians' Data 

The information presented in this section includes the usable data 

from 66 supervisors of electromechanical technicians and 137 electro-

mechanical technicians from 57 industrial establishments. To rank the 

electromechanical tasks in Tables I, II, and III, the total number of 

interviewees indicating a frequency of use of daily, weekly, monthly or 

seldom was computed and then the tasks were ranked from the largest to 

smallest total. 

To compare the ranking of tasks by the supervisors to that of the 

technicians, a Spearman rank coefficient of correlation r was calculated. . s 

This coefficient was .93 when the rankings of the electromechanical 

tasks by the supervisors was compared to the ranking by the technicians. 

The technicians tended to rank the mechanical and opt:i.cal tasks higher 

on frequency of use while the supervisors ranked the fluid and thermal 

tasks higher. This is shown by a difference of 10 or more in the rank 

of three mechanical tasks gear ratios for maximum power transfer, gear 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
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trains and linkages, and bearing loadings and specifications and the six 

optical tasks light intensity, lens systems, light frequency, optical 

filters and polarizers, photo emittive devices, luminescent material. 

The five fluid tasks and three thermal tasks ranked higher by the super

visors are system losses due to pressure drop fluid capacitance, fluid 

servo devices, adjust hydraulic servo systems to meet performance speci

fications, fluid measuring devices, heat flow rates for temperature 

differential, heat losses, dew point or humidity. Of the 21 selected 

electrical-electronic tasks listed in the instrumen~ the supervisors 

ranked 1~ in the upper quartile and the technicians ranked 13 in the 

upper quartile. The supervisors ranked five of the nine optical tasks 

and six of the seven acoustical tasks in the lower quartile. The tech

nicians ranked four optical and five acoustical tasks in the lower 

quartile. 

The information presented in Tables II, III, and IV pertain to the 

area of activity of task performance by the supervisors and technicians. 

The tasks are ranked according to the frequency of use as they were in 

Table I. The numbers in each row indicate the percent of respondents 

indicating that activity for the task. (Note: These percentages might 

not equal 100 percent because of rounding off.) Table II is the infor

mation from the supervisor's questionnaires and Table III is the infor

mation from the technician's questionnai~es. The information in Table 

IV is the percent of respondents for each area of activity as indicated 

by the supervisors and technicians. 

The activities most often indicated by the supervisors and techni

cians were Analyzing, Troubleshooting, and Testing. Construction was 

the next highest for both supervisors and technicians. None of the 



TABLE II 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 
66 SUPERVISORS 

Percent ot Responlents In:11cating Each 4rea ot .\ctivitq 

ll' 

ll' i ll' 
::l I ll' ~ ::l 

I 'll i ll' I k i ~ Taolc* I ! . 0 
H H ... 0 

Potential dit.terences in circu1 t 6,3 4,8 15,9 42,9 1,6 19,0 3,2 

Current now by us• ot instruments 3,2 4,8 17,5 'J9,7 23,8 3,2 

In:iuct&nce artJ./or capacitance ),4 1,7 15,5 )7,9 24,4 6,9 

Ciroui t losses ),5 l,8 )1,6 40,4 17,5 l,8 

Sp90if1cat1ons ot electronic 
components 14,0 15,8 17,5 22,8 19,3 

Integrated circuit• 7,4 1).0 29.6 3.7 24.l 1),0 

'nlermocouples ),7 7,4 29,6 7,4 33,) 5,6 

1c ard/or 1r_ 3,8 1,9 32,l 26,4 22,6 5,7 
Precision measuring 1nstl'Wl8nts . 

an:l preci don toleranoea 3,9 5,9 ll.8 25,5 7.8 15,7 ll,8 

Ill.so &rd tall times 4,0 4,0 28,0 JZ,O 22.0 6,o 

Tho gain ot an ampllfior 2,0 6,0 24,0 . )0,0 26,0 

'lberul control devices 4,0 2,0 6,0 32,0 8,0 26,0 6,0 

Pulse ard · logic oiroui ta 6,l 16,3 '.l2,7 2,0 22,4 14,3 

Th• etteot ot teodb&ok' loop c._ 
nents in eleotronic ciroui ts - 21,4 40,4 23,4 2,1 

Bias net-works 4,3 8,7 15.2 37,0 21,7 10,9 

n .. t sink and radiator oapac1ti•• 2,2 8,9 26.7 17,8 13,3 15,6 6,7 

Specifications &rd ch&raotoristics 
ot fastening devices suQh ae 
adhesives, bolts, rivets,. sore we 
and welds 4,4 ll.l ll,l 8,9 13,) 17,8 22,2 

Speed control mechanisms 2,) 9,1 9,1 36,4 4,5 22.7 9,1 

Piezoelectric devices 2,) 4,7 11,6 20,9 4,7 27,9 ll,6 

Antifriction dovioos &rd lubricants 2,3 2,3 14,0 25,6 2,3 14.o ll,6 

Micro electronic component•, 
cir-cui ts, an:i packaging 7,0 18,6 27.9 9.3 18,6 9,3 

.f1lotosensitive devices 4,7 2,3 20,9 J4,9 2,3 16,3 4,7 

Power convol"ters ani energy 
2:1 storage cell 7,1 9,5 35,7 26.2 7,1 

Prea5\U"8 drops in a syate11 4,9 2,4_ 12,2 ~~!~~ ~2,4 24,4 4,9 

Rate of now 4,9 2.4 19,5 26,8 2,4 29,) 2,4 

~.ete11 losaea due to pressure 
drops 2,4 2,4 14,6 39,0 4,9 19,5 2,4 

Gear trains ard liric.&ges 2,4 4,9 14,6 29,) 7,3 12.2 12;2 

Thermal oapaci tq ard themal 
resistance 2,4 19,5 26,8 2.4 Jl,7 7,) 

Co-nont valuo1 tor tuned circuits 4,9 2,4 24,4 26.8 2,4 19,5 7,3 

Fluid regulators, sensors, switches 
azd valves 5,0 10,0 5,0 35,0 2,.5 17,5 7,5 

Meob&nioal servos 2,6 10,3 2.6 28,2 5,l 25,6 10,) 
-

Dew J!!!int or hwaidi tQ 2.6 15,4 17,9 7,7 )8,5 

Power transmission systems such aa 
bolts, chains ard drive sh&tto S,3 5,3 2,6 39,5 7,9 7,9 10,5 

Moohanical indexing or seqllOnohing 
devices 7,9 1),2 )1,6 7,9 15,8 10,5 

Heat new rates tor tempona.ture 
di1'terenti&l 27,0 21.6 24,) 5,4 

PoW8l' require .. nto ot IOOoh&nical 
systems 2,7 8,1 18.9 16.2 5,4 l.6,2 13,5 

Cbaraoter.lstica ot mteriala auoh &a 
hardnesi,• temper&ture chaw.a-
ter1stica, eta, 2,7 5,4 21,6 16,2 5,4 32,4 5.4 

V'ibratorv svstems er a.nalysi• 2,8 5,6 16,7 27,8 36;1 5,6 

Fluid 11.easuring devices 5,6 2,8 8,3 27,8 5,6 J0,6 5,6 

stress ard/or strain caused by 
static force• 2,9 5,7 14,3 25,7 28,6. ll,4 

Heat losses 2,9 2,9 28.6 20,0 2,9 22,9 2,9 

Tnnsmissl.on &rd dolly lines 5,7 5,7 37,l 5,7 31,4 5,7 
_ Light intensitq 5,7 25.7 25,7 2.9 2),9 5,7 

*Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by "do you work with or determine, 11 
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ll' 

i I g ll' 
0 ::l ... t I\ 

• ! .ii & 0 

3,2 1,6 1,6 

4,8 1,6 1,6 

5,2 1,7 3,4 l.7 

3,5 

5,) 1,8 ),5 

1,9 3,7 3.7 
5,6 1,9 5~ 
3,8 l,9 l,9 

-
5,9 3,9 3,9 3.9 
2,0 2,0 

4,0 6,0 2,0 
4,0 4,0 8,0 

4,1 2,0 

2,l 2,l 2,1 
2,2 

2,2 4,4 2,2 

8,9 2,2 

2,3 4,5 

2,3 7,0 7,0 

4,7 2),3 

4,7 4,7 

2,J 7,0 4,7 

2.4 9,5 
2,4 2.4 7,) 2,4 

2.4 7,3 7.4 

2,4 4.9 4,9 2,4 

2,4 9,8 2,4 2,4 

2,4 7,3 
2,4 4,9 2,4 2,4 

2,5 7,5 7,5 
7,7 2.6 5,1 

7,7 10,) 

15,8 2.6 2,6 
-

10,5 2,6 

5,4 2,7 13.5 

8,1 5,4 5.4 

2,7 8,1 

5,6 

5,6 5,6 2.8 

5,7 5,7 
2.9 5,7 8,6 

5,7 2.9 
5,7 2,9 2,9 



TABLE II (Continued) 

l!' 
:;l l!' l!' ~ l!' :;l l!' 

::J l!' ~ ~ ~ 
:;l l!' l!' l!' 

i ~ i l!' ! l! ... :;l 

j ~ tl ... ·e ~ 
~ ~ ~ t1 ~ l . Task f. 0 • Jl 8' H " " Spociticatione and characteristics 

ot titting•, pipe• ard hoes 2.9 u.8 5.9 u.8 14.7 u.8 14.7 17.6 5.9 2.9 --
Photo emittive d•vic•s 2.9 2.9 17.6 , J8.2 5.9 14.7 2.9 2.9 2.9 5.9 2.9 
Transducers auch aa J!d.crophoneis 

ani speakers 5.9 17.6 17.6 5.9 26.5 2.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 
Rotational or translational r&tea: 6.1 6.1 18.2 27,3 1'6.2 J.O 12.l 9.1 

--· 
~st.e11 power require•nt1 dealing 

with PllllP•, OOJIPl'OISOrs, etc. 3.1 3.1 12,5 21.9 6,3 25.0 9.4 6.3 3.1 9.4 
Lens s;vstem.is 3.0 15.2 . 21.3 9.1 15.2 9.1 12.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 
In:lustrial control an:! hl.llh powr 

switching circuits J.O 9.1 9.1 39.4 6.1 15.2 9.1 6.1 3.0 -
Th•-1 chambers 3.0 3,0 6,1 18,2 42,4 9,1 6.1 3.0 3,0 6.1 
~item response time 3.1 3.1 15,6 \ 34.4 37.5 3,1 3,1 
Our r&tios tor Jlt.Xiaua power 

tN.nster 22.6 12.9 6,5 3,2 16.1 9.7 16,l 9.7 3.2 
Fluidia devices IIUOh •• oacillator1, 

menaors, switchee, eto, 3.2 9.7 9.7 29.8 6,5 25.8 6,5 3,2 3,2 3.2 
Fluids servo devices 6,5 9.? 35.5 6,5 19.4 3,2 6,5 6,5 6.5 
Coefficient o! friction 3,3 3,3 10.0 20.0 JQ.O 13.3 13,3 6,? 
Spring constants arr:i/or inertial 

values 3.3 20,0 16.? 23,3 16,? 6,? 10.0 3.3 
Specific heat 3,3 10.0 23.3 16.? J.3 26.? 10.0 6,7 
Or adjust hydraulic servo sy1tema to 

meet performance specifications 6.? 10.0 36.? 6,? 23,3 6.? 3,3 6.? 
~G..l&tas ·plastics am ceramics 3,3 6,7 16,? 10,0 3,3 16,? 23,3 13,3 6,? 
Fluid oapacitano• 3,4 10,3 31.0 J,4 Jl,O 13.8 3,4 3,4 
stresaea am etrains by dynuio 

tol"Oe 7,1 3.6 14,3 25,0 28,6 10,7 3.6 7.1 
Bearing loadings an:i specifioa'tions 3.? 11.l 14,8 18.5 3.? 29.6 ?,4 ?,4 3,7 
Thermal ayatem ettioi•ncy 3,7 7.4 33,3 14,8 25,9 3.? 11.1 
Sown intonsi u .. ?,4 3,? 18,5 18,5 ?,4 29,6 3,7 7.4 3,? 
uku factors 3,8 42.3 15,4 3,8 11,5 3,8 7_7 ll,5 --
SOuni trequ•no1•• 3,8 26,9 15,4 3.8 34.6 3.8 3.8 7,7 
Modulation percentage 3.8 15,4 23,1 42.3 7.? 3,8 3,8 
Refrigoration an:1/or aircon:litioning 

sy11teme 3,8 11,5 26,9 ?. 7 23,1 7,7 3,8 7.7 ?.7 
Maxi.Ji.WI powr tr&nater 1~ • systetb 4,0 24,0 24,0 4,0 24,0 8.o 8,0 4,0 
Ultrasonic devices 8.o 12.0 28,0 20,0 8.o 4.0 4,0 4,0 12.0 ----- --~ 
Fluid oharacto11.st1co ot 

specitica tion• 12.5 29.2 16,? 4,2 20 8 4,2 4 2 8,J 
Optio&l filters &Di polarir.•r• 8,? 21,? 8,? 17,4 34,8 4,3 4,3 
Fluid aotua tor par&meters 4,3 8.? l?.4 26.1 4,3 l?,4 4.J . 4.3 8.? 4,3 
Fl'equenaie• above .500 aegahert1 9,1 4,5 13,6 13,6 36,4 9,1 4.5 4,5 4,5 
Resonant con:litions 4,5 2?,3 2?,J 4,5 22,? 4,5 4,5 4,5 
Lumine110ont atorials 4,8 4,8 2J,8 · 19.0 14,J 19,0 4,8 4,8 4,8 --
Light trequonoy 4,0 45.0 10,0 . 20,0 5_,o__. __ 10,0 5,0 
Antonna tiold otrength 5.0 -2~- 20,0 15,0 10,0 JO,O -~- 5.0 
L&eer device• 21,l 15,8 10.5 26.3 10,;, __ 10.5 5.3 
Soun:i absorption coefficients 6,3 31.3 25,0 ~ 6,3 6.J 6,3 
Ditfre.ction gMtings 6,3 18,8 18,8 6,3 12.5 6,J 6,3 6,3 6.J 12,5 
Cryo11enio syatame: - 6,? 6.? 26,? 20,0 6,? lJ,3 20 0 
Velooi ty of sow'd in various media 10,0 40,0 40,0 10,0 
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TABLE III 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 137 TECHNICIANS 

Porcont ot Ruponlonto Inlicating Each Area ot Activiey 

J f a 
:!' :!' 

:!' lf ii ::J ::J I lf E I i 
.... . :!' I ~ .... ,; :a i ~ 

.. j ~ ~ i t 
Taek* ,!'i ~ ~ I'< 0 J . J! & u "' Current now by u ... ot inatrumonto 0,8 J,4 ll,9 J2,2 1,7 J2,2 J,4 5,1 ' 4,2 0,8 4,2 

Potential dift0Nnc•1 in oircuit 0,9 3,4 13,8 43,1 0,9 25,0 1,7 3,4 5,2 2,6 

Circuit loseies l,O 2,0 20,6 33,3 1,0 26,5 4,9 J,9 2,9 1.0 2.9 
'ftu,rmocouples 3,0 10,9 20,8 12,9 35,6 3,0 5,9 3,0 5,0 
Precision measuring inatrwNnts 

arri precision toler&no•s 2,0 2,0 16,8 13,9 1,0 26,7 11,9 12,9 7,9 1,0 4,0 

Iniuct&noe ard./or oap&oit&noe 1,0 6,o 20,0 19,0 27,0 11,0 8,0 4,0 4,0 

Specificationa of' electronic 
components l,O 6,o 21,0 lJ,O 2,0 25,0 18,0 4,0 · 8,0 2,0 

Intogra tod circui ta 2,1 2,1 17,7 J0,2 3,1 21,9 J.,?,5 1,0 6,3 1,0 J,1 

The gain of an amplifier 1,1 4,J 17,4 18,5 Jl,5 5,4 10,9 J,J J,J 4,J 

'l'harmal control device I 1,1 11.4 25,0 6.8 J0,7 4.5 5,7 8,0 2,3 4,5 -
Pulse am logic circuits 3,4 J,4 17,2 29,9 1,1 27,6 6,9 1,1 4,6 1,1 J,4 

Rise &n:i tall times 3,5 22,4 21,2 )8,8 4,7 4,7 J,5 1.2 
'l'he etfeot ot teed.back loop com:po-

nenta in electronic c1l"Oui ts 1,2 1,2 20,0 28,2 24,7 11,8 J,5 5.9 J,5 
Bias networks 1,2 14,6 24,4 J0,5 18,J 3,7 J. 7 

Ir, anl/or x,. 1,2 J,7 37,0 16,0 24.7 8,6 2,5 4,9 1,2 

Gea.r trains an:i linki.ges 1,3 2,6 11,7 26,0 7,8 19,5 10,4 3,9 10,4 1.J 5,2 

Speod control mechanisms 1,3 3,9 11,7 27.3 9.l 22,l 7,8 3,9 6,5 2,6 3,9 
Specitica tiona ard ch&racteri1t1c s 

ot faatening devices such as 
adhesives, bolts, rivets, screws 
an:l welds l,3 5,3 16,0 5,J 13,3 13,J J0,7 1,3 9,3 2,7 l,J 

Photosensitive d8vioes 2,8 1,4 15.J 22,2 5,6 23,6 ll,l 8,J 2,8 2,8 4,2 

Heat sink ard radiator capacities 4,J 20,0 15.7 7.1 25, 7 20,0 2,9 4,J 
Power converters a·rd energy 

4:J stonge cell l,4 10.0 22,9 4,J JO,O 11.4 5,7 8,6 1,4 

Mocha.nlcal irdexing or eequenching 
devices 4,3 1.4 8,6 34,3 11,1; 15. 7 11.4 1,4 7.1 2,9 l,4 

Micro electronic components, 
circuits, a.rd packaging 2,9 2,9 17,4 26.1 1.4 24,6 17.4 l,4 2,9 2,9 

Characteristics ot m&tel"i.als SllCh 
&•, harclneH, temperature· char&c• ~,,. teri1tica 1 etc. l,4 2).2 5,8 4,3 30,4 18,8 1.4 7.2 2,9' l,4 

Rate of now 1,5 11,8 26,5 4,4 J2,4 5,9 8,8 5,9 l,5 · 1,5 -
nuid rogull tors, sensors, swltchoa 

&ni valves 5,9 36,8 7.4 2J,5 5.9 2,9 8,8 2,9 5,9 · 
Component values for tuned oirouite 10,6 22,7 15,2 22, 7 12,1 9,l 4,5 .'. 1.5 1,5 
Light intenoi ey 23,l 23,l 4,6 26.2 7,7 6,2 .· J,l l,5 4,6 

Sy•te11. power requiremente dealing 
witll pumps, comJ)ressore, etc. 9,5 J0,2 6,3 J4,9 3,2 4,8 3,2 3,2 4,8 

AnUfriction dov.lcoe an:i 1U:br1oant• 1,6 6,3 15,9 6,J 17,5 12,7 1,6 7,9 27,0 3,2 ----------
Power traru;mission syistems such as 

b'eltf>, chains an:! drive Sl&tts 1,6 6,J 27,0 6,3 14,3 14,3 3,2 19,0 3,2 48 

'lbonnal capaoi ey anl thermal 
res18tance 19,0 2),8 l,6 39,7 7,9 4,8 l,6 1.6 

Pressure dropa in a s;ystem l.6 1,6 14.5 J2,3 1.6 29,0 4,8 4,8 3.2 1 2 • 0 

Stresa ard./or atr&in caused by 
atatio forces l,7 21.7 25,0 5,0 25,0 10.0 J.J 1,7 J,3 3,) 

l'hoto emittive dovicoa l,7 l,7 16,7 23.J 5,0 26,7 10.0 6,7 l,7 ),) ),3 

Lens qstem• 16,9 18,6 6,8 . J0,5 10,2 1,7 6,8 3,4 5,l 

Pi•zoeleotric devices 17,5 19,3 l,8 24,6 12.J 12,3 7,0 3,5 l,8 

Power nquirements ot mechanical 
svat.ms l,7. 1,7 19.0 11,8 10.1 24;".I. 11.8 6,9 3,4 5 2 

Gear ratios tor maximum. power 
tr&nsfer 1,7 3,4 .12.1 22,4 13,8 13,8 19,0 1,7 5,2 6,9 8,9 

Mechanical servos 1.7,. 12,1 25.9 6,9 27,6 l,7 l,7 10,3 5,2 6,9 

Transmission ard. delay lines 3,5 17,5 12,J 4o,4 12,J 5,3 5,J I 3,5 
Vibratory syst•m.s or analysia l,8 17.9 23,2 5.4 JJ.9 5,4 5,4 1.8 ),6 1,8 

Rotational or translational rat4• l,8 20,0 18,2 J,6 J0,9 10,9 7.3 l,8 5,5 

*Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by 11do you work with or determine, 11 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

t l!' 

f f ! I I f j i ]' l!' 

i f ::l 
j j i ~ 

Task ~ 
~ g, t!. 0 &! al 0 

System loH&l!I due to pressure drops 1,9 9,3 31,5 3,7 35,2 5,6 3,7 3,7 l.,9 3,7 

Syatea reapon"&ie. time 3,7 13,0 29,6 1,9 31,5 3,7 7,4 · 1,9 1,9 5,6 
Bearing loadings ard opoo1fiaa1'1ons 1,9 15.1 11,3 13,2 24,5 15,1 7,5 9,4 .· 1,9 

Irdustrial aontrol &rd high power 
switching circuits 3,8 15,4 36.5 1,9 1.5,4 11,5 1,9 7,7 · 1,9 ' 3,8 

Fluid measuring dev:l.aea 2.0 30,0 6,o 24,0 4,0 2,0 14,0. 6,0 •. 12.0 

Optical filters ard polari••ro 2,0 l8,0 16,0 10,0 24,0 8,0 6,0' 2,0 14.0 

Specit1cat1ona ard chara"ateristica 
of fittings, pipes ard h01e1 2,0 4,0 10,0 -14,0 14,0 16,0 26,0 2,0 8,0 • 

\ 
4,0 

Spring constants ard/or inertial 
value a 10,2 20,4 6,1 26,5 24,5 6,1 4.1 .r 2,0 

Laminates. pnatics ard oe'Nnd.ca 2,1 2,1 23,4 4,3 4,3 21,8 29,8 2.1 4,3 4,3 2,1 

Thermal oha111bers 10,6 14,9 4,3 48,9 6,4 2,1 12,8 

Caotfiaient ot friction 2,2 19,6 23.9 4,3 26,1 17,4 4,3 2,2 

Heat losaes 2.2 26.1 17,4 4,3 37,0 8,7 2,2 2,2 

streaaea ard strains by dynamic 
fQrae 20,0 11,1 2,2 26,7 15,6 6,7 6,7 2,2 

FlUidio devices such as oso1l.l&tora 1 

sensors· sw:l.tche,9. eto, 2.2 8,9 26,7 6,7 28.9 8,9 6,7 4,4. 2,2 4,4 

Heat flow l'&tes for temperature 
differential 20,5 1,,9 4,5 31,8 9,1 9;1 2,3' 2,3 4,5 

T:t.•nsducers ~ch aa microphones 
an:l speakers 18,2 22,7 ~.8 29,5 9,1 2,3 6;8 4,5 

Dow point or humidity 25,6 11,6 7,0 37,2 9,3 4:7 2,3. ·2,3 

Souni intensities 2,4 26,2 19,0 2,4 23,8 11,9 4,8 2.4 7,1. 

Speoitic heat 19,5 17,l 4,9 J6,6 12,2 4,9 4,9 

Saum. freq~encies 2.6 26,3 15,8 2.6 26,J 10,5 5,3. 2,6 7,9 

Light frequency 33,3 25,0 2,8 )0,6 2,8 5,6 
Refrigeration and/er airaordit,ioni~ -

systems 11,1 11,l 8,3 25,0 11,1 14,8 

Thermal system ef'ficienoy 25.? 11,4 42,9. 11,4 2,9 5,? 
Fluid servo devices 8,6 l?,l 2,9 28,6 8,6 5,? 11,4 •· 11,4 5,7 
Ultransonic devices 14,? 17,6 5,9 26,5 8,8 8,8· 17,6 

- -
Luminescent materials 2,9 26,5 5,9 5,9 17,6 20,6 5,9 8,8 ·. 5,9 
Maximum power transfer in a · system 12,l 18,2 6,1 i,2.4 9,l 3,0 6,1 3,0 

--
Fluid characteristics or 

speoi£1ca t1c.ns 24,2 15,2 6.~ J6,4 6,l 3,0 6,1 3,0 

Fluid oapaci ta.nee 15,6 1.5,6 6,J 25,0 9,4 15,6 9,4 · ),1 

Resonant coniit.1.ons 26,7 10,0 3,J 36,? 6,7 10,0 3,J 3,3 

Or adjust h;ydroulic sel'VO systems t, 
6,? 16,7 meet performa.nce s_pecit'ica tions J,3 26,7 3,J lJ,J 10,0 10,0 · 10,0 

Modulat101l percentage 3,4 )1,0 20,7 10,J 20,7 3,4 ),4 6,9 

Hkll factors 32,l 17,9 32.l ?,l J,6 ?,l 

Diff:ract1on gratings 22,2 22,2 ?.4 22,2 11,l 14,8 

Frequanoies · above 500 megahertz 29,2 8,J 4,2 29.2 20,8 4,2 4,2 

Ceyogenio qstems 4,J 17,4 8,7 43,5 26,1 

Fluid actuator parameters 8,7 )0,4 13,0 21,7 8,7 4,3 4,J 8;7 

Antenna field strength 4,8 2J,8 19,0 33,J 4,J 9,5 4,8 

laser devices 11,8 11,8 5,9 41,2 5.9 5,9 5,9 11,8 

Soun:i absorption aoetticient 33.3 20.0 6,? lJ,J 20,0 6,7 

Velooit.y of sou.rd in varioue media 33,3 6,7 lJ,3 33,J 13,3 
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remaining activities were indicated as primary activities by more than 

5.1 percent of the responding supervisors or technicians. 

TABLE IV 

PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS FOR EACH AREA OF ACTIVITY 

Percent of Percent of 
Supervisors Technicians 

Area of Activities Responding Responding 

Instructing 3.1 1.0 

Modifying 4:. 9 1.8 

Analyzing 16.8 16.8 

Troubleshooting 26.9 21.8 

Installing 4:.0 4:. 5 

Testing 23.3 27.4: 

Constructing 7. 4: 10.3 

Calibrating 2.8 4:. 4: 

Repairing 3. 4: 5.1 

Servicing 3.5 2.8 

Operating 3.8 3.9 

The eleven selected communication tasks are ranked according to the 

number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. The ranking of the 

communication tasks for supervisors and technicians are shown in Table 

V. The coefficient of correlation between the ranking of these tasks by 
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TABLE V 

COMMUNICATION TASKS FREQUENCY OF USE 

Number ot Resporrlent.s Irdicating a Frequemy of U.se An:l Rank ot T1uks 

:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ . 
.:I ~ ~ ~ 0 .:I .:I .:I .:I. .:I ~ ~ .:I. .:I ! I ~ I! ~ :! O I! ~! 0 ~ 

0 8 

1! '8 'E! 0 ]~ 0 

i J~ u f=l 'll ,,:;l '8 

;j l~ "' . .... . ,".A 0 • 

~ ... ~ i .. ~ .. ~ ~ "1.t 1i ] ] ] ~~ ] ~~ I'>'~ ,1 
Task :s ell ~ ell ~6 &! i;\J ~ ell "' 

Raarl. engineering drawJ.ngs 
ard/or ischematic• 64 1,5 125 1.5 24 1.0 ,)? 1,0 10 2. S 14 1,0 47 2.s 21 2,0 46 1.0 Q l s 

Read specifications 64 1.5 125 1,5 22 2.~ 3~- 5,0 31 1,0 32 2,0 47 2,5 24 1.0 45 2,0 9 1,5 

Prosont tin:lings oral],y 60 J,5 112 3,0 20 4,C 34 2.0 30 2.5 30 3,0 45 4,0 20 3,0 39 3,0 8 3,5 

Prepare graphs an:i charts 60 3,5 104 4,0 16 5,0 33 3,0 29 4,0 26 4,0 48 1,0 l? 6,5 31 5,0 8 3,5 

Prepars evaluation reports 59 5,0 93 6,0 15 6,0 29 6,0 27 5,0 22 5,0 44 5.5 18 5,0 25 6,5 6 5,5 
Participate in training an1 

teaching aotivitie.s 
(formal am into,-1) 57 6,o 97 5,0 22 2.5 Jl 4,0 23 8,0 21 6,0 39 ?,5 19 4,0 JJ 4,0 6 5,5 

Fill in evaluation sheets 53 7,0 BJ 7,5 14 7,0 25 8,0 24 6,5 20 7,5 ~9 7,5 17 6,5 22 8,0 5 7,0 

Prepare specifications 49 8,0 8J 7,5 13 8,0 26 7,0 24 6,5 20 7.5 44 5,5 10 9,0 25 6,5 4 8,0 

Participate in engineering 
mana.gement an:i customer 
planning .sossion.s 46 9.5 48 9,0 6 10,0 16 9,5 15 10,0 11 9,0 21 10,0 10 9.0 14 10,0 3 9,5 

Participate in engineering 
nanagement and customer 
evaluation sessions 46 9,5 46 10,0 4 11,0 16 9,5 16 9.0 10 10,0 22 9,0 10 9,0 11 11,0 J 9,5 

Computer pr.:>grafll11ing 28 11.0 40 11.0 11 9,0 14 11.0 9 11,0 6 11.0 18 11,0 4 11,0 16 9.0 2 11,0 
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TABLE VI 

MATHEMATICS TASK FREQUENCY OF USE 

Humber ot Responlonts Inlicating a l'l'oquonoy ot Use An:I Rank ot Task• . I! I! I! I! .. , I! ~ l! a .:1 ''I! l! 

i h .:1 i~ .:l. .:1 .:1 ~ ,:1 m .:1 1 H j; IA 
~o t~ u 

I t~ ii :;1 Ii .... ::>< . m ~ ;! 'l! i!! ... 'l! '"'::! 'l! ... ~ j 'l! '"'1 i!! I m • i!! .... 
ll3j ~~ j ~i ~= :;:~ Task ~ d! "' d! d! ~J, d! d! d! d! ... \!!,,. 

Baoio Aritlmetio 64 l,O 1)4 l,O 25 1,0 .4) 1,0 Jl l,0 35 1,0 148 l,O 26 1,0 51 1,0 .9 l,O 

Grapho 60 2,0 109 3,0 19 3,0 )6 2,0 )0 2.5 24 2,0 47 2,0 19 3,0 36 2,0 1 2,5 

Li~r equaUon 
with one un-
known 59 3,0 lll 2,0 21 2,0 1S 1,0 10 2,S 23 3,0 46 J,O 21 2,0 35 3,0 1 2.5 

Linear equation 
with tam 01' 
more unknown.a: 52 4,0 93 4,0 17 s.o )0 4,0 25 4,S 21 4,0 43 4,0 •17 4,0 28 4,5 s 5,0 

Decibel• So 5,0 76 8,5 15 6,S 27 1,5 21 8,S 13 9,S 35 9,0 14 5,5 23 9,0 4 9,0 

Vea tors "9 6,S· 81 7,0 15 6,5 28 s.s 21 8,S 19 5.5 40 6.5 12 1.5 26 6.o 5 5,0 

SOlution ot 
right tr:!.-
angles "9 6,5 84 S,5 14 8,0 28 s.s 23 6,0 19 S,S 40 6,5 14 s.s 25 1,5 s 5,0 

Exponents & 
rad.1a&la 148 8,0 84 5,5 18 5,0 27 1,5 25 4,5 14 8,0 41 5,0 11 9,0 28 4,5 4 9,0 

Logarithms 46 9,0 76 8,S 12 11,0 24 10,0 22 7,0 18 7,0 J8 8,0 12 7,5 22 10,0 4 9,0 

Quadratic 
eauations 44 10,5 64 10,5 12 u.o 24 10,0 17 11,0 11 14,0 )4' 10,0 6 13,5 21 11,5 3 12,0 

8:1.naey 
Arithmetio 44 10,5 58 12,0 12 11,0 1915,0 14 14,5 13 9,S 25 17,0 8 10,5 25 1.5 0 18,0 

Determinants 42 12,0 56 14,0 12 11,0 24 10,0 12 17,0 8 15,5 28 14,S 6 13,5 20 13,0 2 14,S 

Complex nW'Qbers 
(J-oporator) 40 13,5 SS 15,0 9 16,5 2i 14,0 13 16,0 12 12,0 29 13,0 6 13.S 16 16,5 4 9,0 

dolution of 
oblique tri-
angles 40 1),5 64 10,5 11 14,S 22 12,5 19 10,0 12 12,0 Jl 11,0 8 10,5 21 11,S 4 9,0 

Anal.ytic Geometr.v J8 15,0 S? 1),0 12 11,0 22 12,5 lf, 12,0 7 11,S JO 12,0 6 13,S 19 14,0 2 14,S 

Booloon Algebra 31 16.0 47 17,0 11 14,S 16 17,5 8 18,5 12 12,0 24 18,0 5 16.0 18 15,0 0 18.0 

Differentiation JS 17,0 46 18,0 3 18.0 17 16,0 14 14,S 7 l?.5 28 14,S 3 18,S 13 18,0 2 14,5 

Integration J4 18,0 148 16,0 9 16,S 16 l?,S 15 13.0 8 15,5 26 16,0 4 17,0 16 16,5 2 14,S 

llano ditto,-. 
ential equ.a .• Jl 19,0 39 19,0 7 19,0 15 19,0 8 18,5 s 19,0 20 19,0 3 18,5 12 19.0 0 18,0 



the supervisors and technicians was .98. The difference in rank of any 

one of the communication tasks,as ranked by the supervisors and techni

cians, was never larger than one. 

In Table VI the 19 selected mathematic tasks are ranked according 

to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. The coef

ficient of correlation between the ranking by supervisors and techni

cians was .96. The largest difference in the ranking of the mathematical 

tasks was 3.5. The supervisors ranked the task, decibels, fifth while 

it was ranked between eighth and ninth by the technicians. The task, 

determinant~ was ranked twelfth by the supervisors and fourteenth by the 

technicians. Four tasks ranked higher by the technicians were exponents 

and radicals, solution of oblique triangles, analytic geometry, and 

integration. These four tasks had a difference in rank of at least two. 

In Table VII the eight selected shop tools are ranked according to 

the respondents indicating a frequency of use. The coefficient of cor

relation between the ranking for supervisors and technicians was .92. 

The difference in ranking of the shop tools was never greater than two. 

The drill press was ranked first and abrasive power tools second by both 

supervisors and technicians. Four shop tools ranked higher by supervi

sors were power saws, lathe, milling machine, and arc welder. Two shop 

tools ranked higher by technicians were sheet metal tools and gas 

welder. 

In Table VIII the 36 selected test equipment items were ranked 

according to the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. 

The coefficient of correlation between tl)e ranking for the supervisors 

and technicians was .94. The largest difference in the ranking of the 

test equipment was 10.5. The supervisors ranked the item, pulse 



TABLE VII 

SHOP TOOLS FREQUENCY OF USE 

Number 0£ Respondents Indicating a Frequency 0£ Use and Rank 0£ Items 

Ill 
Ill § Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 
1-. s:: s:: s:: § ~ - § § 0 •.-1 ro ro ro 
Ill () •.-1 •.-1 •.-1 ·.-1 ro ·r-1 ·r-1 

•r-1 •.-1 () () () Ill () Q) () () s:: 
> s:: •.-1 Ill ·r-1 Ill ·r-1 1-. ·.-1 >t ·.-1 •.-1 0 
1-. ..c: .§ ~ S:: 1-. s:: ro s:: s:: s:: •r-1 
Q) () ..c: ro ..c: Q) ..c: 0 ..c: ..c: -+,) 
0. Q) () Q) () Q) () >t () ,-! () () (.) 
:;j E-t Q) >< Q) >< Q) Q) Q) Cl ~ ,e Ul .'2 § E-t '2 E-t § E-t O '2 E-t 1-. § E-t o!:I § § ["- C\l I.I'\ ,-! Q) 0 

Items \0 ro C""\ 00 I ro C""\ I ,-i I ro I.I'\> 00 ·co s.. 
\0 ~ ,-! ~ Ci] 0 ~ ..:j' C""\ ~ C""\ \0 ~ C""\O ~ ~~ ~ C"il p,, ~ 

Drill Press 52 1.0 111 1.0 20 1.0 34 1.0 23 1.0 34 1.0 42 1.0 17 1.0 

Abrasive power 
tools 46 2.0 89 2.0 14 3.0 25 3.0 20 2.0 30 2.0 23 5.5 13 2.5 

Power saws 41 3.0 79 4.0 8 4.5 26 2.0 18 4.5 27 3.0 32 3.5 13 2.5 

Lathe 38 4.5 59 5.0 4 8.o 21 4.o 18 4.5 16 5.5 32 3.5 7 6.5 

Sheet metal 
tools 38 4.5 81 3.0 16 2.0 20 5.0 19 3.0 26 4.o 38 2.0 11 4.0 

Milling-
machine 29 6.o 40 7.0 6 6.o 16 6.o 8 8.0 10 8.o 4 7.0 4 8.0 

Arc welder 27 7.5 39 8.o 5 7.0 12 8.o 10 7.0 12 7.0 3 8.0 8 5.0 

Gas welder 27 7.5 53 6.o 8 4.5 15 7.0 14 6.o 16 5.5 23 5.5 7 6.5 

Ill 

§ 
·r'I Q) 
() () ·a § 

..c: s:: 
() Q) 
Q) -+,) 

E-t s:: § •.-1 
C\l ro 
I.I'\ ::E: ~ 

44 1.0 

35 2.0 

JO ·3.0 

19 6.o 

28 4.o 

14 7.0 

13 8.o 

21 5.0 

Ill 

§ 
•.-1 
(.) 

•.-1 
s:: ..c: U!. 
o 1-. 
Q) Q) '2 

E-t ..c: 
-+,) ro 

"'0 ~ 

8 1.0 

4 3.0 

4 3.0 

2 5.5 

4 3.0 

1 7.0 

0 8.o 

2 5.5 

,i::--
1-" 
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TABLE VIII 

TEST EQUIPMENT FREQUENCY OF USE 

llwilber ot Rusporrlents Ird.icati.ng & frequency ot Uao and R&nk of Tasks . l! a . 2 " 2 ~ .. 
~ " ~;: " " a 
~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~" ~. " 
'E u ji u" v I u "a ~ '!! .. '!! ... '!! H u 

1 1 .g ! 1::1 "' ]! ] .. .! f. A g ~ u. . t~ u .. 
1! 1! l ... "' 1! ... ::: 1! ..... 1! 1! ... t 1! 1! t! 1! i:; .. ~J; .. I•- :s ,II ... &! 'l(lc!, ~"' &! :;\,A ,II &! ~ .. ,II '1(l ,. ,II /X,\! ,II "'0 ,II 

'1111-'fflllonM 6o 1.0 12? 1.0 2!5 1,0 )fl 1,0 )]. 1,0 )) 1,0 46 2.0 24 1,0 118 1.0 9 2,0 
o .. ui....,_ S9 2 0 U2 2,S 20 ).O JS 2.0 JO 2,0 27 6,0 45 5.0 22 2,0 )6 3,5 9 2,0 
p,.-o.g •• SS 4.o 90 12.0 18 5.0 17 16,S' 24 8.s 22 13,0 )2 16.S 18 5,5 )4 6,5 6 1),0 

~--1• 
inot.iu.nu SS 4.0 99 6.5 17 1.0 29 10.0 24 8,5 29 ),0 42 8,0 14 1),5 )7 2,0 6 1),0 

Iopod&no• 
4,0 911 Br1dp SS 8.5 17 1.0 )2 7.5 2) 13.5 26 7,5 40 11.0 .14 1).5 )1 9.S 8 5,5 

a.c,ilat..i Po,o. 
•r wpplie• Sil 1.0 112 2.s 21 2.0 )4 4,0 28 3.5 29 3,0 46 2.0 21 3.0 )6 ).5 9 2,0 

Plott.era ant 
Rlo,.l'd•r• ~ 1., 99 6.S 16 10.s )2 1.s 23 13,S 28 s.o 4) 7,0 14 lJ.S )4 6.5 8 5.5 --· 'ftle...o•ter 44 1,0 98 8,5 17 1,0 28 12.0 24 8,5 29 3,0 41 9,0 16 10,0 )4 6,S 1 9,0 

Slid• 1'111• S1 9.0 105 4.o 19 4,0 )J 60 0 28 ),5 25 9.0 46 2.0 17 .7,5 )4 .6,5 8 5:s 
ftl.oa"CHNter 52 10,0 101 5,0· 16 10,5 )4 4,0 25 6,0 26 7.5 45 5,0 18 5,5 Jl 9,5 1 9.0 
S1gnal Gen, 51 11,0 96 11.0 16 10,5 JO 9,0 27 5,0 2) 11,5 40 11,0 20 4,0 29 12.0 7 9.0 
Pills• Goll, 49 12,S 86 1),0 lJ 14,0 -iR r--- --· 

4o 16 12.0 22 17,0 23 11,5 11,0 10,0 25 lo,5 5 19,0 

!look Calcl&l.ator 49 12.5 71 17,0 12 l~.5 21 20,0 20 18.0 18 16,5 33 15,0 8 21,0 25 16,5 5 19,0 
·-

Vernier 
Calil>or 48 14.o 91 10.0 16 10.5 )4 4,0 2) lJ,5 24 10,0 45 5,0 17 7.5 27 14,0 8 5,5 

f-. !"Ater 4? ·15,5 81 14.o l2 15.5 27 14.5 2) ~~. 19 14,5 )4 14,0 14 lJ,5 28 l),O 5 19.0 
TaclwMt.r 47 15.5 70 18,5 11 l?,O 28 12.0 17 19.5 14 20,5 )l 18,0 8 21.0 26 15,0 5 19,0 

44 66 
--- --->---· ~-

r'yrometor1 l?,O 20.0 10 18,5 21 20,0 17 19,5 18 16,5 29 !9,5 6 21,0 24 18,0 5 19,0 -,- - - ·---
Flaw Meter, 43 lB,S ?6 15,5 15 13.0 21 20,0 24 8,5 16 10.0 2? 2),0 lJ 16.0 JO ll,O 0 !J,U -

. stl'Obellaht 4) 18,5 ?~ ...!.ll __ _'!_ .fl,E -21 .!.'0 _ _?1 lJ,S ~lJ. _l~ ~~ .1,1,_Q_ 9 18.5 2) 19.0 6 13,0" 

Tomue MDter J9 20,0 70 18,5 9 ?0,0 26 16,5 23 13,S 12 24,5 _)_?. J&,2_ ~.!~ 10.0 l,? 21.5 5 19,0 

Strain s:a1:e1 J8 21.0 ~ .22,0 ?_~ 17 22,0 16 21,5 14 2C,5 28 21,5 6 24,5 14 24,5 6 lJ,0 

Clll"VQ Trec9:r )7 22,5 6z 21,0 10 lfi,5 22 18,0 16 21.5_ 14 20,5 29 19,5 12 l?,O 17 21.5 4 2),0 

L1d!t IHter 1? 22.5 I-~ ~ ._j_ ~- U?J,i __ _ll.. 2s. s l2 24.5 20 2?.,2 ~·' )2,0 18 20.0 2 28,5 

S..!t Metel" J6 24,o 47 2),0 6 26.0 15 2),5 . lJ 25,5 l) 2),0 20 26,5 9 18,5 16 2),0 2 28,5 ---
llJd...,...te .. )5 25.0 46 24.o 6 26.0 15fil __ll_ 28,5 

~-
20,5 23 25.0 7 2),0 14 24.5 2 28,5 ... __ ----· -· 1--· 

Hardnn•• T1Ht.-.. )2 26,0 )2 )2._o 5 29,0 9 )5,0 10 )1.0 8 J0.5 19 26.5 2 Y•.5 10 )0,0 l )2,5 

Fora• G&ae, . )1 27,0 42 26,5 5 29,0 14 25,5 15 2),0 8 30,5 26 24._D_ 4 29.0 9 )4,0 3 24.5 ---
Spe,otr01Nter 29 28,5 )) J(l,0 4 )l,5 10 J2.5 10 31,0 9 27,5 16 )2,5 3 )2,0 12 26.5 2 28,5 -- - -·- ··-r----,_ ----- >- ---- --··- ----1---
Tuna1on Te•tar 29 26.5 )4 ze.o 8 21,0 10 )2,5 B -~·o 8 1'!,.~ ----~ 28,5 6 21,,5 9 )4,0 0 )5,0 

1---- ----- ----· ....---- ------
Ca.preuion 

Te1ter 28 J(l,5 JO ,rr,J_ ,__1- 2),0 11 )l.O --1._ J6,!! __ ?__ ~~ 16 )2,5 4 29,0' 10 )0,0 0 35,0 

Accelero11etera 28 J0,5 42 26,5 4 31,5 14 25.5 14 ~~~ 10 ~~ 28 21 • .5 l 2~~~- 8 ~ 5 ~ 1---1---·· ·-- ---- --· ------Viaco•ity 
Mttter• 27 )2,0 28 ~ll_ ~_,§_ ~,?_ . -1 ~ 8 ~,ll_ _ _2 . _'.l6~ l2 ,26.....£.. 4 29,0 l2 26,5 0 35,0 

r--
Noise Gen. 26 jJ,0 )J JO.O 2 )4,0 12 29.5 10 31,0 __ 1 27.5 16 32,5 5 26,5 10 JO,O 2 28,5 

·- ·-
W.ve AN.l,yzer 25 )4.5 ))_ _'.!Cl.'.o. _!._ 34,0 13 27,5 .. 11 28,5 7 Y:,?_ 16 -~:?-~J-~-

10 )0,0 2 28,5 
--· -- ~ 

Soun! intons1 t.Y 
Mter 25 )4,5 29 35,0 l )6,0 9 35,0 12 21.0 _.]_ J4,!! 14 35,0 }_ ~-~ 9 )4,0 J 24,5 -- - 1----·· ---- ---

Spactrua 
4nal.y&er 21+ :;6.o JO J).5 2 )4,0 l_2 29. 5_ _!!_1'~- _!!. _E,1_ 17 p.o 2 )4,5 10 JO,O i )2,5 -



generators, between second and third and the technicians ranked it 

thirteenth. One item, pressure gauges, had a difference in rank of 

seven. The supervisors ranked this item fifth and the technicians 

twelfth. Several items had a difference in rank of six or less. 

In Table IX the eleven unified concepts, used in instructing the 

electromechanical demonstration pro-gram, and one category containing 

tasks not included in one of the unified concepts are ranked as to the 

number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. Since each unified 

concept had a different number of tasks, the total number of responses 

was divided by the number of tasks included in the unified concept. The 

unified concepts were then ranked according to this number. The coef

ficient of correlation between the ranking for supervisors and techni

cians was .9~. The largest difference in ranking of these unified 

concepts was 2. 

On this percentage the tasks included in the unified concept dif

ferential forces was ranked first and the tasks in the concept feedback 

and stability was ranked second from the supervisor's data. From the 

technician I s data the concept feedback and stability was ranked first 

and differential forces was ranked second. 

The largest differences in rank of the unified concepts was for the 

concepts time constants, amplification, and the tasks - all concepts. 

The unified concepts waves was ranked eleventh and fields was ranked 

twelfth from both the supervisor's and technician's data. 
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TABLE IX 

RANK OF UNIFIED CONCEPTS 

Unified Concept Rank by Supervisors Rank by Technicians 

Differential forces 1 2 

Flo:w rates 3 4 

Real opposition 7 7 

Energy storage 4 5 

Impedance 10 9 

Time constants 5 3 

Resonance 9 10 

Amplification 6 8 

Feedback and Stability 2 1 

Waves 11 11 

Fields 12 12 

Tusks - All concepts 8 6 

In Table X the nuclear and chemistry tasks are listed along with 

the frequency of use as indicated by the supervisors and technicians. 

No coefficient of correlation was calculated for these rankings since 

there were only three nuclear and four chemistry tasks. The nuclear 

tasks were ranked the same by the supervisors and technicians. In the 

chemistry tasks the supervisors ranked chemical etching, plating or 

anodizing first and chemical compounds or solutions second while the 

technicians ranked them in reverse order. 



TABLE X 

NUCLEAR AND CHEMISTRY TASKS FREQUENCY OF USE 

Number of Respondents Indicating Each Frequency of Use 

I 

>, >, 
66 Supervisors >, ..... e 137 Technicians >, ..... e 

>, ..... ..c:: .g >, ..... ..c:: .g ..... .!:t: +> ..... ii +l 
•r-i Cl) c ..... •r-i c ..... 

Task Ill ~ ~ 
Q) Task Ill ~ ~ 

Q) 
0 Ul 0 Ul 

Radiation measuring Radiation measuring 
devices 6 2 5 10 devices 7 2 7 9 

Radioactive elements Radioactive elements -
or isotopes 4 0 2 10 or isotopes 5 5 4 6 

Fusionable or fission- Fusionable or fission-
able material 0 1 0 4 able material 1 2 1 5 

Chemical etching, Chemical compounds of 
plating or anodizing 7 J 5 8 solutions 4 9 15 11 

Chemical compounds or Chemical etching, 
solutions 5 2 5 8 plating or anodizing 7 8 7 17 

Ph factors 4 2 5 9 Ph factors 1 5 5 18 

Separation of Separation of 
compounds 5 2 0 2 compounds 0 3 4 6 

& 



Technicians' Data by Years of Experience 

The information presented in this section includes the usable data 

from 137 electromechanical technicians. The data were separated into 

four categories according to years of experience as an electromechanical 

technician. Any fraction of a year of experience was rounded off to the 

nearest whole year. These categories were: (1) 0 to 2 years, (2) 3 to 

5 years, (3) 6 to 10 years, and (4) over 10 years of experience. The 

four categories consisted of 28, 43, 31, and 35 technicians, 

respectively. 

The electromechanical tasks were ranked according to the number of 

respondents indicating a frequency of use. The number of respondents 

for each task is recorded in Tables XI through XIV under the heading of 

technicians responding. The percent of responses for each area of 

activity is also shown in Tables XI through XIV. To compare the rank 

of the electromechanical tasks by the four categories,a Spearman rank 

coefficient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. 

These coefficients are as follows: 

0-2 vs. 3-5 .82 

0-2 vs. 6-10 .81 

0-2 vs. over 10 .80 

3-5 vs. 6-10 .85 

3-5 vs. over 10 .87 

6-10 vs. over 10 .81 

Table XV shows the percent of respondents for each of the four 

categories indicating each of the selected primary activities. Trouble

shooting, testing, constructing, and analyzing were indicated as primary 

activities by 75.2 percent of the technicians with Oto 2 years of 



TABLE XI 

AREA OF ACTIVITY <F TASK PERFORMA.N"CE: 28 TECHNICIANS 
O THROUGH 2 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 1:' 

Percent o! Reoporxlento Irxlicating Each Area or Activit¥ 

E ii I! If E l 5 If 
.:1 ... If I ~· 

::J i 11' l!' 01! 

i !} ~ ii l'l ... ... 
0 ., 

li j ~ 1 i ~ 
... 

'E ~ 

i 2 w i'l. . 
Ta8lc:* h ~ G 0 ! ,11 8' .. H ... 0 

Potential dit!erencos in circuit 2l 4,8 76,2 48 48 Q.~ 

Current t1.,., b,Y use ot inatru.nta 2l 4,8 52,4 4,8 19,0 9,5 4,8 4,8 
The1'90Couplea 20 5,0 40,o 10,.0 )(),0 s.o 5,0 5,0 
Circuit loana 19 5,3 47,4 Jl,6 5,3 5,3 5.3 .. 
Intepted circuits 19 10,5 31,6 26,3 15,8 10,5 
Spaciticationa ot electronic 

components 19 10,5 15,8 26,3 ·26,J 15.8 5.3 
Biaa network• l8 27,8 33,3 16,7 5,6 16,7 
Inductance arxl/or oapacitance l8 5,6 27,8 27,8 16,7 5,6. 5,6. ll,l 
Pulse and logic o1rcuits 17 S,9 35,J 41,2 5,9 5,9 5,9 
RiN arxl tall tiaea 17 5,9. 35,3 41,2 5,9 5,9 5,9 
Speaiticatiom ard charactel"iatioa 

of tasterdng devioea 1111ah •• 
adhesive,, bolt1 1 rivet•, ecrewa 
ant welds 17 17,6 5,9 ll,8 ll,8 35,3 ll,8 5,9 

Preaaure drops in a system 16 18,8 31,3 43,8 6,3 
Rate or tlov 16 12,5 Jl,J 6,3 Jl,J 6,3 12,5 
POwr converters ani •ne.J'IY ator&ge 

cell 16 6,3 37,5 6.J 18,8 12,5 6,J Q,J 6.3 
'l'be pin ot an ui>Uti•r 16 18,8 50,0 6,J 18,8 6,J 
Micro eleatronio oaponenta, oi:rcuits 1 

ard paolc&gin,: 16 12.5 31,3 25,0 18,8 6,3 6,3 
flvatea powr requiNMnts deaUng 

with pu11ps, coJll)reasora, etc·. 1$ 60,0 13,3 26,7 
FlUid uaauring devioea 15 40,0 6,7 33,3 6,7 6,7 6,7 
~stea lo1ses du• to pressure dropa 15 40,o 6,7 40,0 6.7 6,7 
Gear trains arxi 11nkage1 15 6,7 26,7 20,0 13,3 6,7 ~.7 6,7 13,3 6,7 
Speed control IIOCb.t.ni .. s 15 6,7 46,7 13,J 13,J lJ,) 
Precision -aur1nc inatruunta arxl 

precision toleranc•• 15 6,7 20.0 JJ.3 6,7 20,0 lJ,3 
FlUid Naulator,, aenaors, switches 

&rd valves 15 53,3 6,7 33.3 6,7 
TherMl control devioea 15 33,3 6,7 26.7 6,7 6,7 20,0 
Cb&1"1lcter11t1oa ot 11&teJ'i&l•- such ae 1 

hardn•••, temper&WN ohar&o-
teJ"istiol!II, etc. 14 7,l 14,3 14,J 7,1 ~.4 21.4 14,3 

Photolllnl:1.tive devio1a 14 7,1 28,6 7,1 21.4 14,) 7,l 7.1 7,1 
streH arxl/ or strain oauaed by 

st& tt..o toroea lJ JB,5 38.5 7.7 15,4 
Heat sink ard Ndiator capaoitioa 13 7,7 7,7 JB,S 15,4 15,4 7,7 7,7 
~it1oation4 an:i obaraoteristiol!II 

ot titti.ngs, pipes am. hoae1 13 15,4 7,7 15,4 J0,8 15,4 15,4 
Rotational or translational rates 12 8,J 16,7 JJ,J 16,7 16,7 8,J 
Th• et'tact ot t'eadb&ok loop coapo-

..-nts in electronic cirouit1 12 25,0 33,J 8.J 16,? 16.7 
!'hoto ..tttive devices 12 16.7 25.0 16,7 16.7 8,J 8,3 8,J 
Power requirea1nt1 ot mechanical 

ey:stu.s ll 9,1 18.2 27,3 18.2 18,2 9,1 
!locb&nical irdexi.ne or aequ•nchi'III 

ee1'1c•• ll J6,4 18,2 18,2 9,1 9,1 9,1 
11Yste11 response t1Jaa ll 9.1 9,1 27,J J6,4 l.8,2 
The ..... 1 oap&civ &rd therul 

resistance ll 18,2 27.3 45,5 9,1 
Component values tor tuned oircuita ll 18,2 1a:2 27,3 9,1 l8,2 9,1 
!,ildlt intenai t¥ ll 9.1 36.4 2? ~ 9.1 9.1 0, 
Yi; ard/or Xr. 10 )(),0 20,0 JO,O 20,0. 
'fNLnaaiHion arxl delay Une• 10 10,0 J0,0 10,0 )(),0 10.0 10.0 
Power trantm..asion qateaa such •• 

belts, cb&ina arxl driff obatt.a 10 JO,O 10,0 10,0 J0,0 10,0 10,0-
.Ant.1.triotion devices am. lubricant.a 9 44,4 22,l! 33. 3 -*Tasks as.derived from instrument, prefaced by "do you work with or determine, 11 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 

l'f 

~ l'f E 
:;J l'f 

I l'f t l!' :;J l'f 
.:1 .... 

~ f 
:;J l!' l'f l'f 

~ 'E i g ~ I ! l! .... :;J 0 

;d -~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 
~ 3 ) 

Task t: ~ . c'l 8! Jl 
.,. ... ... ... (.) 0 

Spring constant• ard/cr inertial 
value• 9 ll.l ll.l 22.2 22.2 22.2 ll;l 

Fluidio device• such •• oac1Uatore, 
.ensora:1 switohea, •to. 9 ll.l )).) ll.l 3.3.) ll.l 

Leri.I -•tu.• 9 44.4 )).) ll.l. ll.l 

Lalli.1111.tea plastic• anl cerudca 9 ll.l )).) ll.l 22.2 ll.l ll,l 

Heat lo••• 8 so.o 25,0 25.0 

llpaoifio heat 8 25.0 25,0 l2.5 25.0 l2.5 

'lh•-l v•tea aftioioney 8 )1.5 l2,5 so.o 
Vibfttor,y oyst-. or ana]j'oio 8 J7.5 25.0 l2,5 l2.5 l2.5 

lwahanioal aervoa 8 37.5 25.0 25,0 l2.5 

Optical tilt•ra an:! pol.&rl.Hrs 8 so.o l2.5 l2.5 l2.5 l2.5 

In:luatrl.&l control an:! hi&h power 
nitohing circuit• 8 l2.5 J7.5 25.0 l2.5 l2.5 

Dw point or huml.di 1:1' 8 25.0 l2.5 )7,5 l2,5 l2,5 

Piezoelectric devices 7 14.) 14.) 28.6 28,6 l4.J 

Coettioient ot friction 7 14.) 28.6 l4.J 14.) l4.J 14.J 

Boaring loadings an:! opacifioatione 7 14.) 14.J 14.J 28.6 14.) 14.) 

"k" taotora ? 57.l 14,J 14,J 14.J 

·Goar ratio• for ax1JIWl powr 
t:Nnster 7 14.J 14,J 28.6 14.J 14.J 14,J 

Mu:i.Dlul power tranater in a 8Y•"- 7 28,6 42.9 14.J 14,J 

'lh•,....1 ch&mbor1 7 42,9 57,l 

streacaa am atNins tzy' dynu.1.o 
tore• 6 16.? J).) 16.7 16.7 16,7 

Or adjust hydraulic .. rvo veto•• to ••t pertoruno• apec1ticat1ons 6 16,7 · 16.7 J~.J JJ.J 

Ultrasonic dovioos 6 16,7 so.o 16.7 16.7 

Fluid ch&raotaristic1 or 
opooifioaticns 6 16,7 16,7 16,7 16,7 16.7 16,7 

TN.nsiucora auch as lliorophones 
an:l apu.kers 6 16,7 66,7 16.? 

Heat flow rates tor temperature 
ditforontial 5 40,o 20.0 40.o 

Fluid oapacitanoo 5 20,0 20,0 40,0 20,0 

Fluid aervo devices 5 20,0 20,0 20,0 20,0 20.0 

Soun:! intonsitiO• 5 20,0 80,0 

1"reauencies above ,500 megahertz 4 25,0 25,0 50,0 

Reaonani con:litions 4 25,0 25,0 25,0 25.0 

Dif:l'raotion gratings 4 ?5,0 25.0 

L1"'1t frequoncy 4 25.0 so.o 25;0 

Sound .t'requencie1 4 25.0 75,0 

nuid actuator parutetera 4 50.0 25,0 25.0 

RetrJ:geration an:1/or &1roon:11t1on1ng 
.ql'teas 4 25,0 25,0 50,0 

Luminescent •t•rial• 4 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 

Ceyoganio Q'steas 3 66.7 )3.J 

soum absorption coet.f1o1ents 1 100,0 

Velocity ot soun:l in variou• media l 100,0 

Laser de'Vi.oea 1 100.0 

Antenna field strength 0 

K:xiul&tion noroenta""e 0 



TABLE XII 

AREA OF ACTIVITY. OF TASK PER}""'ORMA.NCE: 4J TECHNICIANS 
J THROUGH 5 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Porcont or Responlents Irwlioating Each Area ot Activity 

l!' 
:0 l!' h' l!' g l!' l!' 

:0 l!' i '! :::l :;:l l!' l!' p 1 i ,·:I i ll' ~ ] ,! i ·) ~ t: 1 Ii~ - 2 ~ ~ T•"'I* .. .I! ~ . 0 .I! ,ii H .. H ... " " 
Current_ now by uoe ot instruments J8 15,8 2J,7 34.2 5,3 5,3 5,3 2.6 
Potent.1&l <littorono•s in c1:roui t 36 2.8 16,7 )6,l 27,8 2,8 8,3 

-'c ard/or 1i, 36 3,8 46,2 11.5 23,l 7.l 3,8 3,8 
Precision measuring instl"Ullants am 

precision .tolerance.it 33 3,0 24.2 6,1 27,3 15.2 15.2 9,l 
Intetl"'tsd circuito 32 3.1 18,8 34.4 18,8 l2,5 6.3 J,l 
Speoitioat.1,ons ot el&ctronic · 

ooaponent1 31 6,5 22.6 16,l 6.5 22,6 12,9 9,7 J.2 
Circu1 t 101:sea 3l 25,8 19.4 ).2 32,J 6,5 3.2 3,2 
Itduot&noe ard/or capacitanae JO l0,0 26,7 6,7 2J.3 .i.o.o lJ,J 6,7 J,3 
.R:1.e aal tall tiaes JO 40,0 6,7 40.o J,J 3,J 6,7 
Th• gain ot an amplifier 29 3,4 6,9 20,7 17.2 27,6 J,4 6.9 J,4 

ih·-·~l•• 29 J.4 17,2 17.2 10.J 34.5 J.4 J,4 
TbOnu.l cont?Ol· devicaa 26 14,J 21,4 25.0 7,l 7,1 7,l 7,l 
Pul.1e. an:! logic air9uits 26 7,1 21,4 J5.7 J.6 17,9 J.6 J.6 J,6 
rho etteot ot teed.back loop co~ 

nent1 in electronic circuits 26 2J,l 2J,l 2J.l 19,2 3,8 3,8 3,8 

Bl.a• noblork• 26 26,9 15.4 2J.l 19.2 7,7 7,7 
Power roquireaents ot MOhanical 

.qatems 25 20.0 12.0 12.0 24.o 20,0 4,0 4,0 

Light 1nteno11;y 24 25,0 25,0 4,2 25.0 8,J 8,3 

Micro eleotronio ooaponents • ciro"1 ta 
an:! packaging 24 4,2 20,8 29,2 4,2 20.s 16.7 4,2 

Goar tr,iins an:! linkages 24 20,8 20,8 4,2 16,7 12,5 4.2 12,5 

Powr tN.nSllias:l.on sy1te111.5 such as 
belts, chaino an:! drl.vo aha!ts 24 4,2 4,2 16,7 4.2 25.0 16,7 4,2 12,5 4,2 

Co~nent values !or tuned ciroui ts 23 8,7 21,7 8.7 lJ.O lJ,0 lJ,O 4.J 4.J 

Speed. control 11achanimH 23 4.J 13,0 21,7 8,7 6,7 8,7 4,J 

Spooi!icationa ard characteristica 
o_t taaterdng d•vice• such as 
adhesive1 1 bolts, rivets, sarevs 
an:l welds 23 -·--- 4,J 17,4 !7,4 8,7 43,5 4,J 4,J ---··r 

Photosensitive dovioo.s 22 

_4.5-i- :·:-
13,6 l8,2 4,5 36,4 9,l 4,5 

~· ---· 
Ch&~cteristic• ot material$ auoh a.a, 

hardness, temperature oharao-
teristics! otc. 21 12...Q_ 4,8 4,8 JJ.J 19,0 4,8 46 

Heat sink ani rt.diator capacities 2l 4,8 14,J 4,8 4,8 JJ.J 28.6 4,6 

Mechanical iniexir.ig or sequenching 
devices 21 5,J --~~ 36,8 5,J 15,8 10,5 10,5 5.J 

A.ntitriction devioea &·Di lubricants 21 4,8 4,8 4,6 4,8 28,6 14,3 4,6 9,5 19,0 
-·- -

Lons sy•teu 20 25,0 10,0 5,0 JS.a 15,0 -- ___ 10~0 -· 

Optical tilters and polarizers 20 5,0 20,0 15,0 10.0 JO,O 5,0 5.0 
Rate ot tlow 20 10,0 25,0 5,0 25,0 5,0· 5,0 15,0 5.0 
Power oonverter• ard energy •torege 

cell 20 10 0 20 0 s n 15 0 15.0 5.0 10,0 

Gear ratios tor maximullll power 
transter 20 15,0 25,0 10.0 · 20.0 15,0 10.0 5,0 

stresae• &rd atr&ins by dynallic 
f'orco 20 15.6 5.1 '36.6 15.8 5.3 10 .5 

Pier.oelectrio device& 19 21.l l0,5 26,3 5,3 · 21,l 10.5 
fluid regul.a tors, sensors, switch•• 

ard valves l8 5,6 "4,4 11,1 · 16.7 5,6 5,6 11,l 

.Photo ellittive devices l8 5,6 5,6 16,7 22.2 27,8 ll,l 

stroas ard/or eitn.in- caused by 
-

static forces l8 16,7 16.? 5,6 '21.8 16.7 5.6 5,6 

Pressure drops in a systea l8 · 5,6 11.l JB,9 · 16,7 11.l 5.6 
&taring loadings &ni specitio&tions l8 5,6 5,6 16,7 5,6 3J,J 22.2 5.6 5,6 
'Ibermal ca~ci cy an:l therma.l 

resistance 18 27.8 22.2 2?.8 16.7 5,6 

Vibra.torv s.vstellts or ana1vsis 17 29.4 2J,5 5,9 17,6 5,9 5,9 5,9 

*Tasks as dE!;rived from instrwne'nt, prefaced by 11do you work with or determlne, 11 

l!' 
:;:l 
t 
& 
7,9 

5,6 

J,l 

6,5 

lO,J 

10,J 

10.7 

J,6 

4,0 

4,0 -

8,J 

8,3 

4,3 

4,J 

4,5 

4.8 
4,8 

5,3 
4,8 

lO,O 

5.0 

10 S 

5,J 

ll,1 

5,6 
11.i 

5,9 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 

l!' 

l~ l!' ¥ 
~ 

l!' 

i ::l I !!' i ::l l!' l!' l!' 
0 '!! I g e 

f I 'I! •rl ::l h ;j 0 
~ ~ .... t ~· 

Taolc ~ &! .!j i ! ~ " e 0 • ~ ,ii & H ... (.) " "' hhanical men-os 17 5,9 2J,5 5.9 29,4 5,9 11,8 5.9 11.8 

Iniustri.al oont1'ol. am high power 
switahir.3 oil"Ouits 17 17,6 J5,J 17,6 5,9 17.6 5.9 

Rotational or transla·ttonal ra~s 17 2J.5 17,6 5.9 2J,5 ll,8 11,8 5.9 
fiyste.a powr require .. nto dealing 

with pW1p.s, compressors, Elto, 17 11.8 17,6 5,9 J5.J 5,9 5,9 11.8 5,9 
fQste.m rospon~e tillo 17 5.9 1.7,6 29,4 41,2 5,9 
Light trequomy 16 Jl.J Jl,J Jl,J 6,J 

Thermal chaabers 16 6,J 12.5 6.J 37,5 6.J 6,3 25,0 

Fluid -ouring don.coo 16 16,8 25,0 6,3 12,5 12.5 25.0 

H~t flow rates for temperature 
dittersntial 16 12,5 12,5 6,3 31,J 12,5 J.8,8 6,J 

Coetticient ot triction 16 6,J 18,8 43,8 Jl,3 

Heat lo•.es 16 31,J 16,8 37,5 6,3 6.3 

TrsnEaaion ard dolay lines 16 6,3 25,0 6,J 5,0 12,5 

Dow point or hWlidity 15 3),3 lJ,3 6,7 26,7 6.7 6,7 6.7 

TN.ruducers such as microphones 
&rd apoakere 1.5 26.7 3),3 6,7 20.0 6,7 6,7 

l"luidio devices such as oi,oills.tors, 
sensors, switches, etc. 1.5 6,7 26,7 20.0 13,J 13,3 6,7 6,7 6,7 

Pluid aervo devices 14 -- -21,4 28,6 ·-7',1 ili,3 14,3 7.1 7,1 
-

Spring oonstsnts ani/ or inortial 
values 14 21.4 35.7 35,? 7,1 

Spocii'io heat 14 28.6 J5,? 14.J ?.l 14.J 

Sowvi frequenciea lJ 5).8 15.4 15,4 ?,7 7,7 
----- --Soun:l -intensities 13 53,8 15,4 7,7 ?,7 7,7 7,7 -Land.mt.es plastics arri ceN.mic.s lJ 7,7 15,4 ?, 7 2J,l J0,8 7,? ?,? 

--
Speoi!ic&tions ard chaNcter15tics 

ot fitUngs, pipes an:l hoses 13 15,4 ?.7 7,7 5J,8 7,7 7,7 -
Luminescent materials 13 2J,l 7.7 2),1 J0,8 15,4 

~stem losses due to p~saure dl!Ops lJ 7.7 J0,8 -- JO,H ?,? 15,'I 7,? 

Maximum power transfer in a system lJ 2),1 7,7 46,2 1.5,4 7,? 

Or adjust hydraulic servo sy .stems to 
meet performance specitica tions 12 33,3 8,J 16,7 25.0 16,7 

'nlel'ffll.l sy.ste131 efficiency 12 25,0 8,3 41,? 8,J 16,7 
'-----

36,4 libd:uJ.ation percentage !!_ 9.1 27,J 18,2 9,1 -
Fluid capac1 ta.nee ll 18,2 18,2 16.l: 16,2 9.1 18,2 

Reaonant oonii lions 10 40.0 10,0 30,0 10,0 10,0 

Diffraction gratings 10 20,0 10,0 40,o 10.0 I 20.0 . -
Fluid characteristics or 

speoitica tions 10 "?.!.9_ 10,0 40,o ~. 10.0 
!-------, ~--

Refrigeration ard/or a1:rcol'Xi1tioni:ng 
~ms 10 10 0 20,0 10 0 10,0 10.0 10.0 10,0 20,0 

Ultrascinio devices 9 ,___ JJ,J 22.2 22,2 22.2 

Cr.;ogenic systems 9 11,l 55,6 JJ,3 
--1--- -

JJ,J ll,l ll,l 11,l Fluid aotua tor parameters 9 11,l 22.2 

Laser devices 7 14,J 14,J 42,9 14,J 14,J 

"k" factors 7 14.J 28,6 42,9 14.J -
Antonna tiold strength 6 · 16,7 16,7 JJ!L ~- J3,J 
Sourx! absorption ooetfioiente 6 50,0 16,7 JJ,J -- '--· 
Frequenciee above 500 megahertz 5 6o,O 20,0 20,0 

Velocity o:t 90wxl in various media 4 75,0 25,0 



TABLE XIII 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 31 TECHNICIANS 
6 THROUGH 10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Percent of Reepon:lents Irrlicating E:ach Area of Activity 

l!' 

~ l!' E 
~ l!' 

E 0 l!' :::I bO :1 .... l!' l!' ' ;l I 
l!' " a 1! ~ 

* 
.... l!' t i! .... 

h ~ ,· 
i !?! ':~ ~ tl .0 .... 

~ ;:j a 
Task* t! .l! ~ ! ~ " . 0 .. &! Jl H H ... u u 

Potential dift'erences in circuit 2? 3,? 14.8 44.4 29.6 3,7 3.? 
Circuit l0SS0$ 26 3,8 15.4 53,8 23,l 3.8 

In:luctance arrJ/or Oapaci~llCe 26 15.4 26.9 J4,6 11,5 11,5 

Current flow by use ot. instrwaents 25 3,8 11.5 30,8 3,8 JB,5 ?,? 3,8 

The gain of an amplifier 24 8.3 12.5 25,0 25,0 12,5 8,3 8,3 

Integrated circuits 24 4,2 20,8 33,3 4,2 33,3 4,2 

Specifications of electronic, 
coaponents 24 8,3 JJ.3 8.3 29,2 16,? 4,2 

Precision measuring instl"Ulllents an::l 
precision tolerances 24 4.2 4,2 16,? 12.5 4,2 25,0 1-!,5 12,5 

Thermocouple:s 23 4,3 4,3 l?,4 l?,4 34,8 8,? 13,0 

The e.ttect of feedback loop compo,,, 
nents in electronic circuits 2J 4,J 4,J 21,? 39,1 12,? 4,3 4.J 

Xi; ard/or ;:1 22 Jl,8 2?,3 22.? 4,5 9.1 4,5 

Mechanical 1Mexing or sequenchine; 
device a 22 4,5 18,2 31,8 13,6 lJ,6 lJ,6 4,5 -- -

Pulse -an::l logic cil"Cui ts 21 4.8 14,3 28,6 42,9 4,8 4,8 

Gear trains an:i liri(a.ges 21 4,8 14,3 23,8 4,8 28,6 14,J 4,8 

Rise an:l :fall times 20 5,0 5,0 40.o !<5,0 5,0 --
Characteristics of materials such as, 

hardness, temperature cha:rac-
teristics, etc. 20 5,0 10,0 5,0 40,o 15,0 5.0 

Photosensitive devices 20 5.0 10.0 20.0 15,0 3(),0 15,0 5,0 
Vibratory systems or analysis 19 5,3 15,8 ,1,l 5,J 42,1 5,3 5,3 
Spead co·ntrol mechanisms 19 5,3 21.1 21,1 10,5 20,J 5,J 5.J 5,3 
stress ard/or strain caused by 

static forces 18 5,6 16,? 2?.8 · 5,6 27,8 11.1 
Rotational or translational N.tes 18 5,6 22,2 16,7 5,6 33,3 11,1 5,6 
Rate of flow 18 ll.l 22.2 5,6 44,4 5,6 11.1 -
.Bias networks 18 5,6 33,J JB,9 22.2 ---· 
Heat sink an:i radiator capacities 18 16.? 16.? 11.l 27,8 16.? 
Gear re.tio:s :for maximum power 

transfer 18 5,6 5.6 11.1 22.2 11.l. 11.J. 2?,8 5,6 
Component values for tuned circuits 18 16.? 27.8 11,1 27.8 11.1 5,6 
Specifications an:i characterist;ics 

of fastening devices_ such as 
adhesives, bolts, rivetst screws 
an:l welds 18 5.6 16,7 11.l 5,6 27,8 16,7 5,6 5,6 

~stem. power requirements dealing 
with pumps compressors, etc. l? 5.9 23,5 5,9 52,9 5.9 5,9 

Antifriotion devices arrl lubricants l? 5,9 11,8 11.8 2J,5 l?,6 11,8 l?,6 

Fluid regulators I sensors I switches 
&rd. valves l? 11,8 35,3 5.9 23,5 l?,6 5,9 

'lhermal control devices l? 5.9 23,5 l?.6 41.2 5,9 5,9 ---- -
Power converters arrl energy storagi, 

cell 16 18.8 18.8 18,8 18,8 6,J 18,8 

Traru1mis11ion an:! delay lines 16 25,0 18.8 31,3 12,5 6,J 6,3 

~stem response time 16 12.5 25,0 6.3 31,3 12,5 12.5 

'lherma.l capacity ard thermal 
resi.Stance 16 12.5 Jl,3 43,8 6,3 .6,3 

Mecharrl.cal servoa 16 6,3 12.5 25,0 12,5 J?,5 6,3 

Light intenoii;y 16 18.8 18,8 12,5 3?,5 12,5 

.La.minates plastics ani oeramie-e 16 18,8 6,J 6,3 25,0 3?,5 6,J 

Pres.sure drops in a. esystem 15 13,3 20.0 6,? 33,3 6,? 13,3 6,? 

Baa.ring loadings an:l specifications 15 20,0 lJ,3 13,J 26.? lJ,J 6,? 6,? .· 

Lens systems 15 lJ,3 20,0 lJ,3 26,? 13,3 6,? 

Micro e],.ectronio compononts, circuits, 
ard packaging 15 6,? 13,J 20,0 JJ,J 20,0 

Photo emittive device:s 15 11.1 20 0 Zo O 11 1 6? <" 

*Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by 11do you work wi.th or determine. 11 
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l!' 
:::I ; 
& 

8.J 

5.6 

ll,l 

5,6 

6,? 

6,? 
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TABLE XIII (Continued) 

!!' 
:::l !!' 

~!!' !!' 0 !!' 0 

~ 
... 

"" ~ ... :::l !!' !!' il .., 
:::l !!' !!' 

~ " -~ 1l ~ ~ ! . 
l !! -.! .... ... 

.a i 
.., 

,,8. .:! ~ 
.n ... ~ 

Tilsk 0. ~ ~ 3 ! . ;q i . 
till " ~ 0 ~ Ji 8' H H u u 

-
Piezoelectric device• 14 21,4 J5.? ?.l ?,l 7,1 7.1 ?.l 7,1 

~stea lost!'es due to pressure drops 14 7.1 21,4 ?,l 42,9 7,1 7,1 7,1 

Spring constant• ard/ or inertial 
values 14 14,J 21,4 14,J 21,4 21,4 ?,l 

Specifications ani char&cterist:1.cs 
of titt1ngs 1 pipes an:i hoses 14 ?,l ?,l 28,6 ?,l 28,6 14,J 7,1 

Coetticient ot friction lJ 7,? 15,4 J0,8 15,4 2J,l 7,7 

Power transm.isllion systems suoh as 
belt•, chains ani drive shafts lJ 15,4 J0,8 7,7 ?,7 2J,l ?,7 ?.7 

Fluidio devices such as oscillators• 
•7.7 s-nsor:!11 1 switches, etc. lJ 15,4 2J,l 7,? J8,5 ?,7 

Ultrasonic devices 13 ?,7 15,4 15,4 23,l 15,4 7,? 15,4 

TherN.l chanabers 13 5,4 7.7 ?.7 61,5 ~.? 
Power requirements ot mochanical 

systems 12 25,0 16,7 8,J 25,0 8,J 8,J 8,3 

stresses ard strains by dynam:l.c 
t'orce 12 25,0 16,7 8,3 8,J 16,7 8,J 16.7 

Optical tilters ard. polarizers 12 25,0 8,3 16,7 8,J 16,7 8,J 16,7 

Sowd :t'requenoies 12 16.? 8,3 o,3 33,3 25;0 O,J 

Sowrl inten1ities 12 16,? 8,3 8,3 33,3 25,0 8,3 

Irdustrial control an:l high power 
swi tolling circuits 12 8,3 41,7 8,3 8,3 25,0 8,3 

Trans;fucers such as zaicropbones 
16,7 ard speakers 12 25,0 8,3 8,3 41.7 

Fluid characteristics or 
specifications 11 9,1 18,2 9,1 54.5 9,1 

Heat losses 10 10.0 20.0 6o,O 10,0 

Fluid capacitanoe 10 20,0 20,0 10,0 20,0 10,0 20:0 

Refrigeration arrJ./or aircorrlitioning 
sy1te11.s 10 20,0 20,0 20.0 20,0 10,0 10,0 

Frequencies above 500 11egahertz 9 11,l 11,l l!.l 44,4 11,l 11,l 

Light frequency 9 44,4 11,l 33.3 l.l,l 

Modulation percentage" 9 44,4 33,3 11,l .L.L,i 

Luminescent materials 9 11, l 33,3 22,2 11,l 22,2 

Heat flow ra tee for temperature 
differential 8 l?.,5 12,5 12,5 50,0 12,5 

Specific heat 8 25,0 12,5 50,0 12.5 

Maximum. power transfer in a sy1tem 8 12,5 25,0 12,5 3?,5 12,5 

Dif!raction grating• 8 25,0 12,5 25.0 12,5 12.5 12,5 

Antenna fi•ld strength 8 12.5 37,5 25,0 25,0 

Fluid me&suring devices ? 14,3 14,3 42,9 14,3 14,3 

Resonant coMitiens 7 28,6- 14.3 14,3 28,6 14,3 

Fluid servo devices ? 28.6 14,3 14,3 42,9 

Laser devices 7 14,3 14,3 14,3 42,9 14,3 

Cryogerdo systems 7 14,3 14,3 14,3 42,9 14,3 

Dew point or hunidi ty ? 28,6 14,3 28,6 28,6 

'lb.ermal l'!YStem efficiency 6 16,7 50,0 16,? 16,? 

Velocity of soun:I in various media 6 16. 7 16,7 16,7 33,3 16,? 

Fluid actuator p&rtlll.&ters 6 33,3 33,J 16,7 16,? 
-

Or adjust hydraulic sorvo systo.ms to 
meet performa.nce specitica tions 5 20,0 20,0 20,0 li-0,o 

: ukn factors 4 25,0 50,0 25,0· 

Soun:l absoretion COC'l:tticient~~ .. 4 25,0 25,0 25,0 25.0 



TABLE XIV 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 35 TECHNICIANS 
OVER 10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Percent. ot Roapon:lenta In:licatJ.r,g Each Area at Acti'Vicy 

l~ : ii' ! f I N ii' ' :::J i ! u 1! I I 
. 

E I ~ '!! 0 ~ i !! l t: .. 
Task* ,!i ,!i f. 0 d ,!! .!I 0 0 

CU!'Nnt tlov by' use ot instruments )) ),0 9,1 iz.1 )0,) 33,) ),0 6,1 

~otential ditteNnaes in oirouit '.l2 J,l 6,) 15,6 28,l Jl,J ),l 9,4 

Tb.ermooouple11 29 ),4 1),8 1),8 1),8 41,4 6,9 J,4 
-

Preoidon meaau.ring in•trmllent1 and 
preoieion toleHna•s 29 ),4 1),8 20,7 24.l 10,3 6.9 10,) ),4 

Therul control devtoea 28 J,6 17,9 25,0 7,1 )2,1 7,1 ),6 

Circuit louea 26 J,8 ),8 )0,8 19.2 19,2 J,8 ll,5 ),8 

Speoitiaationa ot electl'ord.c 
26 oOaponenta ),8 7,7 15,4 ll,5 2),1 · 19,2 ll,5 7,7 

In:luotano.• an:1/or oapaoitar,,o 25 ),8 7,7 )0,8 19,2 2),1 7,7 3,8 ),8 

?ho ethct ot toedbaok loop a_.. . 
nents in eleotronio oirau1 ts 24 25,0 25,0 25,0 12,5 8,3 4,2 

1t: ard/or Xi. 23 4,3 8,7 )4,8 8,7 26,1 8,7 8,7 

Tb• gain at an amplifier 23 )O,'I 1),0 '°·" 13,0 ~.7 
Pulse an:!. logic oil'Ouito 21 4,8 4,8 28,6 19,0 14,) 14,J 4,8 4,8 

Intsgrated ciroui ts 21 4,8 4,8 19,0 19.,0 4,8 9,5 19,0 4,8 9.5 
Bus. netll!>rko 20 5,0 20,0 25,0 )0,0 15,0 5,0 
Soeed control moohaniUla 20 5,0 10,0 25,0 15,0 20,0 5,0 10,0 

Heat oink 01¥1 Ndiator oapaoitJ.oa 18 5,6 38,9 ll.l 22,2 22,2 

Power converters an:l energy storage 
ooll 18 11,l 16,7 .5,6 44,4 5,6 11,l 

Gear trains an:! linkagea 18 5,9 5,9 )5,) 5,9 17,6· 5,9 5,9 11,8 

Riao an:! fall times 18 11,l 27,8 11,l 27,8 5,6 11,l 5,6 

lleohanioal in:lox:1.r,g or 10quonchir,g 
device a 18 5,6 . 5,6 5,6 )),) 11,l 16,7 11,l 5,6 5,6 

Thermal capacity am thermal 
· reaistano• 18 16,7 16,7 5,6 44,4 5,6 5,6 

FlUid regul&tors. 1emror1, IIWitohea 
ard valves 18 5,6 16,7 5,6 22,2 16,7 11,l 

.Piezoelectric devices 17 11,8 17,6 35,3 17,6 U,8 5,9 
Mechanical servo• 17 2),5 2),5 S,9 17,6 5,9 5.9 5,9 
Specifications an::l oh&racteristic• 

of tastening devices such as 
adhesives, bolts, rivets, ecrew• 
ard w"elda 17 23,5 U,8 17,6 5,9 2),5 17,6 

.lntitriet1on devices an:l lubricants 16 12,5 18,8 6,J 6,3 6,) 4),8 

Power transm::1.asion sy1tema such as 
bel t1, oh&ins an:l drive llllatts 16 6,J )7.5 12,5 6,) 6,3 )l,) 

Photoa~nai ti ve devio•a 16 )l,) 25,0 12,5 18,8 6,) 

Heat flow rates for temperature 
d1ttel'Ontial 15 26,7 20,0 20,0 6,7 6,7 6,7 

'll'&nllllliuion &n:I delay lineo 15 6,7 6,7 20,0 46,7 lJ,) 6,7 

Lens Q'lltema 15 20.0 1),3 6,7 26,7 6,7 6,7 6.7 
In:luatl'ial oont.rol an:! high powr 

lld.tohing oirouita 15 lJ,J 20.0 33,) 26,7 6,7 

l'hoto Olllittive do'Vioea 15 20,0 26,7 26,7 6,7 13,) 6,7 

Rate ot now 14 7,1 14,) 28,6 28,6 7,1 7,1 7,1 

.-stem power requirements dealing 
14 with pumps. compr-ea•ora, eta. 21,4 21,4 21,4 7,1 7,1 7,1 

Component va1ue• tor tuned oiroui ta 14 )5.7 7,1 J5.7 14,) 7,1 

Light intonai t,y 14 35,7 14,3 14,3 21,4 7,1 

Micro electronic component•, circuits, 
an:! packaging 14 7,1 7,1 21,4 21,4 21,4 14,3 7,1 

Ch&N.cteristios at ut•r1&1• euch &1 1 
hardness, temperature oh&l'IIC• 
teristic11, eto, 14 28,6 7,1 21,4 21,4 14,J 7,1. 

Preasure drops in a 1Ystem. l) 7,7 15,4 38,5 23,l 7,7 7,7 
Fluid measuring devices 13 8,3 41,7 8,) 25,0 

.Bearing loadings am apeoiticationa lJ )0,8 2J,O 15,4 7.7 15,4 
Gear ratios tor mlX1mum power 

tre.nst'er l) 7,7 15,4 )0,8 2),1 7,7 7,7· 7,7 
Dov point or humidicy 1) 15,4 7,7 5),8 2),1 

*Tasks as derived from instrum.ent 1 prefaced by "do you work with or determine." 
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f 
& 

3,0 

3,1 

3,4 

6,9 

3,6 
),8 

'I,) 

4,8 

4,8 

10,0 

5,6 

5,9 

5,6 

22,2 

11,8 

6,J 

6,) 

lJ,J 

1),) 

14,) 

7,1 

16,7 

7,7 



TABLE XIV (Continued) 

llif N 
I I 8 if f ~ ... if if 1l if if if 

f8 1 i ·~ . i if ~ '£ "" :;! 'i; ~ 0 

i~ i ~ 1 ~ i ~ l1 
E . 

Task «ill 0 0 ~ ~ 8l al & H H u u 

,%1.stem lo1se1 due to preswre drops l2 8.J 25.0 JJ.J 25.0 8.J 

Heat losses 12 8.) 25.0 16,7 25.0 16.7 8.J 

Spring con .. t&ntl arrl/or inertial 
values l2 25.0 25.0 25.0 16.7 8.J 

Vibr&tory syst•s or &naly-11 l2 16.7 16.7 8.J 50.0 8.J 

Soun:l intemsitiea 12 8.) 8.) 8.) '11.7 8.J 8.J lb.7 

Retrigoration arrl/or airoorrlitioning 
41.7 svste1u, l2 25.0 8.J 16.7 8.J 

Stress ard/or strain caused by 
static toro•u11 11 18.2 18,2 27.J 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 

Soecitic he& t 11 18.2 27.J )6.4 ..18.2 

'lhermal chambers 11 18.2 9.1 45.5 9.1 18.2 

Tn.ntducers auch as ld.crophoM1 
an:i speakers 11 9.1 45.5 9.1 18,2 18.2 

'Coefficient ot friction 10 50.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Power requirements ot mechanical 
systems 10 10.0 10.0 )0,0 20.0 20.0 10.0 

11k11 taotoro 10 40.o 10.0 )0.0 20.0 

,%,stem response, tia 10 10.0 40.o 10.0 10.0 )0.0 

Specification• an:i char&otar1at1cs 
ot tittiruu11 pipaa am hose• 10 10.0 10,0 20.0 20,0 )0,0 10.0 

Optical tilters an:.i polarizers 10 20.0 10.0 40,0 10,0 20.0 

Thermal system efficiency 9 JJ.J 11.l JJ.J 22.2 

8.e30111.nt con:iitione 9 11.1 55,6 11.1 11,1 11.1 

Fluid servo devices 9 11.l 22.2 22,2 11,1 11.1 11.1 11.1 

Sound trsquenciss 9 11.1 44.4 11.1 11.1 22.2 

Modula Uon percentage 9 22.2 11.l 22.2 11.1 11.1 22.2 

Laminates plastics &n:l cerami.oa 9 JJ,J JJ.J 22.1 ~1.1 

Rotational or translational rates 8 25.0 25.0 37,5 12,5 

Stresses an:i str,.ins by dynamic 
force b 25.0 )7,5 25.0 l2,5 

Fluidio devices such as oscillators, 
sensors, switches, etc. 8 12.5 25,0 l2.5 25,0 l2.5 12.5 

Lu.mino.scent material• 8 )7.5 25.0 12.5 l2.5 l2,5 

Or ad.ju.st hydraulic servo systems to 
meet performance apeo1t1catio.ns 7 28.6 14.) 14,J 42.9 

Light troquency 7 28.6 28,6 28.6 14,J 

.Anteruw. field !ltrength 7 14.J 42,9 14.J 14.J 14.J 

Fluid capacita.noe 6 16.7 JJ.J 16.7 16,7 16,7 

Frequencies above .500 megahe~z 6 JJ.J JJ.J JJ.J 

Ultrasonic de,rices 6 16.7 66,7 16,7 

Fluid characteristics or 
specU'ioationa 6 J).) 16,7 16,7 16.7 16.7 

Ma:x:1mulr. power transfer in a system 5 20.0 20.0 40,0 20.0 

Di:ffraction gratings 5 40.o 20.0 20,0 20,0 

Soun:! absnrption coefficients 4 25,0 50,0 25,0 

Velocity of sou.rd. in vauious Mdi& 4 75.0 25,0 

Ceyogenic .,ystema 4 - 50.0 50,0 

Fluici actua. tor parametors 4 25.0 25,0 25.0 25.0 

Laser devicea 2 50.0 50,0 
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experience. Testing, analyzing, troubleshooting, and constructing indi-

cated as primary activities by 76.1 percent of the technicians with 3 to 

5 years of experience. Testing, troubleshooting, analyzing, and con-

structing were indicated as primary activities by 80.6 percent of the 

technicians with 6 to 10 years of experience. Testing, analyzing, and 

troubleshooting were indicated as primary activities by 65.0 percent of 

the technicians with over 10 years of experience. 

TABLE XV 

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES OF PERFORMING ELECTROMECHANICAL 
TASKS BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Percent of Respondents for Each Area of Activity 

Activities 0 to 2 Years 3 to 5 Years 6 to 10 Years Over 10 Years 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Instructing o.o 1.0 1.4 1.5 

Modifying 2.0 1.4 1.5 2.5 

Analyzing 9.0 19. 4: 16.3 19.7 

Troubleshooting 31.3 18.6 22.3 18.6 

Installing 4.5 3.2 7.6 3.2 

Testing 24.7 26 .• 8 30.7 26.7 

Constructing 10.2 11.3 11.3 8.1 

Calibrating 6.2 4.2 J.J 4:. 5 

Repairing 6.9 6.1 1.8 5.8 

Servic;ing J.6 J.O 2.0 3.0 

Operating 1.5 4:. 9 1.9 6. 4: 
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Table VI shows the ranking of the selected mathematical tasks by 

the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. To compare the 

rank of the mathematical tasks by the four categories, a Spearman rank 

coefficient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. 

These coefficients are as follows: 

0 to 2 3 to 5 • 94, • vs. 

0 to 2 vs. 6 to 10 .87 

0 to 2 vs. over 10 .86 

3 to 5 vs. 6 to 10 .90 

3 to 5 vs. over 10 .86 

6 to 10 vs. over 10 .85 

The mathematical tasks that increased in rank with increased years 

of experience were logarithms, solution of oblique triangles, complex 

numbers, and integration. The mathematical tasks that decreased in rank 

with increased years of experience were exponents and radicals, determi

nants, analytic geometry, decibels and quadratic equations. 

Table V shows the ranking of the selected communication tasks by 

the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. 

To compare the rank of the communications tasks by the four cate-

gories, a Spearman rank coefficient of correlation was computed for each 

possible pairing. These coefficients are as follows: 

0 to 2 vs. 3 to 5 .88 

0 to 2 vs. 6 to 10 .77 

0 to 2 . vs. over 10 .90 

3 to 5 vs. 6 to 10 .82 

3 to 5 vs. over 10 .92 

6 to 10 vs. over 10 • 94, 
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Tasks that increased in rank with increased years of work experi

ence were read specifications and present findings orally. Tasks that 

decrease in rank with increased years of experience were participate in 

training and teaching activities and computer programming. 

Table VII shows the ranking of the selected shop tools by the 

number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. 

To compare the rank of the shop tools by the four categories,a 

Spearman rank coefficient of correlation was computed for each possible 

pairing. These coefficients are as follows: 

0 to 2 vs. 3 to 5 .51± 

0 to 2 vs. 6 to 10 .75 

0 to 2 vs. over 10 .73 

3 to 5 vs. 6 to 10 .84 

3 to 5 vs. over 10 .88 

6 to 10 vs. over 10 .95 

Items that increased in rank with increased years of experience 

were lathe and abrasive power tools. Items that decreased in rank with 

increased years of experience were milling machine, gas welder, and 

sheet metal tools. 

Table VIII shows the ranking of the selected test equipment by the 

number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. To compare the 

rank of the test equipment by the four categories, a Speannan rank coef-

ficient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. These 

coefficients are as follows. 

0 to 2 vs. 3 to 5 .88 

0 to 2 vs. 6 to 10 .88 

0 to 2 vs. over 10 .89 



J to 5 vs. 6 to 10 .92 

3 to 5 vs. over 10 .92 

6 to 10 vs. over 10 .89 
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In comparing the ranking of each item of test equipment, few trends 

could be established. Items compression tester, tension tester, and 

viscosity meters did decrease in rank with increased years of experien6e. 

Item strobelight increased in rank with increased years of experience. 

Technicians' Data by Major Emphasis of Work 

The information included in this section includes the usable data 

from 137 electromechanical technicians. The data were separated into 

categories according to major emphasis of work, as indicated by the 

technicians on the coversheet of their questionnaire. These categories 

were research and design, production, sales, maintenance, and other. 

The five categories consisted of 48, 28, O, 52, and 9 technicians, 

respectively. Of the nine technicians included in the category, other, 

six specified testing and one each specified environmental evaluation, 

field service, and instrumentation service. 

Tables XVI through XIX show the ranking of the selected electro

mechanical tasks by the number of respondents indicating a frequency of 

use. The percent of responses for each area of activity are also shown 

in these tables. The ranking of the tasks for each category was com

pared with each of the other categories. The Spearman rank coefficients 

of correlation are as follows: 

R & D vs. Prod • 74 

R & D vs. Main .75 

R & D vs. Other .64 



Prod 

Prod 

Main 

vs. Main 

vs. Other 

vs. Other 

.82 

.72 

.67 

In ranking the 84 selected tasks, 16 Electrical-electronic, 7 

Mechanical, 4 Fluid, 3 Thermal, 2 Optical, and O Acoustical tasks were 

ranked in the upper quartile by at least one of the four selected 

categories. 
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Table XX shows the percent of respondents for each of the four 

categories indicating each of the selected primary activities, analy~

ing, testing, and constructing were indicated as primary activities by 

70.7 percent of the research and design technicians. Testing and 

troubleshooting were indicated as primary activities by 73.3 percent of 

the production technicians. Troubleshooting, testing, analyzing, and 

repairing were indicated as primary activities by 77.9 percent of the 

maintenance technicians. Testing was indicated as the primary activity 

by 58.1 percent of the technicians in the category others. 

Table VI shows the ranking of the selected mathematical tasks 

by the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. To compare 

the rank of the mathematical tasks by the four categories, a Spearman 

rank coefficient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. 

These coefficients are as follows: 

R & D vs. Prod .89 

R & D vs. Main .87 

R & D vs. Other .95 

Prod vs. Main .93 

Prod vs. Other .88 

Main vs. Other • 79 
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TABLE XVI 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 48 TECHNICIANS 
RESEARCH·AND DESIGN 

Percent ot Respoments Imioating E&ob Area ot Activity 

;1 I!' 
l~ I!' l § :0 l!' 

:0 l!' I :;J I!' I!' I!' 
01! I !} ., l ~ I! 'il .. :;J 
Ii 0 

'3 i 1 ~ 
.. ·e i 

I ! ! l!. . 
Task* .'! &! ~ . 0 &! <l! & ... ... .. " " --

Thermocouples 42 2,4 23,8 2,4 11,9 35,? ?,l 4,8 11,9 

Potential ditterenoes in circuit 41 29,J l?,7 2,4 34,l 4,9 4,9 ?.3 

Current now by use ot instruments 40 2,4 26,8 14,6 4,9 29,3 7,3 4,9 9,8 

Heat sink an.i radiator cape.cities 38 28,9 2,6 7,9 23,7 31,6 5,J 

Irduct&nce ard/or capacit&noe 38 2.6 lJ,2 34,2 5,3 is.a 23,7 2,6 2,6 

Integrated circui te 38 5,J 2.6 31,6 10,5 2.6 15,8 23,7 5,3 2,6 

Specifications or· eleotron1c 
components 38 2,6 2,6 34,2 1,9 2,6 15,8 34,2 

Ciroiut losses 37 40,5 8,1 21,6 10,8 8,1 2.7 8,1 

The gain of an amplifier 37 2,7 5,4 35,l 2.7 21,6 •10,8 10,8 2,1 8,1 

Th.e etteot at teedback loop compo-
nent11 in electronic .cil'Cuits J? 2,1 2.7 29,7 16.2 lJ,5 211,3 5,4 2.7 2,1 

Riae arrl fall times 35 5,1 34,3 5,1 31,4 11,7 5,1 5,1 
Specitications ard chaNcter1st1cs 

of fastening devices such as 
adhe1ives, bolts, rivets, screws 
arvi .welds 35 2,9 2,9 28,6 5,1 11,4 5,1 42,9 

'n'l.erm&l control devices JS 25,7 5,1 5.1 Jl,4 11,4 2,9 2,9 2,9 11,4 

1c am/or~ 34 2,9 2,0 50,0 2,9 17,6 17,6 2.9 2,9 

m.as netw_orks J2 J,l Jl,J 
-- f--------

6,J <),0 )]:,) T,I 

Meoh&nic&l iniex:1.ng or eequonahing 
devices J2 6,J J,l 12,5 15,6 12,5 12.5 21,9 J.l 6,J J,l J,l 

Prec1~1on measuring instruments ard 
precision tolerances J2 2,4 

' 
28,6 4,8 2,4 19,0 21,4 11,9 2,4 7,l 

Characteristics ot materials such aa, 
hardness, temperature ohar&c-
teristics, etc. J2 3,l 34,4 J,l 6,J Jl,J 18,8 J,l 

Antif'riction devices alP lubricants Jl 12,9 9,1 12,9 19,4 22,6 J,2 12,9 6,5 

§:!eod control mechanisms Jl J,2 J,2 ~2.6 6,5 16,l 19,4 16,l 3,2 J,2 6,5 

Light intensity 31 38,? J,2 6,5 22,6 12,9 3,2 J,2 3,2 6,5 

Pulse an::l logia circui ta JO 6,7 6,7 JJ,J 10,0 3,J 16,7 16,7 J,3 J,J 

Component values for tuned circuits JO 6,7 J3,J 6,7 16,7 26,7 J,3 J,J J,J 

Piezoelectric dovioes 29 27,6 10,J 27,6 20,7 6,9 J,4 J,4 

Gear trains an:i linkages 29 J,4 17,2 1),8 10,J 17,2 24,l J,4 10,3 

stresses an:i strains by dyramic 
force 29 27,6 6,9 3,4 27,6 20,7 J,4 10,3 

'lllermal capacity am thermal. 
resistance 29 J4,5 10,J 34,5 lJ,8 3,4 J,4 

Lens systems 29 27,6 6,9 31,0 17,2 3,4 3,4 10,3 

Lam:l.Mtes plastics an:i cerud.cs 29 34,5 J,4 6,9 17,2 37,9 

fbotosensiUve devices 29 6,9 3,4 27,6 6,9 24,l 20,7 J,4 6,9 

Power converters am. energy stona:• 
cell 28 J,6 17,9 10,7 28,6 28,6 3,6 J,6 3,6 

Micro electronic oomponentn, circuits 
am packaging 28 3,6 J2,l 10,7 3,6 14,3 35,7 

Coett:iciant ot triot:!.on 27 3,7 25,9 7,4 7,4 29,6 25,9 

Gear ratios tor MX1nrwn. poweJ' 
tranater 27 J,7 18,5 18,5 18.5 7,4 25,9 ),? J,7 

Vibratory systems or analysis 27 J,7 29,6 11.l 7,4 29,6 11,l 3,7 3,7 

Optical filters am polarl.1ers 27 J.7 29,6 7,4 25.9 7,4 J,7 3,7 18,5 

stress a·rd./or strain caused by 

! at.a tic forces 26 3,8 26,9 3,8 1.1. 26,9 23,l 3,8 3,8 

Searing loadings am spec1t1ca tions 26 23,l 1,1 15,4 15,4 26,9 3,8 3,8 3,8 

Power requirements ot 11achanical 
9111tl9D!.s 26 2),1 ),8 ll,5 15,4 J0,8 J,8. 11,5 

Spring constants am/or inertial 
values 26 19,2 7,1 1,1 2J,l 38,5 J,8 

Power transm:1.saion ayetema such as 
belts, chain• arxi drive shafts 26 11,5 15,4 11,5 19,2 26,9 J,8 J,8 7,1. 

Therru.l cti..mbers 26 19,2 3,8 J,8 46,2 ll.5 15,4 

Photo emittive devices 26 3,8 3,8 26,9 1,1 23,l 2J.l 8,3 1,? 

""Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by 11do you work with or determine." 
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TABLE XVI (Continued) 

l!' ,. 

l~ 
::J 

N l!' g 
l!' l!' ... l!' l!' 1l :rJ l!' 1!' "" .. ... 

E " 0 'll 

j ~ Et 
. ::I l!' )"\ ;! •rl ·rl 

]~ ? 0 .. 
~ t! .0 ... .E ~ --~ a ;cl il. 

Ta.sk !, ~ ! ~ " . 0 ~ & Jl & H ... u u -
Rotational or translational rates 25 4,0 36,0 8,0 4,0 16,0 20,0 4,0 8,0 

Rate or nov 24 20,8 20,8 4,2 25,0 16,7 4,2 4.2 4,2 

Heat losse• 24 29,2 4,2 41,7 16,7 4,2 4,2 

Transm.1.asion ard. delay linei's 24 8,3 25,0 4,2 3J,J 25,0 4,2 

~stem raapcmH time 24 4,2 25,0 20,8 4,2 33,J 4,2 8. J 

Mechanical· servo I 24 4,2 20,8 12,5 16,7 25,0 4,2 4,2 12.) 

Dew point or hwnidi cy 24 33,3 8,J 37,5 16,7 4,2 

Heat tlow rates for ta11perature 
dif!'erential 23 J4,8 8,7 26,1 17,4 8,7 4,J 

Pressuk"e dl'?_f_a!!I in a systea 2J. 19,0 2),8 4,8 23,8 14,) 4,8 9,5 

Lum.tnesceilt materials 21 28,6 9,5 9,5 28,6 4,8 14,) 4,8 

Thermal svstem ettioienoy 20 )0,0 5,0 )5,0 20.0 10,0 

Light frequency 20 50;0 5,0 ),0 5,0 10,0 

Sourd intemsities 20 25,0 5,0 25,0 25,0 10,0 10,0 

In:iuatrial control an::l high power 
ovitohing circuit. 20 20,0 30,0 20,0 25,0 5,0 

Tran,:iucers such as microphones 
ard speakers 20 25,0 5,0 35,0 20,0 10.0 5,0 

System power· reqUirements dealing 
with·pumps 1 compressors, etc. 19 21,1 5.3 10,5 )l,6 10,5 5,3 5,J 10,5 

Fluid measuring devices 19 5,3 15,8 10,5 21,l 10,5 5,3 10.5 21,l --
Sp9c1f1c heat 19 Jl,6 5.) J6,8 26,J 

-· 
Sourrl frequencies 19 26.J 5,3 26,J 21.l 10,5 10,5 

:;ustem losees due to pressure drops 18 22.2 16,7 5,6 27,8 16,7 11.l 
-··--· 

Fluid regulatore, eensors, switches 
am. valves 18 14,J 28,6 9,5 9,5 19,0 4,8 14,3 

Refrigeration ard/or airoom.1tioning 
5,6 5,6 systems 18 16,7 5,6 5,6 JJ,J 16,7 11,l 

Maximum power transfer in • system 17 11,B 23,5 11.8 29,4 17,6 5,9 

Fluid servo devices 17 11,8 17,6 5,9 29,4 17,6 5,9 5,9 5,9 

Sp~ci!'ica tions ani ch&raoteri stic s 
of fittinge, pipes an:i hosee 17 5.9 11,8 11.8 5,9 5,9 52,9 5,9 

Fluidio devices such, as oscill.ators, 
sensors, switches, etc. 16 25,0 12,5 6,3 25,0 18,8 12.5 

1Jii'fract1on gratings 16 25,0 12.5 25,0 12,5 25,0 

Ultrasonic devicas 16 6.3 6,J 6.J 31.3 6,3 18,8 25,0 

11k11 t'actors 15 4o,O 6, 7 33,J 13,J 6,7 

Resonant corditions 15 4o,O 6, 7 26. 7 lJ,) 6, 7 6,7 

Modulation percentage · 15 6, 7 3),3 20.0 13,J 20,0 6,7 

-Frequencies above 500 megahertz 14 )5, 7 7.1 14,J 35,7 7,1 
-

Fluid characterisUos or 
specifications 14 42,9 7,1 7,1 21,4 14,3 7,1 

· Cryogenic .systems 13 7,7 7.7 7. 7 JB.5 JB,5 

Fluid actuator parameters 13 15,4 2),1 15,4 15,4 7. 7 7,7 

Or adjust hydraulic servo systems to 
meet pet·i'ormance specifications 12 25,0 8,J 16,7 16,7 25,0 8,3 

Laser devic.es 12 16. 7 8,J 41,7 8,) 8,3 16,7 

Antenna field strength l2 )J,3 16, 7 )3,) 8,3 8,J 

Fluid capacitance 11 27.J 9,1 9,1 18.2 27,3 9,1 

Sourrl absorption coetticient• 10 JO,O 10,0 10.0 10.0 )0,0 10,0 

Velocity of soun:l in vauious med!& 10 20,0 20,0 4o,O 20,0 



TABLE XVII 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 
28 TECHNICIANS PRODUCTION 

if I f !!' 

i I I 
:a 

I j i I li Tallc* ! ~ .~ 
Potonti&l ditto,.noes in circuit 23 4.J 65,2 21.7 

Current now by ue ot in1truments 22 40.9 59.l 

In:t.Ucta.no~ ard./or capacitance 22 9.1 Jl.8 40.9 

Circuit losse• 21 4.8 47.6 42.9 

Speoit1oat1on1 Qt •l•otronic 
component• 21 4,8 9.5 19.0 4,8 42.9 9,5 

Integrated circuits lB 5,6 JJ.J 38,9 

'lhe a:i.in ot an uplifier lB 5.6 JJ.3 50.0 
Rise and fall tilloa lB 27,8 '72,2 

Pulao am logia oirouita 17 5.9 2J,5 58.8 

'lb.el'IIOCouples 16 18.8 12.5 56,J 

Specifications ani ohan.cter'i.1t1.c1 
of" fastening devices such as 
actheeives, bolt•, rJ.veta1 .crew, 
and' welcb 16 6.J 6.J 18.8 Jl,J 18,8 

Preoiaion 11.eal111'1ng instrument, &n:i 
precilion tolal"$nce1 16 12,5 18,8 37.5 12,5 

Component V&lues !qr tuned circuits 15 6.7 40,0 40.o 
P1"8asure drops in a system 14 14.3 21.4 50.0 

Xi, am/or X, 14 7.1 28,6 21,4 35,7 
The etteot ot teed.bl.ck loop coapo-

nents in •leotron:1.c oircuit1 14 7.1 50,0 35,7 
M:l.Cro electronic coaponents, oircui t: , 

14 so.a am paokalli"i 7,1 28,6 7,1 

Boat sink and Ndiator oapaoitioa lJ 7.7 7,7 30.8 7,7 30.s 7.? 
Bias n.tworks 13 Jo.a 5J.8 
~atem power requirem.ents dealing 

with pumps, oompreseora, etc. lJ 23.l 7,1 69,2 

Rato ot now 12 8,J 8,J 58,J 
Fluid ragulatora, sen4ors, mritches 

ard valves 12 3J,J 50.0 
Specifioat1ons an:l charaot&r:htics 

ot fittings, pipes an:::l hoses 12 8,3 JJ,J 50,J s.3 
Thermal control devices 12 25,0 0.3 58,J 
Power converters an:i energy ator&ge 

cell 11 9.1 18,2 63,9 

Characteri•tic5 or material• such as 
lu&.rdness, temperature ohar&o• 
teri•tios, etc. 11 9,1 27.J 45.5 9,1 

Photosensitivl'I device• 11 18.2 9.1 J6.4 9.1 

Gear traina an:i linkages 11 9.1 27.3 9.1 J6.4 

~stem lossee due to presaure drops 11 lB.2 9.1 54.5 
stress ard/ or atrain caused by 

static forces 10 30.0 10,0 50,0 

Rotational or translational ,.toa 10 10,0 70,0 

Power requireaonts of -,chanioal 
ayatemo 10 10,0 10,0 6o.o 

TNnsmiasion an:i delay lines 10 10,0 70,0 

Power tramsmisaion syatem1 such as 
belts, chains an::l drive shaft:, 10 10.0 20,0 40.o 10.0 

Speed control mechanisms lO 30,0 50.0 
Light intensity 9 11,1 66.7 11.1 

Thermal chambera 9 11.1 77.8 

Anti.friction devices ard lubricanta 9 11.1 11.1 "4,4 ·11.1 

- Fluid measuring devices 8 28.6 57,l 

Heat loeses 8 12.5 25.0 62.s 

Gear rat.ioe for maxlnum power 
tr&nsfer 8 12.5 12,5 37.5 25.0 

!lochanical imexing or aoquenohing 
devices 8 17.~ 12,5 17.5 12.5 

Vibratory ayatems or an&l.ysia 8 12,5 75.0 

*Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by "do you work with or determine." 
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i l ~ 
~ ~ 
• i a; & 

8,7 
, 

lJ.6 ' 4,5 
4,8 

4.8 4,8 

5.6 11.l 5.6 
11,l 

5.9 5,9 
iz.5 

12.5 6,3 

12.5 6,3 

lJ,J 

14.3 

7.1 

7,1 

7.i 

7,7 
15.4 

25,0 

8.J 8,3 

8,J 

9.1 

9,1 

9,1 9,1 9,1 

9,1 9,1 

lB.2 

10.0 

10,0 10,0 

20,0 

10,0 10,0 

10.0 10.0 

20,0 

11.1 

11.1 

11.1 11.1 

14,J 

12,5 

12.5 
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TABLE XVII (Continued). 

~ ·!!' l!' f 
I E I!' 

"' ~ .. :;J I I!' ii t 
:;J ~ ~ l!' Q'l! 

i g • i i 1 :;J 
E~ !g. 

~ 
.. f 

Tallc J ! c :!. & ' i.l! i:: ,!:j /'. 0 . &! <ll " '-' 

Photo ud.ttive devices 8 25.0 62.5 12.5 

Th•-1 capacit;y an! thoral 
reeistano• 1 71.4 14.3 14.3 -

Boat tlow' 1'1tos !or tA~1'1t1ll'tl 
cliftorontial , 1 14.3 85. 7 

Mechan1.cal serYO• 1 14.3 28.6 57.l 
Lem syilt•as 1 14.3 71.4 14.J 
p.uid cbaracteri.Stics or 

apecitications 7 14.3 71.4 14.3 
Spocifio boat 1 14.J 85.7 
Bearing loadings an! 9Pooitica tions 6 16.7 16.7 50.0 t6.7 
Fluid' capacitance 6 50.0 50.0 
Fluidic device• such.~ a, oscillator•, 

Hn80rs, switches, etc. 6 JJ.3 33.3 16.7 16.7 
Th.l"Jllil .sy1tea ett1ci8noy 6. 16.7 66.7 16.7 

~si.ea ·.r9spon1e ti.lie l 6 JJ.J 33.3 J3.J 
'' pew po~nt or humi<lit;t 5 20.0 6o.o 20.0 

~nlustr:l,al control an! high powr 
.mtching circuits 5 40.o 40,0 20.0 

Sp~0·:on~nt1 ard/or inertial 
5 20.0 40.o 20.0 20.0 

·"k" factors 4 25.0 25.0 50.0 
stresse.a &n1 at.rains by dyn&m.1.c 

torce 4 .25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 
Maxim.um power t.N.nster in a Q"ste. 4 75.0 25,0 
lu:1111.tes plastics ani cerud.01 4 25,0 50,0 25,0 

L~neace~ •terial1 4 25,0 50,0 25,0 
. UltN·SOnic de:vioes 4 25,0 25.0 25,0 25,0 

Soun:i in"tensit1es 4 25,0 50,0 25,0 
Sou,x:l troquencie1 4 25.0 50,0 25,0 
Fluid servo devices 4 ?SO 2< 0 "0 2< 0 

Or adjust hydraulic aorvo oystoaa to 
-,et performance. speoiticatic.,ns J JJ,J JJ,J J3.J 

Retrigeration an:i/or aircon:iitioning 
systems J JJ,J JJ,J 33,J 

T~nldlicera such as micropbonas 
and apeakers J JJ,3 66,7 

Optical tilters ard polarir.ars J JJ.J JJ,J JJ,3 
Light troquonoy 3 JJ,3 33,3 JJ,3 
Antenna fiold strength 2 50,0 50,0 
Modulation percentage 2 50.0 50,0 

Diffraction gratings 2 50.0 50.0 --
Reaonant oQrdi tiona 2 100,0 

Coett1oient ot tr1ot1on 2 100,0 

Piezoelectric devices l 100,0 

Sowrl absorption coetticienta l 100.0 
Freauenciea aboye 500 ugaherts 1 100,0 

Cryogenic · 1Yste11a 1 100,0 

fluid aotua.tor P&l'UIStera l 100.0 
. · Laser device• 0 

_Veloci'ey ot sown in various media 0 



TABLE XVIII 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 
52 TECHNICIANS MAINTENACE 

Percent ot Raepomento Imicating Each; ·Area of Activicy>' 

h I!' 
E !!' 8 

f 
... 

f 
:;l 

i 
I!' ii l 11 I j i E 

Tl\111<" ~ 
h " ... ~ t 0 

u '-' 

Current tlov by use ~t instru.enta 46 6,5 6,5 45,7 17,4 2,2 10,9 

Potential di.tterenoeo in cirQui t 4) 9,J 7,0 62,8 11,6 2,3 

Ciroui t losses 37 5,4 1),5 51,4 2,7 16,2 2,7 2,7 

Ther,l&). coptl'Ol derloea 37 2.7 45,9 8,1 18,9 10,8 

'llte121Dcouplos 35 2,9 48,6 14,3 20,0 5,7 

Pulse •rri ·logia c~rouits- 35 2,9 2,9 11.4 51,4 17,i. 

(,rear trains ~rd ll~g•a 35 5.9 5,9 )8,2 5,9 11,8 2,9 2,9 

Integ,..ted circuits 35 2,9 11,4 54,3 2.9 11,4 5,7 
speoifl_oa~ons ot el~atronio 

CQll!D;Orteilt:s 35 11.4 14,) 14,3 20,0 5,7 8,6 

P,reQis:ion mea1JUring instrument~ am 
p~cision· toleN.no~a 35 2,9 5,7 5,7 25.7 22.9 2,9 11.4 

Iuiuctance •rd./or Oapaci~nae J4 2.9 14,3 25,7 25,7 5,7 u.4 
Speed cont:t?l, · mechanisms )4 5,9 5,9 47,l 5,9 11,8 2,9 

.Bias J'l8tworics 31 6,5 45,2 22.6 9,7 6,5 
~e ~in o'i; an am:plU'i,r 31 6,5 6,5 32,3 22,6 3,2 12,9 

Tb• effect of teed .... ck loop coil!pQ-
nent~ in electronic circuits )() 13,3 36,7 )(),0 3,3 

Fluid regu4tors, aeMor,·, Sld.tches 
an:l valves )0 ),3 50,0 6,7 16,7 

Pb_otoaeni,j,.tive device• 29 6,9 48,) ·).4 17,2 3,4 13,8 

le am/er 4_ 28 3,6 J2,l 25,0 21,4 ),6 3,6 

Power oonvertetr1," an::1. · energy Storage 
cell 28 ),6 39,J 7,1 17,9 7,1 .. 

. Rate of flow 27 7,4 44,4 3,7 22.2 11,l 

~stem power requirements dealing 
'4th pwnps, compi-e_s=iors, etc. 27 3,7 55,6 J,7 18,5 7,4 

Mechani,cal in:lex:!.ng or sequenching 
devices 27 7,4 59,J 11,l 7,4 

P1;>wer transmisf!!ion 9¥8Wms su~h as 
belts, chains al'd drive .shatts 26 J,8 42,3 3,8 3,8 

Rise an:i fall times 26 J,8 2),1 42,J 15,4 7,7 

!must.rial control am high pc.,.r 
Sld.tching circuits 25 8,0 12,0 44,o 4,0 4,0 4,0 

Mechanical servos 24 4,2 41,7 16,7 4,2 

Photo emitt1V8 d~viCes 24 8,3 50,0 4,2 16,7 12,5 

Pres sun drops in_ a system 2) 1),0 52,2 17,4 4,J 

Micro ~lectronio components, circuits 1 

and packaging 23 4,j 4,J 13,0 47,8 8,7 4,3 

Charact'9rist4c!I of materials euoh ae 1 

ha~nees 1 temperature charec-
u·~stics 1 etc. 23 4,J 8,7 1),0 4,J 17,4 21,7 4,3 

Specifications aM characterist.1.os 
of tast8ning devicee sue}). as 
adh'3ii,ives, bQJ.t.s., rivets, screws 
·ard welds 23 13,0 4,J 4,3 1),0 8,7 21,7 4,J 

Piezoelectric 'd&vicas 22 9,1 )6,4 13,6 4,5 13,6 

Fluid meas~ devices 22 45,5 4,5 13,6 

Gear ratios tor 1111.ximwn. ~r 
tranetl:lr 22 9,1 4,5 Jl,8 13,6 9,1 9,1 

Thermal oapaci ty am thermal 
resistance 22 4,5 54,5 4,5 31,8 4,5 

A.ntifriction devices an::l lubricants 21 28,6 4,8 4,8 

Po'War requirement$ ot mechanical 
syste111S 21 4,8 4,8. 14,J 28,6 14,J 19,0 

,%rstem losses due to pressure drQps 21 4,8 57,l '23,8 

Fluidic devices such as osc:Ulators 1 

sensors, swi1;,ches1 etc. 21 4,8 )8,1 9,5 28,6 4,8 

System response time 21 4,8 4,8 42.9 19,0 4,8 9,5 
Light intensity ?.l 14,3 57,l 4,8 9,5 14,3 

Stre·ss ard/or strain caused by ) 

static forces 20 25,0 50,0 10,0 5,0 

•Tasks as derived from in$trument. prefaced by 11do you work with or determine," 

I!' ! !!' 
'I! 0 :;l ... ·e I! i!. . 
&! ,ll 8' 

6,5 2,2 2.2 

7,0 

2,7 2,7 

13,5 
8,6 

8,6 2.9 2,9 

23,5 2,9 

5,7 2,9 2,9 

20.0 5,7 

20.0 2,9 

5, 7 8,6 

14,7 2,9 2,9 

9,7 

6,5 9,7 

10,0 6,7 

16,7 6,7 

3,4 3,4 

10,7 

10,7 14,3 

11.l 

7,4 3,7 

11,l 3,7 

42,J 3,8 

3,8 3;8 

16.0 4,0 4,0 

20,8 8,J 4,2 

4,2 4,2 

8,7 4,J 

4,J 8,7 4,J 

21,7 4,J 

21,7 8,7 

l.S,2 4,5 

27,3 4,5 4,5 

9.1 lJ,6 

. 9,5 52,4 · 

9,5. 4,8 

9,5 4,8 

9,5 4,8 

4,8 4,8 4,.8 

5,0 5,0 
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\ TABLE XVIII (Continued) 

I If If !! . 
N 

g 

J 
::J .,, 

f 
If i ::J If 3 If 

h I l .!I l i I l! 0 i ·'.j l l: JI ~ e 
Task u I, 0 .ll ls ,1 " 

· TNLnsmiadon ·am del.a,' lines 20 20,0 25,0 25,0 5,0 10,0 5,0 10,0 

Lens s,vstems. 20 1 10,0 50,0 5,0 15,0 5,0 10,0 5,0 

Be&rinc loadµgs &Ill· ii,ecifications 19 10,5 15,8 15,8 21,1 15,8 21,1 ·-
Jibr&tor.v .votems or a,aJ.vsis 19 10,5 47,4 21,1 1~.8 5.• 
Tre.ns:l:11.aera suab ~!I 111.orophonae 

ard SDeakers 19 15,8 47,4 5,J 15.8 5,J 5,3 5,3 
llotatio,al or tNnalatio,al ates 18 I 11,1 JB,9 5.6 22,2 5,6 11,1 5,6 
Speoif:lcations a111· chaaoteristici 

GE fittings, . pipes .an! hoies · 18 11,1 11,1 22,2 11.1 5,6 5,6 5,6 22,2 5,6 
Sp!!'ing oonstanto a'lll/o'r :t:niirti&l : 

' 41,2 5,9 w,luea 17 5,9 23,5 , 5,9 11,8 5,9 
Compoil>mt •lues tor tuned aircui ts 17 23,5 23,5 5,9 11,8 2),5 11,8 

Oi>t,.aal filters an! pol&ri••r• 17 41,2 5,9 2),5 5,9 11,8 11,8 
Sou'III intenoi. ties 

' 
16 6,J 31,J 4J,8 12.5 6.3 

. Heat sink ·a'III· radiator: aapaoiti•s 15 1),3 lJ,3 40,o 6,7 lJ,3 6,7 6,7 
'cooi'f:lcient of fl".l.ation 14 14,J 64.J 7,1 7,1 7,1 

Fluid ca1>&ci ta nae 14 14,1 28,6 7,1 14,3 14,J 21,4 

!Aminates ·plastias •'Ill ce....i.as ·14 7,1 7,1 7,1 21.4 21,4 7,1 14,J 7,1 7,1 
Specif:la heat 13 7,7 46,2 15,4 7,7 15,4 7,7 
Or 114,1uat eydaulic servo qstems to 

••t per1"ormanae specifications lJ 7,7 J(),8 7,7 7,7 15,4 23,1 7,7 
Sou'III frequencies lJ 7,7 J0,8 JB,5 15,4 7.7 

··11ax1-mum·.PQW8r t..nster in a qst.ea· 12 16,7 16,7 50,0 16,7 

'1,u:ld aer.vo devices 12 8,J 16,7 16,7 25,0 25,0 8,J 

Ult~~nlo d9vices 12 J3,J 41,.7 8,3 8,J 8,3 
Ratl"J.geration &'Ill/or aircolllitioning 

.v•tems 12 8,J 16.7 · .8,3 16,7 25,0 25,0 
Heat flow ... te. tor temperature 

ditterential 11 ~4.~ 18,2 9,1 9,1 9,1 

Heat lo8aea 11 27,J 54.5 9.1 9,1 

stresses &'Ill stains by ~· 
to roe 11 9.1 18,2 27,3 18.2 18,2 9,1 

Resonant oon:iitiona 11 18,2 27,J 27,3 27,J 
Light frequency. 11' 9,1 6J.6 27,3 
ilodulation percontaga 11 27,J 27,J 9.1 18,2 9,1 9,1 

Dev point or bupiidit;y 11 18,2 )6,4 9,1 18,2 9,1 9,1 
Fluid obaactel"J.stias or 

specifications 9 )3,3 11,1 33,3 11,1 11,1 

Frequeiloies abuve 500 megoberts 8 25,0 25,0 37.5 12,S 
DillNation gratings ~ 12,5 62,5 25,0 
'lherm.l chamb&ra 8 1~.o 12,5 12,5 
Lum1neecent ·•tarial.11 8 12.s 12,5 25,0 25,0 12,5 12,5 

"k" tact.ors 7 28,6 28,6 14,) 14,) 14,J 
'lhei'111&1 ..,.stem ettiaienoy 7 28,6 42.9 28,6 
Crvo20nic 11'.V'stemi, 7 42.Q 14.• 28 6 14 1 

Fluid actuator pa-taro. 7 57,1 14.3 14,3 14,J 
Lasei- · deviaea 5 40,0 40.o 20.0 
Veloait;y of ~. in ,ia,d,ous aedia 5 6o,O 20.0 20,0 

.tntenm field •trenrlh 5 20,0 40,0 20,0 20,ci 

~ ~boarptlon aoefflciento 4 50,0 50,0 



TABLE XIX 

AREA OF ACTIVITY OF TASK PERFORMANCE: 
9 TECHNICIANS OTHERS 

Percent ot Re9Pon:lint1 J;n:licating Each Area ot Activity 

ii l!' 

ii ii 8 I!!' :;J I!!' 
I!!' l!' -11 

~ ~ 
:;J 

j j '11 i I!!' ~ '!! ~ !:l tl 1 
Task* l:i ! ~ t'. 0 d 

H "' "' 
.Potential differences in circuit 9 11.l 11,l 55.6 11.l 

Current tlow by use ot in,truments 9 11.1 22.2 55.6 11.l 

Thermocouples B 25.0 12.5 62.5 

Precision measuring instrwents am. 
precision tolerances B 12.5 62,5 25,0 

Circuit losse, ? 14.J 28,6 5?.l 

.Bias networks 6 50,0 JJ,J 

Rise an:i tall tiaes 6 16.7 6J,J 

'the gain of an amplifier 6 6J,J 

Speoifica tions ot electronic 
component• 6 16.? 16.? 50,0 16.? 

Piezoelectric devices 5 6o,o 40,0 

Rate of now 5 20.0 20,0 6o.o 

In:iuctance ard/or capacit&nc• 5 20,0 6o,O 20.0 

Xc; arrl/or 'I, 5 40,0 6o.o 

Pulse ani logic oircui ts 5 20,0 ou.u zu.u 

thermal capacity an:l thermal 5 20,0 6o.o 20,0 

Integrated circuits 5 60,0 20.0 

Fluid ragulator1, .sensors, switches 
an:i valves 5 20.0 6o,o 

Component values tor tuned circuits 4 25,0 25,0 50,0 

stress arrl/or strain caused by 
st.a.tee forces 4 25.0 25,0 25,0 

Pressure drops in a system. 4 25.0 25,0 50.0 

~stem power requirements dealing 
with pumps, compressors, etc. 4 25,0 50,0 

~stem lossea due to pressure drops 4 25,0 ?5,0 

Heat sink an:t radiator capacities 4 ?5.0 25.0 
--

'l'he e!!'eot or feedback loop compo .. 
nents in electronic oiroui ts 4 25,0 50.0 25.0 

Light intensity 4 25.0 50.0 
Micro electronic components, cirouit.!!, 

arrl ~oka•iru, 4 100.0 

Thermal control devices 4 25,0 50,0 

Thermal chambers 4 ?5.0 
Heat flow rates tor tell,perature 

differential 3 33,J 66.7 

Coefficient of' friction J 33,J JJ.J JJ,3 

Heat losses 3 JJ.J JJ,J JJ,J 

Power converters ard anergy storage 
cell J JJ.J JJ,J 

Transmission ard delay lines J 100.0 

Goar trains ard linkages J 33.J 66,7 

Mechanical in:lexi.ng or sequenching 
devices J JJ.J 66,7 

~stem response tlltC J 100.0 

Mechanical servos 3 66,? 

Lens systems J JJ,J JJ.J 
Opti.cal tilters an:i pol&r1gel"s J JJ.J JJ,J JJ.J 
Ch&racteristios of materials such as 1 

hardness, temperature charac-
jJ.J teristics, etc. J 66.7 

Specifications an:i oha.Ncteristic• 
of f'ittings, pipea ard hosas J JJ,J 66,? 

Fluid characteristics or 
specific& tions J 33,J JJ.3 JJ.J 

Dew point or humidit,y 3 JJ,J 66.? 
Refrigeration an:i/ or &ircon:li tioning 

systems J JJ.J JJ,J 

*Tasks as derived from instrument, prefaced by "do you work with or determine. 11 
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i £ l! 
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11,l 

16.? 

16,7 

20,0 

25,0 

25,0 

25,0 

25,0 
25,0 

JJ,J 

33.3 
JJ.J 

JJ.J 
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TABLE XIX (Continued) 

I!' 
M 1 1 f !!' H 

f 
I I ::J I!' "' I!' ~ 

01! 

I f ~ ;! •rl ::J 1~ !?I ·i "ti ~ 
.. ·e ~ ~ I ! ~ ~ ~ . 

T..,k ... ~ 0 c'l JI 8 H ... u 

fflotosenlitive devioe1 J JJ.J JJ.J JJ.J 
Jlc,tation&l or translational rates 2 100.0 

-· 
J'luid measuring devi;oee 2 50.0 50.0 

~tifri.ction device, ard lubricant, 2 50.0 50,0 

Jjearing loadings ard specifio&tione 2 100,0 

'Qct1 factors 2 50,0 50,0 

lfpeoitic heat 2 50,0 50,0 

:,tress•• aJXi ,trains by dynudo 
to roe 2 100,0 

nuidio device• such as oaoillator1, 
!l&n.sors, 11W1tche1, etc. 2 50,0 50,0 

'lbermal system efficiency 2 100,0 

Vibratory systea.1 or ani.lyai.1 2 50,0 50,0 

Je90nant corditions 2 100,0 

nuid servo devices 2 100,0 
-

Or adjust hydraulic servo systems to 
meet performance specifications 2 50,0 50,0 

Speed control mechanims 2 100.0 

Light frequency 2 50,0 50,0 

Sourd. frequencies 2 50,0 50,0 

Soun:l intensities 2 50,0 50,0 

Ultrasonic davices 2 100,0 

Antenna field strength 2 50,0 50,0 

In:iustrial control an:l high power 
m tching circui ta 2 50;0 50.0 

Cryogenic systems 2 100,0 

fluid actuator parameters 2 50,0 50.0 

Photo emittive devices 2 50,0 50.0 

Transducer, such as microphones 
an:i speakers 2 50.0 50.0 

Power requirements of mechanical 
systems 1 100,0 

Spr:ing constants ariJ./or inertial 
values 1 100,0 

Fluid oapacitanoa 1 100.0 

frequenoios above 500 megahertz 1 100.c 

Q:ear ratios tor maxi.mun power 
· tran•ter 1 100,0 

Power tram11ni1sion systems such &1 

bolt• chains ard dl"i ve sb&tt1 1 100,0 

l)U'!raction gr& tings 1 100,0 

Modulation percentage 1 100,0 

$peo1t1.Jations an:i charaoteristica 
ot fastening devices such •• 
adhesives, bolts• rivets, screws 
an:i welds 1 100.0 

Luminescent ma.toriala 1 100,0 

Souni absorption coe.ttioient• 0 

Maximum power transfer in a system 0 

Laser devices 0 

Veloci tu of souJ¥i in varioue media 0 

Lalllinates plastics am oe:ramic1 0 



TABLE XX 

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES OF PERFORMING ELECTROMECHANICAL 
TASKS BY MAJOR WORK EMPHASIS 
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Percent of Respondents for Each Area of Activity 

Activities R & D Production Maintenance Others 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Instructing 1. 4 0.5 o.4 3.5 

Modifying 1.3 0.7 2.8 1.6 

Analyzing 27.1 5.6 10.3 7.8 

Troubleshooting 8.2 23. 2 40.3 8.1 

Installing 5.9 3.2 3.7 3.1 

Testing 24.o 50.1 17.1 58.1 

Constructing 19.6 3.8 2.5 5.0 

Calibrating 2.2 6.7 6.1 4.3 

Repairing 2.1 2.5 10.2 2.7 

Servicing 1.5 1.6 5.1 2.3 

Operating 6.5 1.9 1.5 3.5 

A few differences occurred in the ranking of the mathematical tasks 

by the technicians in the four categories. The technicians in produc-

tion ranked task decibels higher than the other three groups did while 

ranking task graphs lower than the other three groups did. Production 

and others ranked task exponents and radicals ninth while the other two 

groups ranked it fifth. The task complex numbers was ranked higher by 

those technicians in the group others than by the other three groups. 



The task binary arithmetic was ranked higher by the technicians in the 

maintenance group than the other three groups. 

Table V shows the ranking of the selected communication tasks by 

the number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. To compare 

the rank of the communication tasks by the four categories 9 a Spearman 

rank coefficient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. 

The coefficients are as follows: 

R & D vs. Prod .86 

R & D vs. Main .81 

R & D vs. Other .91 

Prod vs. Main .89 

Prod vs. Other .93 

Main vs. Other .92 

In the communication tasks the major difference in rank occurred 

for the task prepare graphs and charts. The technicians in research 

and design ranked it first, those in others ranked it third, those in 

maintenance fifth and those in production sixth. The task prepare 

specifications was ranked higher by the technicians in the categories 

research and design, and maintenance than by the other two groups. The 

task participate in training and teaching activities was ranked lower by 

the research and design technicians than by the other three groups. 

Table VII shows the ranking of the selected shop tools by the 

number of respondents indicating a frequency of use. To compare the 

rank of the shop tools by the four categories, a Spearman rank coeffi

cient of correlation was computed for each possible pairing. These 

coefficients are as follows: 
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R & D vs. Prod .65 

R & D vs. Main .72 

R & D vs. Other .67 

Prod vs. Main .84 

Prod vs. Other .96 

Main vs. Other .87 

The shop tool lathe was ranked higher by the technicians in 

research and design than by the technicians in the other three groups. 

While the shop tool abrasive power tool was ranked lower by the tech

nicians in research and design than by the technicians in the other 

three groups. The shop tool arc welder was ranked higher by the tech

nicians in production and others than by those in the other two groups. 

Table VIII shows the ranking 0£ the selected test equipment by the 

number 0£ respondents indicating a £requency 0£ use. To compare the 

rank 0£ the test equipment by the £our categories,a Spearman rank coe£

£icient 0£ correlation was computed £or each possible pairing. These 

coe££icients are as £allows: 

R & D vs. Prod .87 

R & D vs. Main .86 

R & D vs. Other .91 

Prod vs. Main .87 

Prod vs. Other .82 

Main vs. Other .84 

Ten 0£ the test equipment items had a di££erence in rank 0£ at 

least ten. The largest di££erence in rank occurred £or the item 

accelerometers. This item was ranked nineteentp. by the technicians in 

the group others, twenty-second by research and design, and thirty-sixth 
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by the other two groups. Other items showing a difference of ten or 

more are thermocouple instruments, torque meter, pressure gauges, strain 

gauges, flow meters, force gauges, SWR meter, tension tester~ and sound 

intensity meter. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary purpose of this study was to conduct an occupational 

analysis of electromechanical technician occupations in order to deter

mine the frequency of performing selected tasks and the area of activity 

in which these tasks are performed. A secondary purpose of this study 

was to analyze and organize occupational analysis data in preparation 

for writing educational objectives for an electromechanical technician 

education program. 

Summary 

The occupational analysis was developed and conducted in the fol

lowing manner: 

(1) An occupational analysis instrument was developed 

through the joint effort of thirteen graduate students 

at Oklahoma State University (see Appendixes A through E 

for instrument). 

(2) Each of the thirteen graduate students did an occupa

tional analysis of selected industries (see Selected 

Bibliography for these reports). 

(3) Fifteen additional industrial establishments were 

selected from those reported in the field study (Roney, 

1966). The selection was based on geographical 
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location and types of industrial establishments neces

sary to make this study representative of those reported 

in the field study. 

(4) In each industrial establishment, management representa

tives, superviso_rs of electromechanical technicians, and 

electromechanical technicians were interviewed. The 

supervisors and technicians also completed an occupational 

analysis questionnaire. 
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The information presented in this study includes the usable data 

from 66 supervisors of electromechanical technicians and 137 electrome

chanical technicians from 57 industrial establishments. The management 

representatives were given a chance to write comments about any aspects 

of the electromechanical technician. These are reported in Appendix G. 

The information from the occupational analysis was analyzed in the 

following manner: 

(1) Ten research questions were developed (see pages 19 and 

20). 

(2) The data from the supervisors was compared to the data 

from the technicians. 

(3) The technician's data were divided into four categories 

according to years of experience and then the data were 

compared. 

(4) The technician's data were divided into five categories 

according to major emphasis of work and then the data 

were compared. 



Conclusions 

This occupational analysis of the electromechanical technician's 

occupation was conducted to determine the frequency of task performance 

and the area of activity in which these tasks were performed. The in

formation was organized and analyzed in preparation for writing educa

tional objectives. The conclusions in this section were drawn in 

regards to the research questions to be answered. 

RQ1. Which of the selected technical tasks are most fre

quently performed by the electromechanical technicians, 

as viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

The electromechanical tasks were ranked by frequency of use as 

indicated by the supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coeffi

cient of correlation was .93. The technicians tended to rank the 

mechanical and optical tasks higher while the supervisors tended to rank 

the fluid and thermal tasks higher. 

RQ2. Which of the selected communication tasks are most fre

quently performed by the electromechanical technician, 

as viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

The communication tasks were ranked by frequency of use as indicated 

by the supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coefficient of 

correlation was .98. The largest difference in the rank of communica

tion task was one. The supervisors ranked, prepare evaluation reports, 

fift_h, and participate in training and teaching activities, sixth, while 

the technicians ranked these two tasks sixth and fifth, respectively. 



RQJ. Which of the selected mathematical tasks are most 

frequently performed by the electromechanical tech

nician, as viewed by the technicians and as viewed 

by the supervisors? 
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The mathematical tasks were ranked by frequency of use as indicated 

by the supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coefficient of 

correlation was .96. Only two of the mathematical tasks had a differ

ence in rank of three. The task (decibels) was ranked higher by the 

supervisors than the technicians while the task solution of oblique 

triangle was ranked higher by the technicians than the supervisors. 

RQ4. Which of the selected shop tools are most frequently 

used by the electromechanical technician, as viewed 

by the technicians and as viewed by the supervisors? 

The shop tools were ranked by frequency of use as indicated by the 

supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coefficient of correla

tion was .92. The largest difference in rank of any shop tool was two. 

This occurred for the tools gas welder and sheet metal tools. In both 

cases, the technicians ranked these higher than the supervisors. 

R.QS. Which of the sele.,cted test instruments are most fre

quently used by the electromechanical technicians, as 

viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

The test equipment items were ranked by frequency of use as indi

cated by the supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coefficient 

of correlation was .94. One item, pulse generators, has a dif~erence in 

rank of 10. This item was ranked higher by the supervisors than the 

technicians. The item pressure gauges had a difference in rank of 



seven. The supervisors ranked this item higher than the technicians. 

Several other items had a difference in rank of six. 

RQ6. What is the order of selected activities of performing 

the selected tasks, as viewed by the technicians and 

as viewed by the supervisors? 

In Tables II and III, the percent of responses for each area of 

activity on each electromechanical task is listed. In Table IV, the 
i 

percent of responses for each area of activity is listed. Testing, 
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troubleshooting, and analyzing were the activities most often indicated 

by both the sup~rvisors and technicians as primary area of activity. 

RQ7" Which of the selected unified concepts are most fre

quently used by the electromechanical technician, as 

viewed by the technicians and as viewed by the 

supervisors? 

The selected unified concepts were listed with the ranking by the 

supervisors and technicians. The Spearman rank coefficient of correla-

tion was .94. The largest difference in the ranking was two. This 

occurred for unified concepts time constants, amplification, and for 

tasks-all concepts. 

! 
j 

RQ8. Is there a difference in the task performance of elect~o

mechanical technicians with an increase in years of 

experience? 

The data from the 137 electromechanical technicians were divided 

into four categories of years of experience. These were Oto 2, J to 5, 

6 to 10, and over 10 years of experience. There were some tasks:that 

showed an increase or decrease in rank with years of experience,·but 

no general trend could be established from the analysis of the data. 
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This indicates that either there are few differences in tqe tasks per

formed by electromechanical technicians with increasing years of experi

ence or that the questionnaire was not sensitive enough for this type of 

analysis. 

Troubleshooting and testing were two major areas of activity for 

all four categories. Constructing increased from 10.2 percent for the 

category Oto 2 years to 11.J percent for the next two categories 9 then 

decreased to 8.1 percent in category over 10 years e:x:perience. In

structing showed a slight increase with years experience while analyzing 

showed a large increase. Calibrating and repairing showed a slight 

decrease in percent. Modifying, installing, and servicing showed little 

change with years of experience. Operating was higher in categories 3 

to 5 and over 10 years of experience than the other two categories. 

RQ9. Is there a difference in the task performance of 

electromechanical technicians when viewed from dif

ferent major emphasis of work, e.g., research and 

design, production, maintenance, and others? 

The data from the 137 electromechanical technicians were divided 

into four categories of major emphasis of work. These categories were 

research and design, production, maintenance, and others. When compar

ing the ranking of the electromechanical task in the four categories, 

the Spearman Rank coefficient of correlation was highest for production 

versus maintenance and lowest for research and design versus others. 

The ranking of the other tasks, tools, and test equipment showed a high 

correlation between all groups. Some differences did occur in the pri

mary activities. The technicians in research and design indicated 

analyzing, testing, and construction as their primary activities. The 
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technicians in production indicated testing and troubleshoeting as pri

mary activities. The technicians in maintenance indicated troubleshoot

ing, testing, analyzing, and repairing as their primary activities. The 

technicians i.n the category, others, indicated testing as their primary 

area of activity. 

RQ10. Can educatienal objectives be written from the results 

of the selected occupational analysis questionnaire? 

In the Review ef the Literature, the need fer educational ebjec-· 

tives and the need fer an occupational analysis in order te write these 

objectives was documented. The specific process of moving from the 

occupational analysis to the objectives could not be found in the 

literature. 

After conducting this occupational analysis and analyzin9 the data, 

there are several areas that should be considered carefully before 

writing educational objectives. 

During the interviews, the management representatives, supervisors, 

and technicians indicated the need for the educational system to teach 

the tasks performed by the technicians in industry. In most cases, they 

agreed that the occupational analysis was one method of identifying 

these tasks. It was also pointed out by the supervisors and technicians 

that their tasks were often diff·erent from time to time so the answers 

given on the questiennaire had to be general and could only be an 

estimate. 

From an analysis of the ranking of the tasks by the supervisers and 

technicians, it is possible to get some indication of the selected tasks 

to place emphasis on when writing educational objectives. The coeffi

cient of correlation of the ranking of the tasks, tools, and test 
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equipment was between .92 and .98. 

The information presented in Table IV indicates that the overall 

objectives of an electromechanical technology education program should 

be directed toward testing, troubleshooting, and analyzing. The areas 

of activity for each specific task are listed in Tables II and III. 

When the technician's data were separated by major emphasis of 

work, differences occurred in the ranking of the tasks, tools, and 

test equipment between the four categories. Differences also occurred 

in the area of activities of performing these tasks. 

Conclusions From Personal Interviews 

From the interviews with the supervisors and technicians, it was 

concluded that three areas of engineering technology had not been 

covered in the questionnaire. These areas were high vacuum, magnetism, 

and magnetic fields. These areas were usually suggested by the super

visors and technicians in research and design. 

Recommendations for Writing Educational 

Objectives 

In writing educational objectives from this occupational analysis, 

.several factors should be considered. One of the factors is the scope 

of the education program. If the program is for training a technician 

for a certain type of industry then the data reported in that major 

emphasis of work should be used. If the placement of the graduates of 

the training program will be in various industries, the combined data 

of the supervisors and technicians should be used for writing the educa

tional objectives. 
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The emphasis on activities in performing tasks will also depend on 

the expected placement of the graduates. The activities most frequently 

indicated as primary were testing, troubleshooting, analyzing, and con-

structing. The primary activity also varied with the individual tasks. 

Several supervisors and technicians pointed out that in some cases some 

of the other activities needed to be performed in order to reach the 

primary activity. These factors should be considered when developing 

educational objectives from this occupational analysis. 

In the related areas of communication and mathematics, there was a 
.. 

high correlation between the ranking of the tasks by the supervisors and 

technicians. But again some differences occurred when the data were 

separated into the various groups. In the selected mathematic tasks, 

most of the algebra and trigonometry tasks were ranked higher than the 

analytic geometry, calculus, differential equation, and Boolean algebra 

tasks. 

In developing the educationa_l objectives for an electromechanical 

technology education program, some of the objectives should pertain to 

pertain to the operation of shop tools. The shop tools were ranked 

various ways depending on the"grouping category but from the overall 

count at least 40 percent of the supervisors and technicians indicated a 

frequency of use for each selected shop tool. The ranking of the 

selected test equipment also varied with the various grouping catego-· 

ries. The test equipment pertaining to the audio and optical fields 

were generally ranked lower than the other test equipment. The slide 

rule and desk calculator were indicated as items frequently used and 

should, therefore, be included in the electromechanical technology 

education program. 



Recommendations for Further Research 

(1) It is recommended that further study be conducted to 

determine if there is a difference in task performance, 

of the electromechanical technician, with increase in 

years of experience. 

(2) It is recommended that further study be conducted to 

determine the tasks performed by the electromechanical 

technicians in the areas of high vacuum, magnetism, and 

magnetic fields. 
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 



TO:. 

FROM: 

.---·--

!o be returned to interviewer or Dr, Paul V, Braden 1 406 Classroom Bldg. 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074, 

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY • STILLWATER 

School of Occupational and Adult Education and 
Department of Technical Education 
406 Classroom Bu.ilding 
372-6211 - Ext. 6287 

7407.C 

Employers·of Technicians who work with both Electrical and Mechanical 
De'Vices (Elect·romechanical Technicians) 

Dr, Paul V, Bra~en, Director, Electro-Mechanical. Fellowship Project, 
Oklahoma State University, . 

and 

Mr. Howard R, Shelton and·L. Paul Robertson, Satldia Laboratorie$~ 
Representing the National Advisory Committee for Electromechanical 
Technology 

SUBJECT: IJentification of the Tasks performed by Electromechanical Technicians, 

The, -ime of your.company has been identified as one that employs persons 
who mi4h:. becl!lssif:f:ed as electromechanical technicians. As the name implies, 
this is a person working with electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical 
devices such as servomechanisms, motor controls, gear trains, and/or automated 
eq!Jipmerit, Electromechanical technicians also may work in other fields such. 
as hydraulics, pneumatics, or thermodynamics. 

In conjunction with the National Advisory Committee on Electromechanical 
Technology, we are conducting an occupational analysis to aid in better defining 
the job of an elec.tromechanical technician. This representative from OSU 
would like to visit selected supervisor(s) and elect.romechanical technicians 
for the above purpose. 

The information' from :i:his study will be us.ed to help initiate a new type 
of technical training program at junior colleges I technical inst·itutes I area 
vocational-technical schcols and other relevant institutions, The outcome 
should be a supply of technicians who are better trained to work in. cross
disciplinary fields · thus ·helping you find more qualified emt1loyees, 

A report showing the results of approximately-70 visitations to establish
ments across the nation will be made available to you as well. as the _findings 
fro.m your specific organization. 

Interview I ----
Interviewer--~~~~~~~~~~ 

To be returried to interviewer or Dr. ~aul V, B=aden, 406 Classrqom Bldg.,· 
Oklahoma State Univer.si ty. 
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TO BE COMPLETED IN INTERVIEW WITH 
MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVE 

89 

The following information is needed to assist in further planning 
for electromechanical technician training programs in the United States. 
In general, the kind of programs under consideration are offered at the 
post-high school level, two years in length with conceptual and prac
tical exposure in the electrical, mechanical, fluid, and thermodynamic 
fields. · 

Name of Management Representative 

Title 

Name of Establishment 

If this establishment is a part of a larger organization please specify 
but report only for this establishment. 

Street and Number City 

Telephone Number and Extension of Representative 

Responses to these questions refer only to this establishment -
Responses will not be identified by individuals or establishments with
out specific permission in any published materials or reports. 

What is the approximate number of personnel 
that are presently employed in this 
establishment? 

Number of Employees 

What is the major activity of your establishment (or division): 

___ Manufacturing Trade (wholesale or retail) ---
Construction Finance-Insurance-Real Estate --- ---

___ Mining Service ---
Public Utilities Government --- ---
Other (please specify) --- ---------------
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Are there any comments you would care to make concerning the 
recruitment, in-service training, promotion, etc., of electromechanical 
technicians, in your establishment. 

Who is the direct supervisor(s) of your electromechanical techni
cians? 

Name Department Time 

Name Department Time 

Name Department Time 

Name Department Time 

What time would you arrange an appointment with the supervisor(s)? 

THANK YOU! I 
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SUPERVISOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
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TO BE CO:t-fPLETED BY SUPERVISOR OF 
ELECTROMECHANICAL TECHNIC1.'\N 

Department 

Telephone Number and Extension---------------------

Years of Experience: 

How many technicians do you have 
that work with both electrical and 
mechanical devices? 

___ As Supervisor 

As Technician ---
As Elect rornechanical Technician ---

--------··-------
Nurnber of Technicians 

Could we look at some of your job descriptions? 

Which of the following represents the primary activity of these electro
mechanical technicians? 

Research and Design 
How Many 

Sales 
How Many 

Production 
How Many 

Maintenance 
How Many, 

(Please Specify) 

Are there any comments you would like to make about electromechanical 
technicians in the areas of recruitment, in-service training, promotion, 
etc.? 
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TO BE COMPLETED BY SUPERVISOR r,!' EM TECHNICIAN(S}, PLEASE 
COMPLETE THIS FOFM IN TERMS OF WHAT YOU EXPECT THE EM 
TECHNICIAN TO BE ABLE TO DO UPON ENTRY. 

Frequency 
DO YOU WORK WITH OR DETERMINE - - Of Use 

"" ;j' ..t a 
TASKS INVOLVING ELECTRICAL-

>, A 0 
.-1 ~ ..., 't:l 
•rl QJ i::: .-1 

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES <O ~ ~ 
QJ 

A tn 

1. Potential differences in circuit [l-] 

2. Current flow by use of instruments[2] 

3. Ci_rcuit losses [3] 

4. Inductance and/or capacitance [4] 

5. -_ Xe and/or ~ [4] 

6. Transmission and delay_lines [SJ 

7. Rise and fall times [6] 

8. Component values for tuned circuits[7] 

9. The gain of an amplifier [ !!) 

10. The effect of feedback loop compo-
nents in electronic circuits [9] 

11. Antenna field strength (11] 

12. Modulation percentage 

13. Integrated circuits 
--

14. Pulse and logic circuits cs] I - -----··--··-·-----

QJ 
.-1 
.c, 
<O 
t) -.... 

.-1 
c. 
~ 
..., 
0 :z; 

NAME OF SUPERVISOR 

Gh~ck the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

IIO 
i::: .... ..., 

~ 
-~ 

0 IIO 
0 IIO .... i::: 

•rl IIO IIO .c i::: ..., •rl IIO ~ ..., i::: i::: fJl .... t) ..., i:: 
t) .... .... QJ .-1 Cl) ::, <O •rl .... ::, >, N .-1 .-1 i::: '"' '"' '"' t) 

'"' .... >, .c, .,, .... ..., .c, .... .... ..., •rl .-1 ::, ..., ..., 
fJl .... cu > 

CQ "Cl .,, 0 CQ fJl i:: .-1. c. '"' i::: :i1 i::: '"' i:: QJ 0 .,, QJ QJ 
H < E-< H. E-< u u lo: tn 

' 

C;l) 
i:: .... ..., .,, 
'"' QJ 
c. 

0 -

'-D 
>+'"" 
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If found please return to Interviewer or Dr. Paul V. Braden, 406 Classroom 
Building, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 74074. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE 
ELECTIOMECHANICAL TECHNICIAN. 

Name of Establishment --------------------

Education: (Circle last year completed) 

(a) 7 8 9 10 11 12 

College or Post-High School 

1 2 3 4 

(b) Type of School ------,,_...,.-----..-------(Please Specify) 

(c) Major Field of Study -------,.,c-=------,e-:------
(Please Specify) 

Years of-Experience: 

As Technician 
Years 

As Electromechanical Technician 
Years 

Which of the following repre•ents your primary activity1 

D Research and ~esign D Production 

D Sales D Maintenance 

D Other 
(Please Specify) 

Percent of time spent in following fields (total sho.iJld add to 100 percent). 

Electrical/ Electronics to io 3b 4o ~o ~o 1o sb 9b 1ob 
Mechanical ' io io Jb 4o ~o Jo to sb 9b 1ob 
Fluids .(hyd/Pneum) ~ io io 3b Jo ~o ,o 1o ab 9b iob 
Thermal ' io io 3b 4o ~o ,o 1o Jo 9b 1ob 
Optical or Acoustical io io 3b do so ~o to sb 9b 1ob 
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Percent of time spent in following activities (total should add to 100 p~rccn· 

Analyzing to to jo 4b sb ~o 1o· do 9b 1o'o 

Instructing 1'o 20 3b 4b sb 6b 1b s'o 9'o 10b 
Modifying io ~o 3b 4b st; 6b 1b J,,--efouJo 
Troubleshooting · io 2b 3b 4b sb do 1'o do 910 1o'o 

Installing to 2b 3b 4b sb ~o io I 9'o 10'o 80 

Testing io 2'o Jb 4b sb 6b 1'o s'o 9'o 1ob 

Constructing lo 2b 3b 4b sb 6b 1b ab 9'o 1o'o 
Calibrating lo 2b 3b 4b sb 6b 76 ab 9b 10'o 
Repairing io 2b 3b 4b sb 6b 16 sb 9b 

I 

1ob 

Servicing to 2b 3b 4b sb 6b :ib ab 9b I 

10b 

Operating to 2b 3b 4b -sb ~o 1b ab 9b fob 

Areas in which you feel a need for additional education. Please rank the 
following 1 (one) through N (any appropriate number) with 1 (one) 
representing the Jl!OSt critical area of ne"ed. 

Electrical/Electronics 

Mechanical 

Fluids (hyd/Pneum) 

Optics 

Acoustics 

Communications 

Other 
(Please Specify) 



TO BE COMPLETED liY THE EM Tf.1:> ,·. i CIAN, PLEASE 
COMPLETE THIS FORM IN TERMS OF Wt!AT YOU 
ACTUALLY DO, 

DO YOU WORK WITH OR DETERMINE - -

-· 

TASKS INVOLVING ELECTRICAL-
EJ:;ECTRONIC PRINCIPLES 

1. Potential differences in circuit [l] 

2. Current flow by use of instruments [2] 

3. Circuit losses [3] 

4. Inductance and/or capacitance [4] 

5. ~ and/or~ [ 4] 
-

6. Transmission and delay lines [S] 

7. Rise and fall times [6] 

8. · Component values for tuned circuits [ 7 
.. 

9. The gain of an amplifier [8] 

10. The effect of feedback loop compo-
nents in electronic circuits [9] 

11. Antenna field strength (11] 

12. Modulation percentage 

13. Integrated circuits 
-----------· 

14. Pulse and logic circuits [5] 
~-- --------------- --

Frequency 
of Use 

I 
Qj 
rl 

~ 
CJ .... 
rl 

;:,-. p.. 
;:,-. rl ~ 

p.. 
:>, rl .c < .... ,¥ ... ;Ej-c .... Qj i:: - ... 
<'O Qj 

~ 
Qj 0 

A :;J: ti) z 

' 

--~-

NAME OF TECHNICIAN 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

tit 
i:: .... ... cc 

t>O 0 i:: 00 
i:: 0 t>O .... i:: .... I)() t>C -;j i -~ 

... .... 00 t>r 00 ... i:: i:: CJ ... i:: i:: i:: 
CJ .... .... Qj rl t>O ::, .,, .... .... .... 
::, :>, N rl rl i:: k k k CJ ... 
k ""' :>, .c .,, .... ... .c . ... .... .,, ... .... .... ::, ... ... ro .... <'O > k 
ro 'O <'O 0 ro tll d .... p.. k Qj 
i:: ~ !l k- i:: Qj 0 '11 ~ Qj & H E-< H E-< I'.) I'.) ti) 

_..._ 

-

'° 0:, 



-------- ---··-- Frequency 
DO YOU WORK WITH OR DETERMINE - - of Use 

QJ 
..-i 
,J:l 
co C)() 
u i:: .., •r-i 

..-i ., 
:>, p.. u 

:>, ..-i 6 Po ::, 
TASKS INVOLVING ELECTRICAL- >, ,-; ..c: < M 

..-i ~ ... '"Cl ... 
ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES (CONTINUED) .., QJ i:: rl ... ti) 

<11 QJ 0 QJ 0 i:: 
A ~ ~ Cl) z H 

15. Specifications of electronic 
comEonents 

16. Bias networks [3] 

17. Power converters and energy storage 
cell [4] -

18. Industrial control and high power 
switching circuits 

19. Frequencies above 500 ·megahertz [5] 

20. Micro electronic components, circuits, 
and packaging 

21. Piezoelectric devices [1] 
-

22. Other 

23. Other 

C~~ck t he Prima:1 Activity Within 
·- -·- Which You Perform This Task 

bO 
c:: 

•r-i ., bO 
0 c:: C)(i 
0 bO •r-i c:: 

00 bO .c: c:: ., ..... bO 
i:: i:: ti) •r-i u ., i:: 

•r-i ..... QJ ..-i bO ::, <ll ..... 
>. !-I ..-i ..-i i:: M M M 

4-l >, ,J:l co ·r-i ... ,J:l ·r-i ..... ..-i ::, ... ... ti) -.., <11 
'"Cl <11 0 ti) (/) i:: rl p.. 
0 ~ M i:: QJ 0 <11 QJ 
~ E-< H E-< u u ,:i:: 

-· 

00 
c:: ..... 
u 

•r-i 

~ 
QJ 

Cl) 

bO 
i:::. 

•r-i ., 
co 
M 
QJ 

& 

'° '° 



------···---·--. -- -··----
·Frequency Check the Primary Activity .Within 

DO YOU WORK OR DETERMINE - - of Use Which You Berfera l'h.is"?aak 

CII 2f 
r-f ·,+ 
~ ,IJ f 00 0 00 
(.J s:: 0 00 'M s:: 

'M •r-1 bC OD ..c: s:: ..... ..... 00 OD • 00 
r-f ..... s:: s:: ID ..... (.J ..... s:: = I- i:: >; p.. u 'M 'f'I GI ,-f Ill) ::s t1' -'" •r-1 •r-1 

TASKS INVOLVING MECHANICAL 
>; r-f I= ~ 

. ::s >; N ..;i 'id s:: M M M u I ..... >; r-f ..c: 0 M ""' ~ i ..... ..... ,Q "M '" I t1' 
PRINCIPLES 

,-f ~ 
,IJ 'ti _..., ...... ,IJ ,IJ C1.I ..... t1' e I ~ •r-1 s:: ,-f ,IJ {I) 'ti t1' 0 Ill a, s:: r-f p.. 

t1' ~ ~-
CII 0 i;:I :f! ~ "" s:: CII 0 t1' -i CII p.. . Q a, . 12: .... ~ 1-1 ~ t.) u tl.l 0 

1. Stress and/or strain caused by 
static forces U.J 

2. Rotational or translational rates [2) 

3. Coefficient of friction [3) -
4. Spring constants and/or inertial 

values [4) 

5. Gear ratios for maximum power ._ 

transfer [5) .. _, 

6. Mechanical indexing or sequenching 
devices [6] I 

7. Vibratory systems or analysis [7] -
8. Me.chanical servos [8] 

--

9. Speed control mechanisms [9] -
10. Gear trains and linkages [5) 

11. Precision ·measuring instruments and 
_ ____E!ecision tolerances ·--

12. Characteristics of materials such as, 
hardness, temperature charac- ~ 

teristics 1 et_c. . 8 



DO YOU WORK OR DETERMINE - -

TASKS INVOLVING MECHANICAL 
PRINCIPLES (CONTINUED) 

13. Laminates plastics and ceramics 

14. Stresses and strains by dynamic 
_ __ .. · force [5] 

15. Power transmission systems such as 

..-- Frequency ' Qt~ 
;:,,... 

M 
"M 
Cl) 

A 

;:,,... 
r-l 
...::.:: 
QJ 

& 

~ 
...c: 
.µ 
s:: 
:S 

I= 
0 

'"O 
r-l 
QJ 

Cl) 

belts, chains and drive shafts [Slj I I I ! 
16. Antifriction devices and lubricants[ 

17. Bearing loadings and spec~fications[] 

18. Power requirements of mechanical 
systems [3] I I I I I 

19. Specifications and characteristics 
of fastening devices such as 
adhesives, bolts, rivets, screws 
and welds 

20. Other 

21. Other 
·----.;._.. 

.& I I 
ec 

.µ s:: 
u "M 
::, ;:,,... 
I-< 4-l 
.µ •n 
(/J 'O c: 0 

H ~ 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

I I 
00 s:: .... 
.µ l I ~ . 00 ~11 I ~ I ·rl I s:: .µ "M 00 I 00 C:: I Ul • ·ri I gr .~ I s:: ..,.. QJ r-l 00 ·n 

N r-l r-l c:: I-< I-< I-< u 
;:,,... .0 Cll ·rl .µ .0 "M •rl 

r-l ::, .µ .., (/J 'M Cl) > 
Cl) 0 (/J !/J c:: r-l p. 1-1 

~ I-< c: (I) O Ill (I) (I) 
E-< H E-< u _ -~ ii,:: Cl) 

·---

00 
i:: 
·n .., 
Cl) 
I-< 
(I) 
p. 
0 

,...,. 
0 ,...,. 



Frequency 
DO YOU WORK OR DETERMINE l of Usel ~ 

• ro 
l -~ 

TASKS INVOLVING FLUID 
PRINCIPLES 

>, 
rl 
·.-i 

C1l 
A 

' ~, I 8 · i >, 
rl 
.!G 
(I) 

..., 'O 
t:: rl µ 

~ O C1l O 
::£: VJ z 

1. Pressure drops in a system [l]t. -+- i _ _ 

2. Rate of flow [2 +--+·---1--- __ J _ _ _ 
3. System losses due to pressure drops[ 

4. Fluid capacitance (fluid reservoirs 
pressurization required to l 
accelerate a f luid in a pipe or 
passage) of a fluid system [ 4 4-- . _ _ 

5. Maximtun power transfer . in a system[SI 
-------------------!-· 
6. System response time [6) 1 

7. Fluidic devices such as oscillators, 
sensors, switches, etc. [5] 

8. [8] Fluid servo devices I 

9. Or adjust hydraulic servo systems to! ·r ... ,--·111--
mee t per fon,ance spec if i cations [ B 11 J -__ J 

10. System power requirements dealing 
with numps comnressors etc. [2]. . . 

~~:- ~ryog~~-s·;~~m~~- .J -~~.:-~ ~1 _ I=J·.-~J ___ __ _ 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This task 
ii I! 
bC, 
t:: 

-.-i ..., 

I l 00 
0 i:: ; bC, 
0 e.c ....... i = 

00 oc .c t:: ..., ; ·,-( I bC, CC, I)(; 
i::: i:: U) ~ u I ..., I i:: i:: i:: 

•.-i -.-i (I) rl t>t ::, , ro ·.-i •.-i ·.-i >-. N rl rl t:: H I H H u µ ..... >, .0 ell -.-i ..., 1.0 •.-i •.-i ce 
"M rl ::, ..., ..., oo ·.-i ro > H 
'O 111 · 0 Cl) II.) t:: ...., A. H (I) 

~ !a H i::: C1l o ce (I) (I) A. 
H H H U U P,: Cl) 0 

·I I lj-
I I I I · --- I I --t-~--+--.J---~ 

--+---t---· - ·-

1 --] ~ ]~: ··J_ __ i__ 

~ 
0 
(\) 



DO YOU WORK OR DETER.NINE 

TASKS INVOLVING FLUID 
PRINCIPLES (CONTINUED) 

~' r-i 
.,; 
ce 
A 

Frequency 
of Use 

>, 
..-i 
~ 
QJ 

~ 

>, 
.....; 
.c .... 
i:: 
0 

):: 

s 
0 

'"Cl 
.....; 
QJ 

C/) 

QJ 
r-i 

~ 
C) 

~ 

0 z 

12. Fluid actua tor pa rameters .l--i--4--+----l~ 
- ! 

13. Fluid regu l at or s , sens ors, switches 
and va lves ---- -· -- _, _ ___ ~ 

14. Sp~cifi cations a nd characteristics 
of fitting s , _pi pes and hoses 

15. Fluid meas ur ing devices [2] 

16. Fluid characteristics o·r 
:'pecifications 

17. Other 

18. Other 
----------J..--...._.---l.___..___L __ 

00 
i:: 
'rl .... 
C) 
:::, 
I,,< .... 
co 
i:: 

H 

Check the Pr~ Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

oc 
i:: 

•rl 
::,.., 

4-< 
.,; 
"O 
0 

):: 

00 
i:: 

•rl 
N 
::,.., 

.....; 
<e 

~ 

~1 
·~ I 
0 ' 00 

.C I i:: (/; I ·.-4 
a.i I ,....., _, r--i 

-g 1· .':; 0 './) 
~; t:: 
H H 

I 
! 

e.:, ! 
i:: 

•.-4 .... 
(J) 

a.> 
H 

~ oc l I I -~ .s I! oc el I 0() 
:.; .... i:: i:: i:: 

..., .o '"" ·.-i ce 
(J) ·.-4 Cl) ::> I,,< 
i:: ..-'i 0. I,,< QJ 
0 :;:! QJ Q) 0. 
u , u P,: Cl) 0 

e ~- ·c 1 T1µ·j 

---r 
I . 

I I i----r 111+-u 
t--·-
I 

--+-.. -
1 
! 

__ J __ _ 
I 

--+---+-- . ( -----4-------------1 
. I -~_L_L _.__-4-__,_ _ _._ ____ _.J 

i-..>. 
0 
\,.) 



DO YOU WORK OR DETEIU-fINE - -
Frequency 
of Use 

I I v 
I ! ~ 
i . I '° I I I u . . I .,., 
j ! ~ 

TASKS INVOLVING THU<}1AL I ! ;,, I .:? j I= ~ 
PRINCIPLES .:i J .5 uo < ,...; v i:: ..... w 

CO V O V O --------------·--------· +A ::;. ;:.:: cn Z 
1. Thermocouples [ 1] ' I 

Thermal capacity and thermal i + I '+ 
resistance [6]tl i 

Thermal control devices f -+--

2. 

3. 
--------

4. Heat flow rates for temperature 
differential [2} 

5. Heat sink and radiator capacities[3] 
-~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--~~~~+-~+-- --+---

6. Specific heat [4] 

7, Thermal system efficiency [5] 

8. Thermal chambers 
-------------------------------1--+--+---+--+---

9. Heat losses [3] 

10. "k" factors [3] 
---·-.. --- ---+---

11. Dew point or humidity 
---·-·-~-----

12. Refrigeration and/or airconditioning. 

--·-· -~stems--"·-·· .... ·---------------- I l---+--+--+-

Other -·------------- -l-
1 

I I 

:2ther ----- ----· ----- j . I I I -J 

13. 

14. 
.i,!__ ~---... 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

~, fifJ11 ~I 
.,., oc c:t ! .c I ::: 1 ., I •r! j' c.c ti-",';~ ~I~ g1~"" ::, >. N ..... ...... ·i:: !-< I !-< !-< 
!-<"-< ;>-..C, <ll•rl W,D•rl 
W '" .--! ::, M W (I) '" (;) 

00 
'O '° 0 I 00 00 i::13 I ! 1.s I~ i ~~-~ ~ I 8 ¥ 

I 

bt i:: 
'M 
u .... 
~ 
v 

Ul 

~ .... 
w 
<II 
!-< 
v 
p.. 

0 

I I I I I I I 1-f---t--t---i 

I ~ -+--+·--+-- +--·-+----... --

I I I I I --.-

·1· 

I I I I - I 

..... 
0 
~ 



00 YOU WORK OR DETERMINE - -
Frequency 

of Use 

i i 

j I l II i I >. I 
TASKS INVOLVING ACOUSTICAL I :>-, ~ I ~¥· a 
PRI NCIPLES I :;:1 I ~ ~ ~ I 

1· <0 1 (1),0 Qj 

--------------- -----------·t- =- -:--~- ~~ Cl) 

1. Sound freq;_ien ci. e.:.: [10] ; : 

5. Resonant conditions 

6. 

' • I - - ---- · - -- ----- ---------·-·- · -,---t--t-
2 c: cl • ,. . · . [10 ] · • ., ou :1 1n~ ens1c1Pc; . I , I 

- ---i--+-+----
3. Transducers such as mi crophones ' i 

and soeakers ---------·- l I 1 1 
_ _ 4. Sound absorption __ co~fficients [3] L._ ..... ! _______ _ 

[7~+-t l I I Ultrasonic dev ices [10] I t 
7. Velocity of soun<l in vario us media[lt·-, ·-+-.... ,--1--1--

_--J- 4----+---i 

8. Other I I 
------------- -----·- ~ 

9. Other 

b(; 

c: 
-rl 
..i 
u 
:::, 
M 
..i 
Ul c: 

H 

~ 
-rl 
:>. 

44 
•r-1 
"O 

~ 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

oc 
c: 

·r-1 
N 
:>. ..... 
ell 

~ 

tlO c: 
-rl 
+.I 
0 
0 

..c 
Ul 
QJ 

..... 

.g 
0 
H 

[-1 

cc I 
c: 

•,-I ..... 
..... 
ell 
..i 
(/} 

c: 
H 

l I 1 
-~ ~

1
,1 l ! I 

..i -rl bC; bC I 001 - u +.I c: c: I c: 
bC :::, <O ~ -rl ~ 
C: M M M U , ~ 

-rl +.1 ..0 .,-; ·rl i Cl! I 

~ ~ ~ ~ ti,· ~ 1, 
Qj O <1l ~J_t p. 

~-, u i _ _::)_tT-+-11 9 __ ! 

~ 'I I I I I I I I - --+-- ! i 
: I ' I 

1 -1 I I I~- l +-i 
I I I i i i 

I I I I I I ! ·-t-f---·t-···+·- t 
I ' . _J_ I I I 

I---+---'---+-- . I I I i I I --r-1--+--t- ---t--- -t---1 
I I ! i I I . I I I 

: , +-·1 1 R' -t~ 
1--t--r--Lt++=t+ '.,~ 

I-" 
0 
\J1 



-·-·------. ··-·------------· ·-
DO YOU WORK OR DETERMINE - -

~equency 

I ,Dli 
TASKS INVOLVING OPTICAL 
PRINCIPLES 

I > i .~' ! E 
1
1 1 

> .-, I .C ' 0 ~-- ,..!:-' ' ...J ~ 
I • r-l CJ I C! I""'"'( 

1. Light intensity 

) :-c, _& l £ ~ ---- -·---------- ·- ·--+·5-t _-:-__ i "· . 
--------- [lO] I i I I 

---- ,. -----·- .... ·------ - ·-- i -- :· -- 1 ·- ··-1 ·-
[ 10] i , , 1 

2. Lens systems _ .. - --------- -- ---- - - -+-·-·-j ·· ·- ! --+--+-----< 
----- · [10' ' 1 

3. Diffractio~ __ !rat1~_:~-- ------~---t--·-+ -+· 

4. Light -;requency _ __________ [_~~] I ---i---' -
----0- -- ·-:·- --1--f-il--te;~--:-~;-~olarizers [l~t ! t __ _J__ ___ _ .,_ _ 

5. pt1.ca · -··- ~-J-· ·-·---,--,-
- ·--- . flO] l 

6. Laser devices ~- - - ~ -

7. Photosensitive devices 

8. Photo emittive devices 

9. Lumlnescent materials 
L 

10. Other t-1--+-r· - - - _________ , __ . -----· 
11. Other I 

Check the Primary Activity Within 
Which You Perform This Task 

~ 
•r-i 
.u I I bO 
O ' ' c:100 . c cc ! .,.... c: 

~lg: . ~ ! -~ ! 1 t:;1' "j 
.,....,.,..; 1 ~ 1 ..-, ; bi.l ::, C1S 

l !>, I N !' ...-,1' rll' C: I J.. ,_. 
'H >, .D (1l ·r-i ' w .D ' ~ I rl j :::, I w µ I m ' ~ 
O c: I ,.. c: ~ I O C1S 

b(' 00 
c: c: 

•r-i •r-i ,... u 
•r-i 'M 
<;) e 0.. 
Cl) Cl) 

1::0 
c: ..... .... 
Ill ,... 
Cl) 
0.. 

"O ('!) Cl(J) '1Ul1 S:::l rl 
~< - '-'....,,~Luu . i - --r:_,1_:. -' ----r-- .-1---, --i-j ___..._.I ;;;..._.+., 'j . . ---·t·. ---r· --1 -- ----------,--- ·t--

CY. tn I 0 

_ __ _ ~--- -----· ·--,--
f---+---- ··--t--t-- ·-+·-4-~--+---+----i 

I I ----1-- --+ I I -I 

,--~-1-- ---i--t -+-! .. j_J . 

l I I j . l I 
.... 
0 
O"I 



Frequency 
DO YOU WORK OR DETERMINE - - of Use 

Cl) 
rl 
,Cl .,, bO 
(.J r:: ..... 'M 
rl +J 

;,... p. (.J 

TASKS INVOLVING Nl'. CLEAR ;,... rl e p. :::, 
;,... rl .i:: 0 < M 

RADIATION PRINCIPLES rl ~ +J "O +J 
'M Cl) r:: rl +J fl) .,, Cl) 0 Cl) 0 r:: 

. A ;3: ~ ti) z H 

1. Radiation measuring devices 

2. Radioactive elements or isotopes 

3. Fusionable or fissionable material 

4. Other 

5. Other I 

I 

I 
TASKS INVOLVING CHEMIST~Y ! 

' PRINCIPLES l 

1. Ph factors 
! 

2. Separation of compounds 

3. Chemical compounds or solutions 

4. Chemical etching, plating or 
anodizing 

5. Other I -
6. Other I -

Check the Primary Activity Within 
W:iich Ye · Perform This Task 

I 
bl) I 

I I 
r:: 

'M 
+J oc 
0 r:: eo 
0 00 'M r:: 

(>(; bll ..c: r:: .u !·rl eo oc 
r:: r:: fl) ..... I l (.J ' .., I i:: r:: ..... ..... Cl) ,-.-t ::.C I :::, , CO .,... ..... 
>, N rl rl ' i:: I '"' ! ~ I M (.J ..... ;,... ,D <1l • .,... I ..., I ..c . .., ..... ..... rl :::, ~ I ~ : ~ ·~ ! ~ ;, 

"O co 0 fll !U: j:: l rl 1 P. '"' 0 ~ '"' c I ~ I c ~ I ~ Cl) 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Frequency 
of Activity 

I 

I 
I 

DO YOU - -
:>, I :>, ,-j s 

:>, ,-j ..c: 0 I 
,._. 

,-j ~ +.I 'O 

I 
Q) 

•r-l Q) i:: ,-j :> co Q) 0 Q) Ql 
A :::: ~ Cf.l z 

1. .. :Prepare graph.s and charts I 
2. Prepare evaluation reports I 

3. Fill in evaluation sheets 
. 

4. Prepare specifications 

5. Participate in engineering management and 
customer plannin~ sessions 

6. Participate in engineering management and 
...t-. customer evaluation sessions 

7. Read specifications 

8. Read engineering drawings and/or schematiciJ 

9. Present findings orally -
10. Participate in training and teaching 

activities (formal and informal) 

11. Computer programming 
-- ·-

12. Other 

13. Other 
--·--- ..... _. 



DO YOlJ·.usB 

. . ' 
l. 'ilasic; Arithm~ttc 

MATHEMATICS 

· I>-. 
r-t 

1il 
A 

· Freque'1CY 
of Use 

c,., !;' 5 ..,.. ;c: 
.l4 '"' 'ti 

m I r-t QI . 

... :;,: . (I.I 

.. 
t 

:?, 

~----.,.,.;.,,..-.-.,--, ..... ~---~.,....~~ ........... ~.,....~i-,..--1---,.......,-.-+~--~ 
2·. . Algebra . 

A .• · linear .equatio.n "'ith one 
unknown, · , 

B, Hnea~ equation with two 
or 11\0~!! unk:nown• 

D, ·Exponents & radicals. «i 

E, Quadratic .e!Ju&Uons 

F, · Comple:,c numl>ers (J-e>perator) · 

a.. Logar:tthms 
. 

H. Graphs 
. 

1 •. Vectors 

J. Decibels 

3. Trigo:nometey. 

4. 

s. 

-

A. Solution of .right 
t.rianoles · 

B. Solution of oblique 
tdandes 

Andy tic Geometry 

Calculus 

A, Differentiation 

B, Integration 

c. Basic differential equa, 

i>. 8cio1eon Algebra 

E, Bi:nary Arithmetic -

.. 
• 

. 

' 

Level of 
Proficien"" 

·.: ,' 

.· .· 

109. 
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SHOP.TOOLS 

Frequency 
of Use 

-
Q) 

,-f 

DO YOU OPERATE - - ..c 

I 
m 

I u 

I •rl 

I ,-f 
:,.., I i p. 

:,.., ,-f E; p. 
:,.., ,-f ..c 0 I <i:: 

,-f ~ 
._, 

1 
"C 

•rl Q) i:: ,-f t ._, 
m Q) 0 Q) I 0 

Q ::s: ~ (/) z 

1. Drill Press 
I 

i - - ~-·- ---·- -----
2. Lathe I 

3. Milling machine 

t+ --
4. Gas welder 

-
5. Arc welder 

-----------· I 
- ---i..--= 

6. Sheet metal tools 
-·-- .. 

7. Power saws I 

-- --·· .. -- - -+--
8. Abrasive power tools L ! ! 9. Other I I 1 -

10. Other I 
1 ! 1 , i ---- ·-·--·-- .,____._, _ _j___J 
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INSTRUMENT LIST 

Frequency Frequency 
of llse of Use 

.... .... 
QJ QJ QJ QJ 

1 
..... 1 ..... 
.c,· ~ >, 11' 

Fluid 
:>, 

z Electrical >, ..... 6 u z >, r-l 8 u 
>, r-l -5 "" >, r-l ..c "" QJ r-l ,.\< "Cl ..... QJ r-l ,.\< ;.J "Cl ..... 

"Cl o,-4 QJ c ..... t g "Cl "" C1J c r-l t ~ 0 11' ~ 0 QJ .0 11' QJ 0 C1J 
u A )'.: Cl) Z< u A ~ ;:.: en Z< 

1.01 VOM-VTVM-TVM 11.01 Pressure Ga11:es 

1.02. Oscilloscope 3;02 Flow Meters 

1.03 Impedance 3.03 Viscosity 
Bridize Meters 

1.04 SWR Meter 3.04 Hvdrometers ... 

1.05 Pulse Gen. 3.05 Other 

,!:_06 Signal ~en. Thermal 
1.07 Curve Tracer 

1.08 Regulated pow- 4.01 Thermocouple 
er supplies instruments ··-

1.09 Frea. Meter 4.02 Thermometer --
1.10 Plotters and 4.03 Pyrometers 

RIIU!orders 
.. ' ... 

1.11 Other 4.04 Other 

Mechanical Optical 

2.01 Torque Meter 5.01 Spectrometer ---
2.02 Tachometer 5.02 Li2ht meter 

2.03 Strobelight 5.03 Other 

l.:..94 Micrometer Audio ' I 
2.05 Vernier ' j Caliper ----I -· ---·----- ··---·- . 

b__Q§ Strain 2a11:es 6.01 Noise Gen • . _.,, ___ 

2,07 Hardness Teste1 6.02 Wave Analvzer 

2.08 Compression 6.03 Sound intensitJ 
Tester meter -·----·-- -

I 

2.09j Tension Tester 6.04 Spectrum 

-·- Analyzer 

2.10 Force Ga2es 6.05 Deslt Calculato1 

2.11 Accelerometers 6.06 Slide rule 

2.12 Other 16.07 Other 
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Establishment 

Stanford Research Institute 

Royco Instrument Inc. 

EMP Electronics Inc. 

Ball Brothers Res·. Corp. 

The Quaker Oats Co. 

Anderson, Clayton and Co. 

Eastman.Kodak Co. 

Xerox Corporation 

Packard Instrument Co. Inc. 

US Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

Motorola Inc. 

Timken Roller Bearing Co. 

Atlantic Ricpfield Co. 

Tele-Dynamics Div. 

Honeywell Inc. 

Monsanto 

Sandia Laboratories 

Continental Oil Company 

Public Service Company of Cklahoma 

Telex Computer Products 

Nelson Elect~ical Company 

Lockheed Electrical Company 

Texas Instruments 

International Business Machines 

Honeywell Incorporated 

General Electric Company 

Location 

Menlo Park, California 

Menlo Park, California 

Phoenix, Arizona 

Boulder, Colorado 

Sherman, Texas 

Sherman, Texas 

Rochester, New York 

Rochester, New York 

Downer Grove, Illinois 

White Oak, Maryland 

Schiller Park, Illinois 

Canton, Ohio 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Ft. Washington, Pa. 

Green Wood Acre, Maryland 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Ponca City, Cklahoma 

Tulsa, Cklahoma 

Tulsa, Cklahoma 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Houston, Texas 

Stafford, Texas 

Houston, . Texas 

St. Petersburg, Florida 

St. Petersburg, Florida 
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Establishment Location 

Sperry Rand Company St. Petersburg, Florida 

Congoleum Industries Inc. Wilburton, Oklahoma 

Getty Oil Company Bakersfield, California 

Bell & Howell (CEC) Pasadena, California 

U.S. Borax & Chemical Corporation Boron, California 

California State Dept. of Water 
Resources Bakersfield, California 

Standard Oil Company of California Taft, California 

Argonne National Laboratories Argonne, Illinois 

General Mills, Inc. West Chicago, Illinois 

Bell Telephone Laboratories Naperville, Illinois 

International Harvester F. Wayne, Indiana 

North American Rock.well, Tulsa Lab. Tulsa, Oklahoma 

McDonald-Douglas Aircraft Company Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Century Electronics and Instruments, Inc. Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Dorsett Electronics Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Dalton Precisions Inc. Cushing, Oklahoma 

Barlett-Collins Company Sapulpa, Oklahoma_ 

Midland Coop., Inc. Cushing, Oklahoma 

U.S. Tufted Carpets, Inc. Bristow, Oklahoma 

Electronic System Eng. Company Cushing, Oklahoma 

Radio Specialty Mfg. Company Portland, Oregon 

Bonnville Power Administration Vancouver, Washington 

United Medical Laboratories Portland, Oregon 

Standard Controls Inc. Seattle, Washington 

Southtown Electric Contractor St. Louis, Missouri 



Southwestern Bell Telephone 

McDonnell-Douglas 

McHenry Metal Products Co., Inc. 

Bell Refinery 

Slaughter Company 

Stromberg-Carlston 

Whites Machines & Supply Company 

Aero Space Controls 

Beech Aircraft Corp. 

Recognition Equipment Inc. 

Texas lnstrµments 

St. Louis, Missouri 

St. Louis, Missouri 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Ardmore, Oklahoma 

Ardmore, Oklahoma 

Ardmore, Oklahoma 

Cashion, Oklahoma 

Wichita, Kansas 

Wichita, Kansas 

Dallas, Texas 

Dallas, Texas 
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These selected comments were made by management representatives 

about recruitment and training of electromechanical technicians. 

From a large oil establishment: 

Most of the electromechanical work is dqne in the field 
by electricians, who have come up thru the ranks with the 
service training. Nearly all of them have had no education 
beyopd high school and essentially no formal training in their 
work. When they encounter unfamiliar or unusual problems they 
can call on either of the technicians (questionnaire attached) 
or en'gineers for specialized assistance. Because of the large 
area extent of our operations line it is not practical to have 
a specialized technician in each area. 

As our operations became more sophisticated in design, we 
expect to have more in service training of some kind to improve 
their performance in installing, operating, and maintaining 
such equipment. 

Our primary use of technicians a~ present is as engineering 
assistants an.d draftsmen in a design function rather than as 
maintenance use. They would also be available for assistance 
for troubleshooting equipment after it is placed in operation. 

In our operations we would prefer that the education of 
technicians would be slanted toward the use and application of 
electromechanical devices rather than design of specific items 
of equipment. 

From production establishments: 

Since most production equipment in large manufacturing 
units are rapidly automating with computer control a good 
background in computer logic, computer theory, and programming 
will be a big help in addition to the mechanical work. 

Recruitment is from electric-electronic or instrument back
ground with in service training in the department. 

Presently recruit by promotion from field ranks. 

From manufacturing establishments: 

From a labor relation standpoint, this subject is very 
touchy. 

Need industry-education coop. programs and summer work 
programs. 

1. Military training seems pretty good. 
2. More in upper portion of classes go on to become 

engineers. 
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J. Pound the fundamentals of physics home. 

From research and development establishments: 

We have all varieties of training and. background -- sort 
of catch as catch can. 

We select technicians from the top ten percent of ECPD 
approved programs and then train them in electromechanical. 

Should have a good and complete background in math. 

Should have capability of understanding and working with 
times - stepping switches - sample servos - meters - etc -

From small establishments: 
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We feel there is a great need for such training. We certainly 
could use ~hese people in our work. 

We feel there is a need for such a person. 

Our company would be very responsive towards a training 
program of this type. We would be interested in hiring this 
type of personnel if we had the opening. 

We do not currently have a classification of EM tech. Our 
more experienced tech's get the EM experience more or less 
because they're interested. 
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ELECTROMECHANICAL TASKS 

Electromechanical Relays 

Bridge Circuits 

Solid State Lamps 

Motors and Solenoids 

Error Detection Devices 

Servo Amplifiers 

SHOP TOOLS 

Hand Tools 

Shear 

Brake 

'l'EST EQUIPMENT 

Digital CNTR 

Digital VM 

Computers 

Vibtometer 

Digital Circuits 

Capillary Systems 

Optical Density 

X-Ray Testing 

Chemical Gases 

Spot Welder 

Hydraulic Test Stand 

Environmental Chambers 

Distortion Meters 
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Partial Pressure Analyzer 

Laser 

Collimator 
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ELECT~OMECHANICAL. TECHNOLOGY .. 

A Field Study of Electromechanical 

Technician Occupations 

Part I 

Summary and Conclusions 

The field study for electromechanical technician occupation was 

conducted in two stages. In the first phase of the study, personal 

interviews were conducted in 26 industrial organizations selected by 

size and by principal activity and distributed geographically throughout 

the United States. 

Twenty-two of the 26 organizations included in this phase of the 

study indicat.ed an expanding need for technicians capable of working 

with electromechanical systems and devices. At the time the study was 

conducted, these 22 firms employed electronics technicians or mechanical 

technicians and provided on-the-job training in electronics or mechanics 

correspondent to individual needs. All of the 22 saw a pressing need 

for pre-employment training of technical personnel for these occupations. 

The kind of pre-employment training desired was described as follows: 

i~ The training should put emphasis on electrical and mecnanical 

principles rather than on specific applications of these 

principles. 

2. Communication skills are extremely important in the work 

of electromechanical technicians and should be given 

special attention in the training program. 



3. A study of the interrelationship of electrical and mechan

ical elements of systems and devices should be central in 

the specialized technical courses of the instructional 

program. Whenever possible, electrical and mechanical 

principles should be studied together, and not as separate 

entities. 

4. Principles of electrical and mechanical.physics are basic 

tools in the work of electromechanical technicians and 

all technical instruction should develop analytical skills 

for which these tools are fundamental. In addition, there 

is an increasing need for the technician to work with new 

applications of other physical sciences such as: optical 

equipment, thermal energy devices, hydraulic and pneumatic 

controls, and a wide variety of measuring instruments. 
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The second phase of the study utilized a very brief questionnaire 

designed to obtain a broad sample of the quantitative need for electro

mechanical technicians. Ninety-three industrial organizations responded 

to tµe request for information. Their total need for trained electro

mechanical technicians (new hires) was estimated to be,20, 329 by 1970, 

a number 25% greater during this period than their combined hires of 

electronic technicians and mechanical technicians. 

The use of a personal interview technique in this study made it 

mandatory to select an individual with special qualifications. The 

principal consultant on this project was especially well-qualified, 

having had recent experience in engineering and technical institute 

teaching, curriculum design in two-year technology programs, and field 

work in a national study of instrumentation education programs. 
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In general, the study succeeded in its major objectives of identi

fying occupational and educational needs in the new and emerging occupa

tion of electromechanical technology. The information obtained has'been 

used to prepare a basic curriculum plan for a two-year, post-high school 

program in electromechanical technology. This curriculum plan, with 

recommendations for developing instructional materials and laboratory 

facilities, will be prepared and submitted as a separate report to the 

U.S. Office of Education. 

The results of the study indicate a clear and pressing need for 

experimentation and innovation in the development of technical education 

for new and emerging occupations. The evidence points to a specific 

need for new training programs in electromechanical. technology and sug

gests that similar combinations of technological skills may.be required 

in other emerging occupations. 

Experimentation and innovation is indicated because of ,the need for 

an interdisciplinary training approach that apparently does hot now 

exist or, if it exists, has not been documented. While the field study 

did not include educational institutions and programs, and hence did not 

provide conclusive evidence as to the educational process involved, 

there was a general feeling that more is needed in the training of 

electromechanical specialist than a simple combination of existing 

courses in electrical technology and mechanical technology. 

The procedures used in the field study were somewhat unconventional, 

in that a great deal of the information obtain required subjective value 

judgments on the part of the principal consultant. This procedure 

appears to be justifiable when no taxonomy exists for the kind of 

rigidly structured survey instruments that might normally be used. 
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The controls in this case rested with the Panel of Consultants who, in a 

sense, served as a jury of experts. As educational programs for this 

emerging occupation are developed, more sophisticated analyses will be 

required to better identify specific job functions. 

ELECTROMECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 

A Post-High School Technical Curriculum 

Part II 

Conclusions 

1. The increased complexity and the closely interrelated 

character of electromechanical systems makes it 

desirable that technicians be equally capable and 

proficient in each of the technical areas. Their 

educational program must integrate the two technologies 

so that they become mutually supporting elements having 

a common objective. 

2. It appears feasible to teach electromechanical principles 

within the time limits of a two-year program by using a 

correlated teaching system in which each subject 

reinforces other subjects in the curriculum. Such an 

instructional technique will require extensive_ develop

ment. The amount of material which should be included 

in an electromechanical curriculum cannot be presented 

within the desired time interval of two years if con

ventional methods are used. 

J. With the educational background, provided by the proposed 

program, the graduate technician should be prepared to 



learn the highly specialized techniques peculiar to a 

particular job, and is prepared for continued study and 

growth in the electromechanical field. 

4. It is impossible to express this curriculum in conven

tional terms, using familiar names for courses, when 

there is to be integration of subject material. 

5. Suitable text materials and laboratory experiments for 

interrelated teaching are not presently available. The 

development of these materials will be an important ele

ment ih the development of the instructional program. 

6. In order to obtain the desired merging of the electrical

electronic and mechanical technologies it will be neces

sary to develop new laboratory approaches which make use 

of modern electromechanical systems and devices. These 

will be used not only in the electromechanical phases of 

the program, but also in support of the physics, the 

electronic, and the mechanical courses. 

7. Administrative officials in any institution where this 

program is to be offered will need to make provisions for 

a high degree of staff planning and coordination in order 

to maintain the proper relationship of program material. 

8. Each faculty member in an interrelated program will have 

to be reasonably competent, in more than one discipline, 

and must display a willingness to cross over into related 

disciplines for purposes of integration. 

9. The success of the proposed electromechanical program will 

depend to a large measure on a continuous developmental 
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program involving teacher training, preparation of 

instructional materials, and the development of 

laboratory facilities. 

10. An active advisory committee is most important in 

developing and evaluating. a curriculum in this emerging 

field of employment. 

11. While the remarks about the study have been directly 

concerned with the electromechanical technology, they 

should not be viewed in such a restricted sense. The 

principles seem to be applicable to some extent to all 

technologies, in fact, it would appear that the prin-

ciples can be applied at all levels of education. 

Recommendations 

The conclusions reached in this study of the emerging occupations 

in electromechanical technology support the need for a new kind of 

instructional program. The proposed curriculum reflects the unique 

requirements of these occupations and is presented as a framework for 

experimentation and innovation. With these two basic premises as guide-

lines, the following recommendations are made: 

Recommendation No. 1 -

New programs of electromechanical technology should be 

placed and implemented as soon as possible. 

Recommendation No. 2 -

The major effort in developing new programs for electro-

mechanical technicians should be devoted to two-year associate 

degree level curriculums. 



Recommendation No. 3 -

Schools with existing programs of electronic and 

mechanical technology should not expect to develop electro

mechanical technology programs by assembling existing 

courses and utilizing existing instructional staff without 

further training. 

Recommendation No. 4. -

An extensive research prqject should be planned and 

carried out to further develop and document the instruc

tional plan proposed for the curriculum in electromechanical 

technology. 

Recommendation No. 5 -

Research studies should be made in other emerging 

occupational fields which require new combinations of 

technical skills. 
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EMT DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

1Preparing technical graduates who are immediately useful employees 

requires the use of "hands-on" industrial equipment wherever possible in 

the program, At the same time the program must emphasize knowledge and 

thought processes instead of special techniques or procedures if the 

student's education is to have a sufficiently broad base. To help a 

student go on to advanced studies in his field, the technical educator 

must teach a group of technical principles soundly based in mathematics 

and science skills. The nature of the two-year program further requires 

a non-traditional approach in the scheduling of mathematics and science 

courses. Rather than preceding the introduction of the technical 

specialty - the usual academic procedure - these courses must parallel 

the technical subject matter and must contain selected concepts which 

are immediately applicable in the technical courses. 

Background of the EMT Curriculum 

The electromechanical curriculum is the result of a systematic and 

thorough research and development project involving four major steps: 

occupational analysis, development of the tentative curriculum, testing, 

and development and circulation of EMT materials. 

Occupational Analysis 

The research staff of Oklahoma State University's School of 

Industrial Education organized and initiated a two-phase field study 

during 1965-66 to determine how extensive the need for electromechanical 

1 £!!._ Program Compendium (New York, 1971), pp 2-5. 
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technicians was, and to identify the skills and knowledge that industry 

deemed essential in this emerging occupational category. A panel of 

consultants was selected from a broad geographic area. New York, Cali-

fornia, Texas, and Ontario, Canada were some of the areas providing 

members. They represented such divergent industrial activities as 

manufacturing, research, distribution, and service. This panel advised 

and assisted the Oklahoma State University group in planning and con-

ducting the survey, and was largely responsible both for the depth and 

significance achieved in the investigation and for the objectivity and 

validity of the conclusions drawn from the findings. (See Appendix I.) 

Development of the Tentative Curriculum 

Using the field study information, the research group formulated a 

set of basic guidelines to describe the pre-employment training needed 

for EMT technicians: 

1. The training should put emphasis on electrical and mechanical 

principles rather than on specific applications of these principles. 

2. Communication skills are extremely important in the work of 

\ 

electromechanical technicians and should be given special attention 

in the training program. 

J. A study of the interrelationship of electrical and mechanical 

elements of systems and devices should be central in the specialized 

technical courses of the instructional program. Whenever possible, 

electrical and mechanical principles should be studied together, not as 

separate entities. 

4. Principles of electrical and mechanical physics are basic tools 

in the work of electromechanical technicians and all technical 
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instruction should develop analytical skills for which these tools are 

fundamental. In addition, there is an increasing need for the techni

cian to work with new applications of other physical sciences such as: 

optical equipment, thermal energy devices, hydraulic and pneumatic 

controls, and a wide variety of measuring instruments. 

It soon became apparent to the curriculum planners that the need 

for multiple coordination among courses in an EMT curriculum dictated 

radical changes in the basic organization of such foundation courses as 

physics and even in some of the established instructional methods of 

higher education. 

The answer use was a curriculum built upon a series of unified 

concepts, concepts which are common both to electrical and mechanical 

technology. Such concepts must be used in concurrent courses for mutual 

support and learning reinforcement through theory introduction, applica

tion, and repetition of application in electrical, mechanical, and 

electromechanical laboratories. The unified concepts which the group 

formulated are the following: 

1. Differential Forces 

2. Flow Rates 

J. Real Opposition (resistance) 

~. Energy Storage 

5. Time Constants 

6. Impedances 

7. Resonances 

8. Waves and Fields 

9. Amplification 

10. Feedback and Stability 
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Curriculum Testing 

The third phase of the electromechanical project, testing of the 

curriculum and development materials under classroom conditions, began 

at Oklahoma State University in September 1968, with the enrollment of 

the first EMT class. Twenty-seven students consituted the class~ 17 of 

whom graduated with EMT associate degrees in 1970. A second group of 28 

students enrolled in the OSU program in September 1969. Further testing 

was conducted at Milwaukee Technical Community College, where the first 

class was enrolled in the fall of 1969, and a second in the fall of 

1970. The Texas State Technical Institute, Waco, Texas initiated its 

first EMT curriculum in the fall of 1970. All of these classes were 

conducted under the provisions of a grant from the U. S. Office of Edu

cation, under the direction of the Technical Education Research Center. 

A number of other institutions also began using the curriculum and 

materials in the fall of 1970. 

Textbooks providing the integration of subject matter required in 

the EMT curriculum were not available when the first class started at 

Oklahoma State University. In fact, the staff found that not even 

terminology was "available" at times - conventional terms and familiar 

course names failed to describe the integrated courses the staff was 

designing and teaching. Therefore, during the months before the 

beginning of the first class, and after it got underway, staff members 

were preparing curriculum materials, primarily in the form of labora

tory texts. These texts typically included a discussion of technical 

principles, an experimental procedure, data tables, analysis guides, and 

homework problems. These materials, of course, underwent a vast amount 

of revision during 1968-69, when Oklahoma State University EMT staff 
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began to discover through class exposure what would and would not work 

in an integrated curriculum. At times, revisions literally occurred 

on a day-to-day basis, but a smoothly functioning program gradually 

took shape. The fact that such changes could be made without resulting 

in the total disruption of the program perhaps best illustrates one of 

the greatest assets of the EMT curriculum: both in its embryonic stages 

and as a tested and proven product, it has a unique capacity for 

flexibility and adaptation. 

Circulation of Materials 

By July 1970, the EMT staff at Oklahoma State University had 

received and filled requests for materials and information from 17 

junior colleges, 88 colleges and universities, 125 technical institu

tions, and 44 other groups ranging from high school boards of education 

to large industrial concerns. The Technical Education Research Center 

met with representatives from 13 commercial publishing firms in May 

1970, and invited them to submit proposals to publish the EMT class and 

laboratory mat~rials for distribution beginning fall 1972. Various 

members of the staff have presented the program at numerous professional 

meetings throughout the United States and articles discussing its con

cepts and progress have appeared in several professional publications. 

The dissemination function, of course, is just beginning; its role will 

become more important as EMT materials become available in quantity. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A TEACHER EDUCATION 

PROGRAM IN ELECTROMECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY 
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The project entitled, 11The Development and Evaluation of a Teacher 

Education Program in Electromechanical Technology, ir was approved by the 

newly created EPDA Bureau and initiated in the spring of 1969. The 15 

program participants began their program involvement June 1, 1969~ and 

terminated on July 31, 1970. An extension was granted before submitting 

this final report in order to facilitate rather elaborate evaluation 

procedures designed into the project. This extension was granted until 

June JO, 1971, and provided the opportunity to complete the participant 

follow-up and evaluation of selected participant attitudes along with 

other evaluation criteria. 

The problem which was stated in the initial project proposal and 

subsequently funded was: The rapid development of Electromechanical 

Technology (EMT) has created an increasingly serious need for thousands 

of broadly trained electromechanical technicians and the professional 

staff to design and implement these educational programs. 

The Technical Education Master's degree program at Oklahoma State 

University was well established in the field at the inception of this 

fellowship experience. The fellowship program was further strengthened 

with additional activities related to the national two-year post high 

school Electromechanical Technology demonstration program emphasizing 

electromechanical concepts and experiences, i.e., the electromechanical 

technician demonstration project, still in operation at Oklahoma State 

University (see Appendix J). This project was fully utilized as a 

learning resource in the Teacher Fellowship program. 
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Generally, participants in the Teacher Fellowship program proceeded 

through the following sequence of activities: 

1. The program was initiated by a two-months summer session 

emphasizing (1) the organization and structure of tech

nician education and (2) a work project in the national 

electromechanical technician demonstration program. 

2. The fall semester concentrated on technical education 

program planning and the strengthening of each partici

pant's technical background in electronics and/or 

mechanical technology. 

3. The spring semester was devoted to curriculum develop-

ment in technical education and course work in statistics, 

research, and technology. A developmental project in the 

electromechanical technician program served as the master's 

degree report. This occupational analysis project is 

described in detail later in. this report. 

4. The 1970 summer session was devoted to a full-time 

experience n selected industries that employed 

electromechanical technicians. An occupational analysis 

was conducted on-the-job relating to electromechanical 

technician tasks. 

Program Time ·schedule 

(1) Summer Industrial Experience 1970 - June 1 to July 31 

(2) Spring Semester 1970 - January 27 to May 24 

(3) Fall Semester 1969 - September 8 to January 24 

(4) Summer 1969 - June 1 to July 31. 
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